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Safety Requirement Patterns for High Consequence Arming Systems

by Dan Slipper

This thesis details research investigating issues with the way in which safety requirements
(often termed assertions) are written for the specific application of high consequence
arming systems. Existing methods for deriving such requirements focus on the approach
through which these systems are designed. Currently this is based upon three main
concepts: isolation, incompatibility and inoperability. These are often referred to as the
3I’s, and are used in combination with a fourth I of independence. The issue motivating
this research is that there is no rigour in the manner in which these are written and no
methods exist to ensure completeness of the resultant requirements set.

A systems engineering approach has been adopted to perform this research and considers
the needs of stakeholders involved in specification of arming system safety requirements,
from these requirements of the project are derived. A solution has been presented in the
form of a set of 8 templates which allow repeatable specification of assertions, along with
a set of 12 patterns which cover realistic and commonly used relationships between these
templates. The template assertions are based upon a state machine format and adopt
a novel view of the 3I’s where attenuation, incompatibility, state changes and race are
used to specify lower level and more detailed requirements than the existing methods.

Application of the new approach to real industry projects showed that it identified
assertions which were missed using the current state of the art methods. Through use of
modelling it has also been demonstrated that the new approach produces a complete set
of assertions which, when implemented correctly, provide protection against detonation
in a given environment. This approach is intended for use alongside existing methods to
produce a set of requirements which meet all regulatory needs, inclusive of independence,
something which this approach does not consider.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Systems Engineering

The term system is typically used to describe anything which consists of multiple in-

teracting components which work together to achieve a common goal, or provide a

capability. If such interaction does not exist between a number of elements, what is

described is not a system but rather a set of individual components or elements 1. The

behaviour of a resultant system can be described as emergent; none of the elements

alone can achieve the required function or capability, however, the sum of the individual

parts is able to. System elements can be mechanical, computers, facilities or humans

- each providing functions which contribute the aims of the system. Within this thesis

focus will be upon a specific type of system - the high consequence arming system, more

detail of which will be discussed in Section 1.5. Many aspects must be considered when

systems are designed (or multiple existing elements are integrated together) to ensure

that they fulfil the desired capability. This is achieved through the discipline of Systems

Engineering (SE), which The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE)

[69] defines as:

...an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of suc-

cessful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required func-

tionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, then

proceeding with design synthesis and system validation while considering

the complete problem.

1A definition similar to this is presented in the standard ISO15288 [72], the systems and software
engineering life cycle processes

1
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Many factors can have an impact upon the realisation of a successful system. SE is

used to identify and mitigate as many risks as possible early in the development process.

Rather than considering the behaviour of each element of the system in isolation, Systems

Engineers take a view of the entire system - considering not only the desired technical

behaviour of the system during operations but also, cost and schedule, performance,

test, training and support, manufacturing and disposal.

This involves interaction with many stakeholders (people who have an interest in the

success or failure of a system), these can be the customers to whom a system will

finally be delivered, those enforcing regulations or standards relevant to the system, end

users, manufacturers, funding organisations, and anyone providing training, support

or maintenance. The needs of stakeholders should all be considered early on through

requirements elicitation.

1.2 The V-Model

Many process models for realisation of a system exist, as summarised by Kasser and

Hitchins [78] these different models have common stages around identification of needs,

realisation of the system and verification. Arguably these are covered by the V-model,

which is widely recognised within systems and software engineering. An example of this

model is shown in Figure 1.1 (taken from [43]).

Figure 1.1: An example of the stages within the V model.
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This linear process forms two sides of a V, the stages along the leading edge can in-

clude: gathering stakeholder needs, identifying requirements upon the system, parti-

tioning them to elements of the system through design and results in implementation of

the system parts. The second half of the V involves integration of individual sub-systems

to form the system, whilst performing testing of each level against its requirements. The

process is completed with confirmation that the needs of the stakeholder have been met

by the system, through acceptance testing. The term verification describes tests used

to ensure that the system (or sub-system) has been ‘built right’, i.e. that it fulfils the

requirements upon it. Similarly, the term validation refers to confirmation that the sys-

tem does the ‘right thing’ to fulfil the stakeholder needs. At the system level this would

typically be performed through a confirmation review or by demonstration, however,

Bahill and Henderson argue that this can be done at the requirement level [10] by en-

suring that each requirement is feasible, implementable, correct and that a requirements

set together is consistent. The notion of a consistent and complete set of requirements

is pertinent to this thesis, in which the author will demonstrate how use of patterns and

templates for writing safety requirements can support a systems engineer in meeting

these traits of a good requirements set.

Although the V model in Figure 1.1 shows each step is performed in a one-way and linear

fashion, in practice these stages can be performed concurrently and may involve multiple

iterations. When applied to individual engineering disciplines (such as safety, reliability,

availability etc.), an entire iteration of the model may be performed from that perspective

alone. The problems tackled within this thesis are specific to the perspective of safety

of high consequence arming systems. Sections 1.3 and 1.5 will provide an overview of

system safety as a part of systems engineering and the unique approach taken to design

for safety of high consequence arming systems.

1.3 System Safety

When considering the design of safety-critical or high consequence systems, extra func-

tionality (beyond that necessary to meet its functional requirements) may be required

in order to achieve adequate safety. In this subsection definitions are provided for safety

and both these types of system of concern. Systems engineering is discussed with the

perspective of safety in mind, considering verification of safety requirements and how

the whole problem through life must be considered.

Safety is freedom from unacceptable risk. Dependent upon the type of system being put

into service, risks defined as unacceptable will vary, for example safety-critical systems

can be described [46] as:
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“A computer, electronic or electromechanical system whose failure may cause

injury or death to human beings”

Similarly high consequence systems can be defined [26] as those:

“where failures can cause catastrophic results. These results can include loss

of life, loss of resources (i.e. money), or even loss of credibility”

Therefore safety-critical systems are, by definition, a subset of the type high-consequence

systems, since high consequence systems also concern the risks to human life. Given

such consequences of failure, safety must be a driving factor from early in the systems

engineering process.

1.4 Safety in the Systems Engineering Process

Failure to consider safety requirements until late in the systems engineering process can

result in either: an increased project cost (due to redesign to meet safety requirements),

or worse, an unsafe system design could be put into service. Due to this overlap between

safety and systems engineering, Fowler and Pierce [45] propose that safety should be

considered as a perspective upon Systems Engineering and highlight a statement by

Leveson, that “until recently, system safety was always part of the system engineering

group. Over time and with ignorance, this interaction has faded.” The author of this

thesis agrees that this may be the case in some industries, however, argues that for the

high consequence arming system industry (discussed in Section 1.5), this relationship

has been maintained and remains a driving factor of systems engineering activities. The

research presented within this thesis contributes a proposed improvement to this current

practice.

System safety life-cycles (such as IEC 61508 [66] and MIL-STD-882E [32]) typically

involve hazard identification, analysis and risk assessment (using methods such as Hazard

and Operability Study (HAZOP) [70] or Failure Modes and Effects Analysis [31]) which

result in requirements upon the system to avoid hazardous events. These requirements

are implemented by design of mechanisms to reduce the risk or impact of such hazards.

Dependent upon the nature of the system these safety mechanisms can be designed into

a physical product or may be part of an enabling system. Protecting against the risks

present throughout the entire system life cycle will require consideration of all of the

stages, design, production, testing, transportation, operation, maintenance and disposal

(decommissioning) - whilst considering the worst-case environments or scenarios that
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could be seen in each. For each environment, a number of safety functions can be put in

place to mitigate hazards. Different barriers can be used for risk reduction and can in

many cases be achieved by adding functional requirements (e.g. to meet the requirements

of a safety standard). Additional functions to achieve safety requirements result in an

increase in complexity of the system since components, entire subsystems or redundant

systems can be introduced into a design.

A number of methods may be applicable to mitigate hazards presented by a system, the

hierarchy of hazard controls is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) hierarchy of controls for risk
reduction.

Typically the first method for achieving safety is to eliminate any conditions where

hazards exist. In many systems it is the desired function which introduces this hazard,

for example aircraft are designed to fly, weapons are designed to be fired and nuclear

reactors require a chemical reaction in order to produce power. Where the hazards can

not be removed they must be mitigated through use of extra features, or by modifying the

way in which the required functions are performed. If this can not be achieved through

engineering within the system design itself, hazards are then addressed through training,

warnings or personal protective equipment. Across different disciplines the methods in

place to achieve adequate safety will vary drastically from functional barriers through to

warnings to operators. Similarly the terminology can vary, for example the terms safety
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feature [127], barrier [62] and safety function [57] all refer to a feature of the system

being used to implement risk reduction.

A distinction can be made between two types of engineering/isolation hazard mitigation:

the use of active or passive safety functions. Active safety systems are those which mon-

itor against a given condition and react in order to avoid it, examples could be: cooling

systems within a nuclear power plant or object detection and braking of a vehicle. Both

of these examples require either an automated or human response (without technology

to aid it, object detection and braking would be down to the driver). Reliability of

the monitoring and control system becomes a safety critical aspect of the system, how-

ever, it is difficult to assure that these systems will necessarily perform upon demand.

Conversely, passive safety systems are those which do not require any kind of control

loop in place for them to perform their function. The response of such systems will be

automatic (given certain conditions) and are defined by first principles (fundamental

laws which underpin the behaviour). These can fall into two types, firstly, those which

have no-response and will always perform their function in all conditions (e.g. a robust

physical barrier). Secondly, there are those functions which have a change of properties,

a common example is a capacitor losing the ability to hold charge after exposure to a

high temperature (as presented by Kidder in Appendix C, page C-2 of [81] amongst

others). Inability to charge the capacitor then results in inability for the system using it

to function, subsequently not producing the unsafe conditions which are to be mitigated.

Therefore by these definitions passive safety is typically the reverse of active safety2, ne-

cessitating non-functionality of the components used for system operation rather than

depending upon the reliability of additional monitoring systems. The use of passive

safety functions is a foundation of the design of nuclear weapons, a high consequence

system which is the specific topic of interest throughout this thesis.

1.5 High Consequence Arming Systems

1.5.1 Overview

The system of interest within this thesis is a certain part of a nuclear deterrent system.

The entire system comprises of a delivery mechanism, (for example gravity bombs or

ballistic missiles which includes the warhead element) and any enabling systems (i.e.

aircraft or submarines, transport systems, facilities). The scope of the thesis is limited

2 Bennett and Summers emphasise in [12] that the terms active and passive safety systems may
vary in the different industries which use them (i.e. the automotive industry recognise passive safety
differently to that of the nuclear weapons industry).
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to the interests of the sponsoring company for the research, the Atomic Weapons Estab-

lishment (AWE) [8] who are involved in providing and maintaining the warhead aspect

of the system. Of particular interest within this thesis is safety of the arming chain,

there is not discussion of the nuclear package of the system, however, more detail upon

that aspect of the system can be found in [101].

Due to the nature of such systems and the potential consequences of monetary loss,

loss of life, environmental impacts and political standing (as emphasised by Spray and

Cooper in [129] and also by Fetter and Hippel in [41]) safety becomes a driving factor

in their design. So much so that Spray and Cooper state in [130] that:

“In the U.S. nuclear weapons program, the consequences of an accidental

nuclear detonation are so overriding that safety is unequivocally given prece-

dence among competing considerations”

Another concern with these system is that they are developed to go into services for

a long period of time, for example Nikolic notes in [99] that weapons systems within

the U.S. stockpile have been in service since 1979, the article also discusses the Life

Extension Program (LEP) which could keep old designs in service even longer than ever

initially anticipated.

1.5.2 Systems Engineering Process

Due to the potential consequences if an incorrect design were put into service, the systems

engineering process for high consequence arming systems requires the aspects of safety,

security, reliability, quality and use control to be considered during system design. These

aspects combined are referred to as system surety. Randall presents a high consequence

system surety process in [108] which was developed at Sandia National Laboratories

(SNL) in the 1990’s as part of a revolution in engineering of high consequence systems.

Although the process is generalised for all aspects of surety of a high consequence system,

it is applicable when considering just the aspect of detonation safety in arming systems,

as discussed by Ekman, Werner, Covan and D’Antonio in [37]. Although all aspects

of surety are important, D’Antonio, Cooper, Spray, Caldwell and Covan presented the

Pentagon /S/ process in [4], an approach developed with emphasis upon the safety-

critical features of a system in order to maintain their performance throughout the

entire system life-cycle (with particular influence over engineering and production).

As previously described in Section 1.1 the process begins with gathering the requirements

of users and other stakeholders. In the case of UK nuclear weapons a major stakeholder
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is the regulating body. Due to the consequences of unauthorised use of such systems

strict regulations are enforced, detailing requirements upon the system for operation

and adequate levels of safety and security. The regulations for the UK nuclear weapon

programme are presented in JSP538/372 [96, 97] which cover the entire system life cycle.

In these regulations, adequate safety is defined in terms of the likelihood of detonation,

which must be ≤ 10−9 per weapon lifetime. The likelihood of detonation is composed

from contributions from the likelihood of weapon system failure and the likelihood of a

particular environment occurring. The necessary contribution from the system can be

combined with the probability of the system seeing one of the following three environ-

ment types:

Normal - scenarios which are expected to be seen for operation. For these environments

there should be no degradation in operational reliability and the likelihood of

occurrence is 1.

Specified Abnormal - scenarios which it is feasible that the weapon may be exposed

to, at which point operational reliability is no longer expected. Examples are fire,

crush and lightning. The likelihood of occurrence is ≤ 10−3.

Severe Abnormal - scenarios which are more severe and less probable than specified

abnormal environments e.g. multiple simultaneous specified abnormal events. The

likelihood of occurrence is ≤ 10−6.

It may be noted that the Ministry of Defence has stated in [63] that “No Trident warhead

has experienced either a specified or severe abnormal environment. The Trident nuclear

warhead system was designed against robust environmental standards that are now

captured in JSP 538. In achieving approval for in-service use for Trident, trials and

assessments of components and special build warheads against those standards were

undertaken and passed”. A number of individual Lines Of Defence (LOD) can be used

to reduce the likelihood of detonation, which should be independent of each other. In

JSP538 [96] it is noted that using LOD analysis is:

“an approach used to present a structured deterministic argument to demon-

strate that sufficient protection is provided. LOD analysis is a qualitative

method that critically assesses the effectiveness of control measures in pre-

venting an accident event sequence leading to undesired consequences.”

These are used to achieve defence-in-depth, which will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter 2. Underpinning each of the lines of defence are a number of assertions (a
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term commonly used to describe arming system safety requirements), which collectively

describe why detonation will not occur given a particular environment. These assertions

are made in terms of Isolation, Incompatibility, Inoperability; commonly referred to as

the 3I’s (or 4I’s if an additional assertion of Independence is included). These are merely

acknowledged for the current discussion, but are visited in more detail in Chapter 2.

The system surety process has been considered from the perspective of safety in order

to achieve the needs of such safety regulations, the design and analysis stages of this

process will be considered throughout the next subsection.

1.5.3 Current Approach to System Safety

Ekman, Werner, Covan, and D’Antonio [37] present a unique perspective of the system

surety engineering process previously discussed [108], describing each stage of the process

with the focus solely on safety. Figure 1.3 (taken from Ekman et al. [37]) presents this

system surety engineering process.

Figure 1.3: A process for surety engineering.

Safety of a high consequence arming system is achieved by developing functions into the

architecture of the system itself, therefore, safety is an inherent and critical aspect of

the design of the system. Safety requirements can limit the components which can be

used to support passive safety, this can scope down the number of architectural options

available for trade-off. When applying systems engineering principles with focus on the

perspective of safety much of the design work (and analysis of design options) will be

performed early in the process. This is achieved by defining a safety theme to fulfil

safety requirements, a safety theme is defined by Caldwel and D’Antoniol in [19] as “a

blueprint, or plan, of how to incorporate safety into a weapon” or by Dvorack, Jones,
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Carlson, Wolcott and Sanders in [35] as “a plan of how safety requirements will be

satisfied”.

The ‘develop surety theme’ stage of the surety engineering process is not discussed

in detail by Randall, D’Antonio or Ekman [4, 37, 108] and no tools or approaches

are defined. Comparatively recent work by Johnson presented in [74] introduces two

methodologies for combined design and analysis of a safety theme. The methodologies

Johnson presents support the derivation of the safety critical components within an

architecture by identifying the minimal cut sets through which energy can flow in order

to reach the detonator. Assertions can be made about the behaviour of components

such that the complete design meets system level requirements for defence in depth.

1.5.4 Issues with the Current Approach

Once a safety theme has been developed it can be listed as logical groups of assertions,

each defined by one of the 3I’s. Johnson presents assertions in [74] as both tables of

which of the 3I’s a component will adhere to and also as a list of inequalities between

inputs and outputs of energy flowing around the system (i.e. incompatibility). Similarly,

Dvorack et al. present an example safety theme in [35] in which no precise assertions

are included and the safety theme is presented as a description of the system.

What is apparent is that there is no direct translation between these two methods of

formalising the assertions nor a defined format in which these assertions can be captured.

This presents a lack of precision in the definition of these assertions, which may have

an impact if they are not written in a form that can be interpreted simply throughout

the entire life-cycle (especially considering the potential lifetime of such a system and

that assertions must still be met even if changes are made as part of a life extension

program).

A second issue with the current approach is that no approach has been defined to verify

that all of the assertions together fulfil the safety requirements. Attempts to do so would

also suffer due to the lack of precision in defining the assertions.

1.6 Research Topics

The issue highlighted in Section 1.5.4 of lacking precision in the way assertions are writ-

ten and difficulty in demonstrating that a set of requirements is sufficient are motivating

problems for the research discussed in this thesis. These issues are of interest to the

sponsoring company for the research and build upon research interests of the research
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institution (more detail of which is described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2). The author

believes that the issues of interest can be addressed with the application of requirements

engineering techniques whilst following a systems engineering approach to the research.

1.6.1 Hypothesis

The contributing part of research detailed in this thesis has been performed in order to

test the hypothesis that:

It is possible to repeatedly produce sets of precise safety assertions about

arming systems through use of an approach based upon patterns and re-

quirements engineering techniques.

1.6.2 Contribution

The contribution of this thesis is an approach to the specification of assertions about

arming system safety functions allowing repeatable specification to such projects. This

is achieved through the following:

• Firstly, a new set of patterns describing the relationships between types of asser-

tions is used to specify a safety theme.

• Secondly, safety assertions identified using these patterns are specified using a new

set of template assertions, designed to support the design philosophy of arming

system safety functions.

• Thirdly, demonstration that the new approach produces a more complete set of

assertions than existing approaches.

1.6.3 Thesis Structure

Further background information of the historical approaches and unique aspects of high

consequence arming system design and safety are given in Chapter 2, this describes the

state of the art on top of which the contribution is built. The research contributing

to this thesis has been performed using a systems engineering approach and follows

the structure of the V model (as show in Figure 1.1). Further detail of the research

methodology and how this is achieved is given in Chapter 3, along with a brief description

of how the research problem was formulated through initial modelling work. Chapter

4 is a literature review of requirements specification techniques and the chapter closes
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with selection of appropriate techniques to meet the needs for the project. Chapter 5

describes the detail of the contributions, a set of template assertions and a set of re-

usable patterns for defining a safety theme. The requirements of the project are verified

in Chapter 6. Finally, a discussion of the research work, conclusions and future work

are described in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

History and Background

Information

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, both historical and state of the art theory and techniques to achieve

safety of high consequence arming system are presented. Evidence is provided to support

the problems introduced in Chapter 1: imprecise specification of safety requirements and

repeatable generation of a complete safety theme. Finally, an example safety theme is

introduced which is referred to through the thesis.

2.2 Background on High Consequence Arming Systems

High consequence arming systems, namely the firing system within a nuclear weapon,

are the system of interest throughout this thesis. Within this section the following

are discussed: the function of such systems, example components used to achieve this

desired system function, the safety requirements enforced by regulators, incidents that

have occurred to motivate such regulations, and finally the methods and philosophy

through which adequate system safety is achieved.

2.2.1 System Function and Consequences

High consequence arming systems have a unique conflict between reliability and safety

requirements, they must have the ability to function when necessary (except in abnormal

events as discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.2). Due to their consequence, they must

13
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not function unless requested. Reliability of such systems is necessary to keep credibility

of a countries defences, therefore the system must be able to perform its functions

when called upon. This requirement of operation is needed to maintain capability of a

deterrent system.

Operation of a high consequence arming system consists of a number of stages, this

sequence of operation is discussed in general terms within the literature review. No

specific system type will be discussed within this thesis. The typical arming sequence, as

shown in Figure 2.1 (which is adapted from Hansen [56]), requires: a human interface or

authorisation before the sequence begins, electronic logic which will trigger the arming

sequence, an energy source (which may well be inside the system itself), this energy

will then trigger the detonator which cause an explosion and then yield. Within this

thesis, scope will only be concerned with the section between the energy source and the

detonator (as shown within the red dotted line).

Figure 2.1: The sequence of events required for detonation.

Hansen also shows variations of Figure 2.1 within [56], where safety devices have been

included at different points of the arming chain: either between the energy source and

detonators, or alternatively prior to yield. The former is of interest within this thesis.

The stage of the sequence where safety devices are included is often referred to as safety

and arming. Fowler discusses these features in [47], stating that such elements are in

place to stop the system entering the armed state during shipping, handling and storage.

This requires that the entire life cycle of the system is considered when incorporating

safety features into a design.

Another factor which impacts such concerns is the lifetime of these systems. There are

high costs and difficulty in design and manufacture of such systems, followed by the costs

of transportation, enabling systems, operation, maintenance and finally disposal. Due

to these costs, the process is not often repeated and weapons may be required to remain

in the stockpile for a long period of time (Medalia and Nikolic note in [93, 99] that this

could be a number of decades). Whilst they are in service ageing of components within

the system must be considered, in terms of both system safety and reliability. Miller,

Brown and Alonso report in [95] that testing of an aged B43 weapon showed that it only

produced half its expected yield, demonstrating that aging reduces the reliability of the

system to operate to its full potential. Concern within this thesis is primarily upon the
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behaviour of safety devices over the lifetime of the weapon (considering their ability to

provide protection in worst case conditions).

2.2.2 High Consequence Arming System Accidents

Early designs of high consequence arming systems were not subject to such strict regu-

lations upon safety as those in service today. Safety features were included within early

weapon designs, achieved by the safety and arming portions of the system discussed in

previous subsection 2.2.1. Elliott explains in [38] that for early designs the radioactive

element of the system could be inserted prior to use and therefore was usually not in

place. In this configuration the nuclear package was known as seperable.

Unfortunately these early designs were not as predictable in off-normal environments as

designers had anticipated. Plummer and Greenwood discuss four particular accidents in

[104]: Palomares, Thule and Goldsboro in the 1960’s, and a latter incident in Damascus

was in 1980. Other incidents of lesser impact are presented by the Department of

Defence in [30], these are documented from as early as 1950. The incidents in Palomares

and Thule were the more significant of those published, with them both resulting in

radiological dispersal. Medalia reported in [93] that there has never been an unauthorised

detonation of a US nuclear device.

Safety of the arming system in isolation could be argued and some of the scenarios

which occurred were purely due to the delivery mechanism, which for old US systems

was use of gravity bombs dropped from aircraft. Such hazards presented by the delivery

mechanism needed to be considered early in life and mitigated against.

Lessons learnt from the incidents caused a revolution in the safety of high consequence

arming systems. Although safety had always been a concern, the safety features incor-

porated into the system either overlooked the potential environments that could be seen

or relied too heavily upon the unlikely nature of abnormal environments.

2.2.3 Safety of High Consequence Arming Systems

2.2.3.1 Assured Safety

The approaches to assessing safety as previously described in Chapter 1 Section 1.5.3 fall

into the categories of either: probabilistic assessment or deterministic assessment. Both

of these methods rely upon the concept of assured safety, designing the system such that

its behaviour will be achieved in a predictable way. Assured safety is achieved through

use of passive safety functions and Enhanced Nuclear Detonation Safety (ENDS).
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2.2.3.2 Enhanced Nuclear Detonation Safety (ENDS)

ENDS was implemented as a means to achieve a predictably safe response from systems

when exposed to abnormal environments. Much of the development of the theory behind

ENDS occurred at the same time as a shift in safety methodology in the Chemical Process

Industry. Ekman et al. [37] present three typical methods of reducing risk of the hazards

of a system:

Protective to reduce or eliminate the hazard.

Preventative reducing the likelihood of initiating events which will cause the hazard.

Mitigative to minimise effects in the event that consequence occurs.

ENDS introduces multiple protective and mitigative measures into the arming chain used

to stop any chain of events resulting in detonation of the system. It may be possible to

use preventative measures to reduce risk in the wider system (i.e. human operations of

facilities).

To provide protection and mitigation within the arming system, it must be designed

with devices to achieve such in place. Arguments about why the system will behave in

such a predictable manner are based upon a first principles approach, which Dvorack et

al. define in [35] as one which:

“makes use of the fundamental characteristics inherent in the physics and/or

chemistry of a material in order to provide a predictable response of a com-

ponent when subjected to specific environmental stimuli”.

Predictable behaviour is achieved through use of one of the three I’s:

Isolation - a vulnerable component or undesired condition of the system is protected

from initiating events via a robust energy barrier. The barrier would be expected

to withstand between normal and specified abnormal environments.

Incompatibility - if energy were able to reach the vulnerable component within a

system (i.e. the detonators), ideally such energy would be incompatible with the

vulnerable component. This concept is readily extended to information. It will be

shown that the removal of safety breaks to achieve detonation when required is

unlikely by information sources that can reach the safety devices, such as strong

links, unless it is intended (as will be discussed in Section 2.2.3.3).
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Inoperability - for components of the system which provide a function, removal of the

ability to perform this function in abnormal environments can aid the assurance

of safety.

The principles used for ENDS have been presented here in an abstract way, achieving

this behaviour can be performed through use a multitude of different component op-

tions. Many of these common components used for implementation are discussed in the

following subsection.

2.2.3.3 Safety Devices

Components used to achieve such behaviour are specifically designed to meet the needs

of high consequence arming systems, commercial off the shelf components are unlikely to

behave in a predictable manner upon which safety can be assured with sufficient margin,

since they will be developed for a range of uses (potentially across different industries).

Behaviour of the devices described in this section are expected to be underpinned by at

least one of the 3I’s as previously presented.

The first common component used to control flow of energy between areas of the system

architecture are Exclusion Region Barriers (ERBs). These are robust barriers which are

used to electrically isolate (or divert) external energy from outside of an area termed

an Exclusion Region (ER). In abnormal environments, any components within the same

ER are deemed capable of coupling electrically, regardless of whether a functional rela-

tionship exists between the components (i.e. there is no design mode connection but in

accidents this is possible). Multiple ERBs are often used to partition the system into

separate regions.

Since energy must be able to travel freely between regions during the operation sequence

(in order for detonation to occur) portals into such regions are controlled through com-

ponents referred to as Strong Links (SLs). The challenges in implementing such a

component are twofold. Firstly, it must be designed to be robust such that in this spec-

ified abnormal environments it should isolate external energy (with the exception of in

extremely high temperatures in which case the detonation system is design to become

irreversibly inoperable removing the need for ERB protection when it is predicted to

fail). Secondly, the SL must be able to remove this isolation in order to allow energy

to pass through in the event of authorised operation. A stimulus must therefore exist

which will remove the isolating element of the strong link (which can be simply seen as

a robust, controlled switch). This stimulus must be unique and not naturally generated

in any abnormal environment. Hence, stimulus generated in normal and specified ab-

normal environments will be incompatible with the stimulus required to command the
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removal of the isolating element. Much work has been performed upon analysis of such

signals to determine patterns which are unique (such that they cannot be inadvertently

generated by natural phenomena). In [24, 128] Cooper and Spray discuss the theory

which underpins this argument of incompatibility between the environment and such

UniQue Signals (UQS).

SLs can be implemented through various physical means, some of which are listed in a

table in [103]. Two parts of the SL of interest are the energy control barrier and the

discriminator. The energy control barrier is the intended path of energy through the

strong link component. The discriminator receives serial input of the individual events

which make up a UQS (usually 24 events), each event has an impact upon a mechanism

within the device. Upon receipt of the final event the energy control barrier is opened.

The discriminator can also behave as a locking mechanism if an incorrect UQS were

entered. SL design must ensure that assured safety is maintained until the final event is

received. This principle is termed“no progress towards arming”. However, throughout

the thesis assured safety of a SL will always refer to the situation prior to receipt of any

events within the UQS.

Failure modes of a SL also need to be considered, for example, in extreme temperatures

safety can no longer be assured. In this situation a second component, referred to as a

Weak Link (WL) is used. As the name suggests, a WL is one which is designed to break

or become inoperable given a certain stimulus. Once this has occurred the component

should no longer provide its function (which must be part of the arming chain). An

important aspect of the relationship between the SL and WL is that there is a thermal

race between the two components. To assure the safe behaviour of the two together,

a WL must be designed to fail before the SL does. An example is presented in [29]

where the WL is assured up to 450 ◦F and the SL is required to maintain isolation up to

1100 ◦F. Scenarios where multiple SL/WL pairs are used within the same system must

also be considered (analysis of the risk of failure of these race condition are discussed by

Helton et al in [58–60]).

Another device used to support the 3I’s design principles is the Lightning Arrestor

Connector (LAC). Traeger and Ehrman explain in [134] that a LAC is designed as

an interface between the electrical aspects of the arming system and the control and

guidance of a missile. Electrical energy will need to pass between these regions during

operation, however, hazards such as lightning are a risk. LACs are designed in such a

manner that a connection between regions is possible up to a certain threshold of energy

level, above the threshold the physical properties of the component will divert harmful

energy (however sacrificing the ability to function in the future). A final concern is

the design of the detonators and explosive element of the system itself. Conventional
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explosives are susceptible to impacts or fires, use of which means the system could not

be assured to be safe in abnormal environments. Insensitive High Explosives (IHE)

are designed not to detonate in such environments. Elliot discusses in [38] how precise

timing of the explosive alongside the activation of other elements of the system limit the

likelihood of a detonation which will result in yield. IHE is used to avoid the scenario

where detonation occurs prematurely and results in dispersal of radioactive material.

A number of safety device types have been discussed, without specific implementation

detail of how such devices are designed. Typically they are implemented through elec-

tromechanical systems, due to the predictability of these systems in abnormal environ-

ments, where the behaviour of electronic and software systems cannot be so accurately

determined (according to Caldwell and D’Antonio in [19] and D’Antonio et al [5]). This

is not to say that electronics will not play a part of the system. Such components or

subsystems can be used, however, system safety will simply not be dependent upon those

particular components of the system and they will be deemed as a potential hazard.

The method through which a safety device is implemented is not of particular concern

within this thesis, however, adequacy of such components must be verified to meet the

appropriate safety assertions upon them. In isolation, none of the device listed here

would be capable of meeting system safety requirements, therefore, groups of devices

are required to provide protection for all possible scenarios in which detonation could

occur.

2.2.3.4 Safety Subsystems and Defence-in-Depth

When components within a system are combined into a grouping which contribute to a

common function they are referred to as a subsystem. This is true for the features of a

system which contribute to safety. Safety subsystems are a logical grouping of compo-

nents with associated assertions about system safety which contribute to prevention of

an undesired consequence. Like lines of defence safety subsystems are based conceptu-

ally around a particular I (of the 3Is) and they are as far as practicable independent of

other safety subsystems.

The regulations set out in JSP538 [96] require the likelihood of unintended detonation

per life cycle phase to be ≤ 10−8. If the design has one single safety system which

meets this system level requirement, failure of this one system is a single point of failure.

Events which would cause such a failure should be very unlikely, however, it is difficult
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to probabilistically assure that it will not occur. For example ‘black swan’ events, as

described by Taleb and Donnell [34, 131]. 1

Proving a probability of occurrence of ≤ 10−8 is difficult, therefore, the safety analysts

use the idiom of “don’t put all of your eggs in one basket”. This design philosophy

requires use of a number of safety subsystems, each of which has a lower probability

of failure (e.g. ≤ 10−3 which can be determined with higher confidence than ≤ 10−9).

Given failure of one safety subsystem there should still be others which provide confi-

dence of system safety. By grouping safety assertions through multiple safety subsystems

they can be combined to address a particular environment or threat and each individ-

ually can be assured with a lower probability. Characteristics of a safety subsystem

according to Jones [76], are that each is:

• composed of individual elements which work together to prevent an undesired

catastrophic event

• independent from other safety subsystems. This is twofold, in that:

– The elements making up one safety subsystem should not be part of a second

safety subsystem

– Failure of one safety subsystem does not have a domino effect which would

cause another to fail

• able to remain in a safe state in normal and abnormal environments, with the

exception of operation

• has a realistic level of assurance associated with it

Safety should not be overly dependent upon any one safety subsystem of the number that

are defined according to Jones in [75], who also in [76] discusses difficulties in balancing

the number of safety subsystems against the probability of failure of each. If a low

number of high probability safety subsystems is used, each is harder to verify. On the

other end of this spectrum many safety subsystems with a low probability are easier to

prove, however, coupling between these subsystems may make it difficult to prove that

they are independent.

The UK regulators refer to the term lines of defence in JSP538 [96] as opposed to safety

subsystems. These are determined including any protection designed into the warhead

itself. These can be “appropriately designed facilities, storage and transport containers

and fragment barriers in magazines, storage areas and assembly facilities” which are

1A black swan was a term used to describe something that is considered practically impossible, since
they were not believed to exist - that was until their discovery in 1697.
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used to provide protection where hazards occur. It should also be noted that in total

three LOD are required, which should function independently and ideally be passive,

physical or engineering LOD. Additionally, the number built into the warhead should

be maximised (hence a number of safety subsystems are used to achieve this).

A similar concept is also used within the nuclear power industry, where defence in

depth is used “to ensure that a single failure, whether equipment failure or human

failure, at one level of defence, and even combinations of failures at more than one

level of defence, would not propagate to jeopardize defence in depth at subsequent

levels. The independence of different levels of defence is a key element in meeting

this objective” [71]. The key difference between weapon safety features and nuclear

power safety features is that the former is avoiding operation occurring, whilst the latter

requires reliable functioning of cooling systems. In Benjamin’s [11] view, nuclear weapon

safety is about avoiding unwanted electrical pathways, where for nuclear reactors, focus

is upon conditions which could interrupt existing pathways for fluid flow.

2.2.3.5 Safety Themes

Many definitions of a safety theme exist throughout literature, the author of this thesis

favours that used by Caldwell and D’Antonio in [19], who state that:

“The safety theme is a blueprint, or plan, of how to incorporate safety into

a weapon”

In the opinion of the author this captures the essence of a safety theme in a simple

way. Defining that it is a plan of how safety will be achieved, without describing in

detail the actual methods of implementation. Caldwell’s definition then continues to

describe the relationship between the safety theme and safety subsystems. Figure 2.2

depicts a Domain Model using the Unified Modelling Language [115] which represents

the author’s perspective of the relationships between a safety theme, safety subsystems

and assertions. Within this figure, diamonds marked upon relationships represent a

composition - each of which are marked with multiplicities.

In the nuclear weapons industry a safety theme is the first step of developing a safety

case, which according to Kelly [79] “should communicate a clear, comprehensive and

defensible argument that a system is acceptably safe to operate in a particular context”.

Safety cases can have many forms through life, starting with preliminary safety cases [80]

(most like a safety theme) and then developing that into interim and operational safety

cases. These later evolutions are used to capture evidence of how each safety argument is
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Figure 2.2: Relationships between a safety theme, safety subsystems and assertions.

achieved in an implementation and how this meets system level safety requirements and

objectives. The safety theme concentrates on the design, whereas the case will justify

a life cycle operation for a particular design configuration, so there may be many cases

through out the weapon system’s life.

Best practices used in safety case development (some of which are listed by Maguire [89]

to be HAZOP, Fault Tree Analysis, Event Tree Analysis, Zonal Analysis and Failure

Modes and Effects Analysis) are not directly applicable to development of a safety

theme due to their unique nature, however, safety cases are used in certifying safety of

facilities and operations (e.g. a safety case for the transportation of a nuclear weapon is

presented in [100]). In the next section the current best practice approaches for safety

theme development and an example safety theme are presented.

2.3 Developing a Safety Theme

Safety themes are not usually created from scratch, many years of design using ENDS

have resulted in preferential architectural layouts for the system. Many of which will be

compared by performing a trade study (using systems engineering tools such as Pugh’s
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decision matrix [106] 2or Saaty’s Analytical Hierarchy Process [116]). This approach

allows systems engineers to rank potential solution options as part of the “Architec-

ture engineering”’ stage of the V-model (as described in Figure 1.1). A safety theme

will ideally be defined from early in the systems engineering process. As noted, many

architectural design options will be defined for trade and therefore a basic method for

comparison of safety of these options is necessary. As Figure 2.2 described, a safety

theme is a composition of multiple safety subsystems, each of which will be expected

to withstand certain environments. These safety subsystems are a further composition

of many assertions of the behaviour of elements of the system, underpinned by the 3I’s

principles.

In this section an example safety theme is presented, followed by discussion of the

approach through which it was designed and analysed. Attention is then applied to the

way in which safety assertions are specified. As discussed in the introduction, this has

been deemed as imprecise and is a motivating factor for the work presented in Chapter

5.

2.3.1 An Example Safety Theme

The example safety theme discussed throughout this thesis was originally presented by

Johnson in [74]. This represents the most detailed published example of a safety theme

where both the assertions and individual safety subsystems have been discussed. Much

detail about the components used for multiple system architectures were presented by

Hansen in [56]. In comparison to Johnson’s example, Hansen’s safety themes are lacking

the requirements upon safety devices.

2.3.1.1 Function

Figure 2.3 shows the three components necessary for the reliable operation of the system:

a power source (in this case described as Low Voltage (LV) energy, a Firing Unit (FU)

and finally the Detonator (DET). Components have been depicted in a similar manner

to SysML internal block diagrams [48], i.e. as boxes with ports for input or outputs

where appropriate (these should be assumed to be with the inputs on the left, outputs

on the right unless direction is shown). This format is used throughout the thesis. The

intended operation of such components would be that LV is stepped up by the FU,

resulting in energy which is compatible with the DET (for simplicity in this case it is

assumed to be High Voltage (HV) energy). For this to remain an abstract example

2an example use of which is shown in Chapter 4, Table 4.1
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the numerical ranges which define LV and HV are not of concern, however, Johnson

exemplifies an assured DET ‘no-fire Voltage’ of around 500V.

Figure 2.3: Components required to perform the function of an arming system.

2.3.1.2 System Topology

Using a number of the safety devices discussed in Section 2.2.3.3, Johnson described

the layout of a system as an abstract topology. Exact three-dimensional detail has not

been presented, however, the different ERs and components which interface between the

regions have been included. Figure 2.4 depicts the topology of the entire arming system,

also considering the threats that would exist in the outside world (e.g. HV energy). For

this simple example only electrical threats are considered. Other threats such as high

temperature and shock are not discussed.

Figure 2.4: The layout of elements of a simple arming system, including safety devices.

2.3.2 Design Approach

The system consists of the typical components required to provide reliable function-

ality when necessary and incorporates a number more components to provide safety.

Firstly, the DET and FU are enclosed within an ERB (ERB1 in Figure 2.4), SL1 is

necessary to allow initiating energy into the region. These components provide isolation

from the threats of LV and HV energy, however the two components together only pro-

vide one layer to protect energy from reaching the detonator, as shown in Figure 2.5.

These features together provide one complete line of defence and assertions upon these

components will make up one safety subsystem.

To achieve the requirements of multiple safety subsystems, a second set of independent

arguments must be provided. Since the safety achieved by ERB1 and SL1 cannot be
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Figure 2.5: Safety subsystem 1 of the example system.

depended upon by this second safety subsystem (to ensure independence) there are still

potential routes through which LV and HV energy can reach the DET, requiring more

features or attributes in place to assure safety.

Firstly, because safety subsystem 2 must be argued completely independently of safety

subsystem 1 the LV energy exists within the same region as the DET (ignoring the

isolation features of safety sub-system1 as seen in Figure 2.6). Incompatibility between

the DET and the LV energy source must be argued. Other compatible energy sources

(except lightning) exist in the wider environment such as test equipment. These threats

are managed by procedures and facilities so for example procedures ensure compatible

test equipment is never connected into the system of interest or that the facility protects

against HV energy sources coupling into the system of interest. Johnson notes that

this is achieved through ‘external isolation’ (EXT ISO), however, no implementation

method is defined. Since the FU is within the same region as the DET and LV energy

which can be made compatible, isolation is asserted through the addition of ERB2 (and

SL2 to allow operation). These will isolate energy to a level such that any residual

energy is incompatible with the FU.

Figure 2.6: Safety subsystem 2 of the example system.

In cases where more threats or conditions exist (e.g. the threat of high temperature in

abnormal environments), each must be completely protected by each safety subsystem.

These environments have not been presented by Johnson in the example safety theme,

however, are considered briefly in the architectures presented by Ekman et al. [37] and

Li, Li, Suo and Xiao [87].
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Johnson’s approach to deriving assertions is to define the system layout (in Figure 2.4)

as a network, as show in Figure 2.7. For each safety device used along these paths one

of the 3I’s are used to specify why energy cannot flow along that path. As previously

noted ERB1 and SL1 are part of safety subsystem 1, ERB2, SL2, EXT ISO and the

DET are part of safety subsystem 2.

Figure 2.7: Logical layout and brief description of assertions in the example safety
theme.

2.3.3 Writing Assertions

Johnson summarises the assertions upon components in a number of forms throughout

[74]. At the highest level of abstraction, assertions can be summarised as the following:

1. SB1 3 provides isolation

2. ERB1 provides isolation

3. SB2 provides isolation

4. ERB2 provides isolation

5. Det is incompatible with LV energy

6. HV is externally isolated

The assertions shown here are referred to throughout this thesis as top-level assertions.

Like any requirements decomposition (e.g. exemplified by Hull, Jackson and Dick in

[64, p. 47]) a top-level assertion can be achieved through a combination of related sub-

assertions (referred to as lower level assertions throughout the thesis). Johnson makes

reference to lower level assertions in [74], however, there are a few subtle issues in the

way these assertions are written.

3Johnson refers to a Safety Break (SB), which is equivalent to the term Strong Link (SL) as adopted
within this thesis
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Figure 2.8 shows a decomposition of the top-level assertion ‘SB1 provides isolation’.

What becomes clear in these assertions is that the different states of the SB component

are not defined and that the assertion is not specific in defining which components it

interfaces (e.g. there is no definition of ‘nearby electronics’).

Figure 2.8: A decomposition of the assertion ‘SB1 provides isolation’.

These issues are considered in the remainder of this thesis where the precision of asser-

tions is addressed in order to generate a complete and precise safety theme.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter a number of background topics have been covered including: the purpose,

safety regulations and theory behind development of an arming system, along with

the current approaches to design and analysis of a safety theme including an example

architecture and assertions. This background will be used throughout the remaining

chapters of the thesis which explain the research approach, available options for the new

approach, implementation of the new approach and finally demonstration, verification

and validation of the requirements upon the project.



Chapter 3

Research Method and Approach

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the approach taken to the research within the thesis whilst high-

lighting the main decisions which steered the work throughout the project. Reference

is made to the research methodologies used and the reasoning behind each selection is

presented. The thesis is structured to describe a systems approach to meeting needs of

the sponsoring company of the research. This chapter will introduce an initial study

which steered the research work, provide an overview of the V-model followed through

the research and present the outcomes from the initial stages of the V-model.

3.2 Initial Research

At the start of the research with the sponsoring company a research area was identified

through semi structured interviews with members of the safety design and analysis group

of the company. Through these discussion prior art was identified, tool support had been

developed to support Johnson’s analysis approach to determine potential paths through

which energy could flow in a system (which could lead to detonation). This work has

since been published as part of this research work, as seen in Appendix B, Paper 1 B.1.

The paper describes the tool which had been developed in Matlab. This approach was

beneficial to provide an automated approach model behaviour, however, it suffers from

a number of issues:

• safety subsystems are not considered;

28
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• failure to meet assertions and independence is not identified (i.e. design faults,

ageing or abnormal environments);

• the individual assertions upon components are not traceable to the model;

These issues and common research interests between both the sponsoring company and

the Department of Engineering within the University of Leicester (e.g. Ifill and Evans

verifying hardware with formal methods [40], McEwan specifying and verifying control

algorithms in [92] and prior research under this EngD by Slipper and McEwan to inves-

tigate re-engineering from formal models [122]) motivated development of an approach

to model and verify properties about safety subsystems and their independence using

model checking techniques. The process algebra Communicating Sequential Processes

(CSP) [61] was selected for this due to the prior knowledge within the research group and

availability of the model checking tool FDR2 [44]. An overview of how modelling and

model checking are performed using CSP is presented in Appendix A. The research per-

formed to apply this modelling and verification approach to arming systems is described

detail in Appendix B, Paper B.2.

An outcome of this preliminary research was that issues were identified with the preci-

sion of how assertions were expressed as part of a safety theme. A case study to model

a full scale industry project demonstrated difficulty in interpreting assertions in order

to correctly verify that they have been met. This was due to there being no repeata-

bility or precision in the way the assertions were formulated. Results from this initial

research along with further discussions with the safety analysis team within the spon-

soring company resulted in identification of a smaller research area to become the focus

of this EngD thesis. The approach of how this issue has been tacked through the thesis

is shown in the next section.

3.3 Overview of the Approach

The next chapters of the thesis are set out around the format of a V-model (where

applicable, following stages of the technical processes from ISO 15288 [72]). These steps

involve: identification of stakeholder needs, development of a solution and its integration,

verification that the solution is correctly implemented, transition to its use and finally

validation that the stakeholder needs have been met. An overview of this V is shown in

Figure 3.1, the steps of which are described in this section. Those greyed out are not

applicable stages for the project.
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Figure 3.1: The stages of the V model followed through this thesis, adapted from ISO
15288

3.3.1 Stakeholder Requirements Definition

3.3.1.1 Overview

When any systems engineering project is undertaken it is important to consider all of

those who have a stake in its outcome. In the case of this EngD the primary stakeholders

include, but are not limited to: the author, the research institution, funding bodies and

the sponsoring company. Secondary stakeholders may be other researchers within the

field. For this project, the scope has been limited to stakeholders who are the direct

beneficiaries of the research output, i.e. those involved in either specifying or using safety

assertions through the life of a typical engineering project. This involved consideration

of the entire project life and the stakeholders involved.

3.3.1.2 Inputs

No inputs are required for this stage as it is the first step of the process.

3.3.1.3 Process and Research Methodology

The nature of this research degree is that the thesis author was embedded within the

sponsoring organisation as a research engineer, in accordance with the guidance of the

Engineering Doctorate scheme provided by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Re-

search Council (EPSRC) (see [39, p. 8] point 40). By the nature of the research degree,

the entire project can be described as an ethnographic study, which Hammersley and

Atkinson [55, p. 3] define as:

“the researcher participating, overtly or covertly, in people’s daily lives for an

extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said,
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and/or asking questions through informal and formal interviews, collecting

documents and artefacts – in fact, gathering whatever data are available to

throw light on the issues that are the emerging focus of inquiry”

This allowed the author to be actively involved within projects in the organisation,

which meant stakeholder identification and derivation of their needs became apparent

throughout the study. Requirements of the stakeholder were identified through discus-

sions with the engineers involved in developing a safety theme (which followed a similar

process to the D’Antonio et al’s [4] Pentagon /S/ process and also through review of

literature (both published and internal to the company). This gave an indication of the

key stakeholders for the project which allowed their individual needs to be captured.

3.3.1.4 Outputs

Figure 3.2: A use case diagram of stakeholder needs from the EngD project.

Figure 3.2 shows a UML use case diagram, which includes each of the relevant stakeholder

as actors around the boundary. Each use case within the diagram details the individual

needs of each stakeholder written as their desired use of the project output. All parties

who would be directly impacted by the result of this project have been included on

the diagram. An ideal system design would meet the needs of all stakeholder, however,

prioritisations can be made where necessary. In this case, the opinions of the safety

analysis team and the regulator are the most influential.
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3.3.2 Requirements Analysis

3.3.2.1 Overview

The requirements analysis stage of a project should determine the boundary of the

system being implemented, the functions that it should perform and identify any con-

straints upon the system. The system in question in this thesis describes the research

output and does not represent a physical system. Output from this stage is a set of

requirements for the project which as a set must posses overall integrity.

3.3.2.2 Inputs

To perform the requirements analysis stage of the process the needs of key stakeholders

are required (as identified in the previous section).

3.3.2.3 Process

Once stakeholder requirements have been identified, requirements upon the system itself

are derived in order to fulfil the needs of each stakeholder. Each of the requirements

upon the system should be traceable back to a stakeholder need. This process was

performed by identifying which of the needs could be achieved through common aspects

of the system.

3.3.2.4 Outputs

Figure 3.3 shows a SysML requirements diagram which includes the requirements upon

the project. This is presented in format where individual requirements are linked to use

cases (from Figure 3.2). Demonstrations of this approach (for example by Soares and

Vrancken [123]) show that the main benefit of linking the use cases to requirements is

that traceability is demonstrated between the use cases and the requirements, clearly

identifying gaps. Alternative methods, such as the use of a requirements management

tool (e.g. IBM Rational DOORS [65]) could be adopted to manage such traceability.
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Figure 3.3: SysML requirements diagram of the project requirements, linked to stake-
holder needs.

3.3.3 Architectural Design

3.3.3.1 Overview

The process of architectural design, according to ISO 15288 [72], is to define “areas

of solution expressed as a set of separate problems of manageable, conceptual and,

ultimately, realizable proportions”. In comparison to the scale of this project, large

engineering projects often require the system to be decomposed into many smaller,

manageable sub-systems.

3.3.3.2 Process

Decomposition of a system into sub-systems can be based upon common functions or

physical attributes. In the case of this project, the opportunities for decomposition are

limited and were identified from analysis of the project requirements.

3.3.3.3 Outputs

The requirements for the project shown in Figure 3.3 are pitched at two different levels.

Requirements upon:
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Individual assertions - this group of requirements relate to the way in which as-

sertions are written. Each assertion should be specified in such a way that the

following requirements are satisfied: SYS4, SYS5, SYS6, SYS7 and SYS8.

Groups of assertions forming a safety theme - this group of requirements relates

to the complete safety theme. The entire set of assertions when composed together

should satisfy the following requirements: SYS1, SYS2 and SYS3.

These motivate two research aims for the rest of this thesis which require different

implementations.

3.3.4 Implementation

3.3.4.1 Overview

In this stage of the V model potential solutions are identified for each of the two research

areas identified through architectural design. The advantages and disadvantages of these

solutions are compared against the requirements of the project. An appropriate approach

was selected for each problem and then an implementation was developed through an

inductive case study approach.

3.3.4.2 Inputs

The project was separated into the two research areas identified in the previous section

as the architectural breakdown of the problem. Requirements upon the project were

used from subsection 3.3.2. Existing safety themes from industry and literature were

also require as an input used to develop the implementation.

3.3.4.3 Process and Research Methodology

Initial identification of the options available resulted from literature review within the

research area, considering the different methods through which requirements are typi-

cally formulated. The best option to meet the requirements was identified through use

of a decision matrix. A thorough literature review and discussion of the options is shown

in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3.

The author used an inductive research approach in order to meet the requirements. This

built upon the research within the initial study discussed in Section 3.2 in which a full

scale industry project was used to test a formal modelling technique. This same project
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and other examples from literature were used to identify a theory which formed the

foundation of the research. The approach taken is shown in Figure 3.4 (which is taken

from Blackstone [14]).

Figure 3.4: The stages of inductive research.

As described, the gather data phase used existing safety themes from industry and

literature. These case studies were used to identify solutions for both research areas,

by considering: how assertions were written and how these were combined to produce

a complete safety theme. Eisenhardt examines case study based approaches in [36],

noting that one of the main difficulties in generating theories from case data is deciding

an appropriate number of examples to work with, where he recommends a minimum

of 4 cases. A safety theme is decomposed into safety subsystems, which in themselves

provide multiple independent layers to analyse. The industry case study provided three

safety subsystems for analysis and two further published examples by Johnson [74] and

Li [87] were considered.

This analysis stage involved review of each of the safety themes and grouping of their

assertions based upon the 3I’s and common recurring patterns. Using the methods

selected from Chapter 4 the analysis of this data is presented in the form of template

assertions and a set of patterns of how these templates fit together. These theories

were developed, both for individual assertions and for the entire safety theme, through

iterative development of these theories they were reviewed with the major stakeholder

of the project.

3.3.4.4 Outputs

To arrive at the decision of how the research goals would be achieved the options were

identified through literature (reviewed in Chapter 4) and the most applicable was se-

lected through use of a decision matrix (shown in Chapter 4, Table 4.1). The main

contribution from this stage was the development of a set of patterns and templates for

specifying a safety theme, full detail of which is shown in Chapter 5.
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3.3.5 Verification

3.3.5.1 Overview

In this stage of the process the theory developed in Section 3.3.4 is tested through a

deductive approach. This approach is used to confirm that the implementation meets

the requirements upon the project (i.e. the correct approach has been developed).

3.3.5.2 Inputs

The requirements of the project and the outputs of the implementation stage are required

to verify against each other.

3.3.5.3 Process and Research Methodology

The theory was reviewed with the safety analysis team to ensure the template assertions

and patterns were all viable and acceptable to the stakeholder who would use them. To

demonstrate whether the theory was valid (and to verify the project requirements) the

approach was applied to reverse engineer three different safety themes. The results of

which have been published (as seen in paper B.3). A deductive approach was used to

show that the derived theory could be applied to multiple cases and a hypothesis could

be proven. Figure 3.5 shows the stages of the approach (taken from Blackstone [14]).

Figure 3.5: The stages of deductive research.

The analysis stage was performed using safety themes from three industry projects.

The safety theme from each was developed by a different member of the safety analysis

team, this provided some stylistic independence in the way assertions were written and

the approach taken to develop the complete safety theme.

Further to application of the approach to these industry case studies to identify any

new assertions, the example system presented by Johnson was used to verify that the

patterns produced complete safety subsystems. To do this the first stage of the approach

detailed in Appendix B Paper B.2 was revised to include template model checks which

mirrored the template assertions which have been developed.
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3.3.5.4 Outputs

Requirements associated with both of the architectural sections of the project are demon-

strated with these examples presented in the Appendix and Papers and we discuss how

this demonstrates that project requirements are met.

3.3.6 Validation

3.3.6.1 Overview

This final stage of the approach is validation that the outcomes of the project met the

needs of the stakeholders (i.e. did we build the right thing?).

3.3.6.2 Inputs

Inputs to this stage are: the list of stakeholder needs presented in Figure 3.2 and the

approach developed to meet these needs as as result of the implementation stage.

3.3.6.3 Process and Research Methodology

Since it has not been possible to follow the full lifecycle of an industry project to deter-

mine if all stakeholder requirements have been implemented through testing, confirma-

tion from the research sponsor was sought. A discussion of the individual stakeholder

requirements is shown in Chapter 7.

3.3.6.4 Outputs

The sponsoring company has provided a letter of confirmation that the output of the

research met the needs of the stakeholders, this is presented in Appendix D. The letter

also confirms that the approach has been applied to industry projects, where these can

not be presented in detail in the thesis.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter the needs of the project have been identified in detail using a V-model

format. The needs of each stakeholder for the project have been identified, from which
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project specific requirements have been derived. These requirements fell into two cat-

egories, those upon assertions and those upon an entire safety theme. Sections 3.3.4

through to 7.7 describe the approach taken to implement a solution to these needs, jus-

tifying the use of deductive and inductive research methodologies together. The detail

of the implemented solution is covered in detail through the remainder of this thesis.



Chapter 4

Literature Review and Concept

Selection

4.1 Introduction

This chapter is a literature review of requirements specification methods and best prac-

tice in requirements engineering. Two main sections of literature are reviewed, these

refer to the two areas of the project identified from the system architecture section of

Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.3): writing individual assertions and compiling sets of assertions.

A number of potential solutions from literature are identified for both of these areas

in turn, the merits and drawbacks of each option are identified and compared against

the requirements for that aspect of the project. Finally, the chapter concludes with

a discussion and conclusions of the approach that have been adopted for use in this

project.

4.2 Writing Individual Assertions

In this section, the requirements for the project upon individual assertions are re-visited

whilst considering the best practice in requirements engineering. Different potential

solutions are identified in Section 4.2.2 and the most appropriate method to meet these

needs is selected through use of a trade study as shown in Section 4.2.3.

39
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4.2.1 Project Requirements for Individual Assertions

From decomposition of the project into the two parts five requirements were deemed

to be applicable to individual assertions. In order to fulfil these requirements whilst

writing of assertions, it is necessary to identify what the traits of a ‘good’ requirement

are and how some of these issues have been tackled within the wider area of requirements

engineering.

The following factors are heavily referred to throughout literature [42, 51, 67, 114, 125]

and are deemed characteristics of good requirements. These have been linked to the

requirements upon the project identified in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2:

SYS4 - Atomicity - each requirement is an individual statement they are not com-

posite requirements?

SYS6 - Verifiability - is it possible to show that a requirement is met by an imple-

mentation?

SYS7 - Implementation free - requirements should state the intent of part of a sys-

tem to be designed, not state how it will be achieved

SYS5/8 - Unambiguous - requirements should only have one meaning or interpreta-

tion

These traits can be determined about each individual requirement (or assertion). Writing

requirements in an imprecise way may cause problems to be introduced and ideally the

good traits of requirements shown above should be adhered to when writing assertions

in a safety theme.

4.2.2 Requirements Specification Techniques

Requirements can be specified in a number of different ways, each of which is discussed

within this section. The different types are: natural language, constrained natural

language, diagrammatic notations and formal specification. These different methods in-

crease in rigour as they transition from natural language through to formal specification,

alongside this increased rigour the complexity of their use also increases.

4.2.2.1 Natural Language

Natural language is the way which most people will think and be able to communicate

what is required of a system. It seems most natural for people to communicate in written
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language that we all understand. Natural language is usually the only common platform

between all of the potential stakeholders that are interested in a system.

A recent study by Luisa et al. [88] showed that 79% of projects analysed (in the software

engineering domain) used natural language to capture their requirements. This is not

surprising since natural language presents the most flexibility in the way requirements

can be written, however, this flexibility means this technique can suffer from issues

this research aims to solve. Alexander and Stevens describe the anatomy of a good

requirement in [3], which includes the following:

1. User type - who benefits from the requirement

2. Result type - what should be achieved

3. Object - what object(s) will be affected

4. Qualifier - any conditions

This anatomy defines parts which would be ideally presented in a requirement. Some

assertions provided by Johnson in his example safety theme in [74] do not follow this

form. For example an assertion shown in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3 that “No enablement

signal generated, in absence of correct environment” does not define the user type or

what should be affected by the requirement and this assertion could be improved.

Denger et al. have identified in [27] that two approaches that can be used to help

improve the way in which requirements are written. The first approach is to detect

imprecision through the use of tools which scan requirements for common traits. The

second method is to prevent the introduction of issues when writing the requirements.

The former method has resulted in development of tools such as the Quality Analyzer for

Requirements Specification (QuARS) which has been demonstrated to have identified

vague or undefined elements in requirements. Lami reports in [84, p. 26] that in a

case study applying QuARS, 16% of defective requirements the tool identified were

not identified by human inspection. Tjong et al [132] support the second of these two

approaches, noting that improvement of requirement should ideally be during capture

and writing, rather than detecting after they are written (e.g. scanning with tools).

No structure is enforced for natural language requirements, therefore, use of template

requirements, syntax based approaches or frameworks are used to produce (or re-write)

a requirements specification. These methods are discussed in the following subsection.
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4.2.2.2 Constrained Natural Language

From results of the study in [88] Luisa et al. identified that 79% of software project

requirements were written in natural language. 16% of the requirements capture meth-

ods were then characterised as constrained ( or ‘structured’) natural language. These

have had a significant interest both across the disciplines of systems engineering and

software engineering. Examples include the Easy Approach to Requirements Syntax

(EARS) as presented by Mavin, Wilkinson, Harwood and Novak in [91], boilerplates

presented by Hull et al in [64], the Volere requirements specification template [111], a

number more are summarised by Dick and Llorens in [33] on the topic, where they sum-

marise that using templates provides the following benefits (amongst others): a uniform

manner of writing requirements, ensuring essential characteristics are present, and easy

identification of conflicting requirements.

Toro, Jiménez, Cortés and Bonilla also note in [133] that “filling in blanks in pre-written

sentences... is easier and faster than writing a whole paragraph”, which supports the

claim by Robertson and Robertson that their Volere requirements specification template

has been used in “organizations worldwide by saving significant time and money for their

requirements activities” [7]. Findings from use of EARS, as described in [90, 91], show

that use of the syntax templates results in an increase in the number of requirements

due to compound requirements being broken into atomic ones (which is one of the

characteristics described in Section 4.2.1).

4.2.2.3 Formal Specification

Formal specification can be defined as “the expression, in some formal language and at

some level of abstraction, of a collection of properties some system should satisfy” [85].

Formal languages are those used to abstractly describe the properties of a system in a

precise way by using both: an alphabet of symbols and also a set of rules describing

how they are used together (i.e. a syntax). Comparatively to the systems engineering

domain, such methods have had a higher uptake in the software engineering world,

with developments of: the Z notation [126], the Specification and Description Language

(SDL) [17], the Vienna Development Method Specification Language (VDM-SL) [102],

the B method [1] amongst others.

Benefits for use within the software engineering domain are that these specification lan-

guages often have rules from which they can be translated into a computer program,

model or simulation. This becomes particularly useful as the sequence of specifying,

proving and then implementing a system use a common language which can be un-

derstood. For example McEwan demonstrated in [92] that control requirements could
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be specified using a formal language, translated into a implementation then properties

verified about the software using simulation. This is a beneficial approach which allows

industrial scale problems to be taken from a specification through to a model using

appropriate tool support (e.g. the B-toolkit as presented by Boulanger in [15, p. 142]).

What is discussed less in literature is the use of specification techniques for systems

engineering problems (as opposed to software engineering projects), however, a compar-

atively recent development is the Compass Modelling Language (CML) [135]. CML is

being designed for systems engineering rather than software with focus upon the speci-

fication and modelling of behaviours of ‘systems of systems’ which are out of scope for

this thesis.

Hall [54] notes that formal methods of specification are useful for identifying errors, due

to the rigorous nature and constrained language used. This removes some of the lexical

ambiguity that natural language can cause. Lamsweerde notes in [85] the conflicting

needs for formal specification languages, in that their expressive power must be able

to capture all of the needs of a requirements analyst simply, whilst on the other hand

they should be communicable between different stakeholders (some of whom will not

be fluent in mathematical notations). Bowen reports in an overview of formal methods

use in industry [16] that uptake has been lacking for such approaches, however, this is

not to say they have not been used. It is argued that the expected level of expertise

required is often deemed a factor that limits their use (i.e. needing a formal methods

guru on call), whereas the likes of Sommerville [124] argue that all engineering disciplines

require mathematical formalisms and that requirements specification should not be an

exception. To refer to the study [88] by Luisa et al. once again, only 5% of those projects

surveyed used formal specification of their systems.

4.2.2.4 Graphical Notations

Requirements can also be captured using graphical notations, the most common of which

are the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [115] and its extension into the Systems

Modelling Language (SysML) [49]. Diagrams of interest when specifying requirements

are the UML Use Case diagram and the SysML Requirements Diagram (as used through

Chapter 3).

Use Case Diagrams

Use case diagrams are used to specify all of the necessary functionality of a system from

the perspective of different stakeholders (shown as actors). Interactions between the
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actors and the system are defined using a number of scenarios which describe what the

users or other people/systems interacting with that one being specified would expect to

see from the system. Larman [86, p. 81] provides a number of guidelines for writing use

cases, a key observation is that use cases should be specified with the system as a black

box. Use cases are intended for capturing functional requirements of a system, which is

a limitation of the approach for capturing assertions in terms of the 3I’s. For example

an assertion of incompatibility would not be captured best as a use case as it could not

be argued as a behaviour of one component.

Requirements Diagrams

UML has evolved into SysML which contains two new diagrams over standard UML,

the Requirements and Parametric Diagrams. The requirements diagram is designed

to bridge the gap between natural language requirements. According to Soares and

Vrancken [123] a basic requirement stereotype will consist of a requirement text and

an ID. Individual requirements also have relationships between them, for example a

requirement upon a single component could have been derived from a user need, or

related requirements can be decomposed into a number of sub-requirements.

The use of these approaches is often integrated into a Model Based Systems Engineering

approach, where rather than capturing the requirements and design of a system in

documents they are captured in a model. Using graphical notations such as UML do

not themselves force a given structure upon the way individual requirements are written,

unlike the structured natural language approach.

4.2.3 Concept Selection

The decision matrix is a tool introduced by Pugh [106] to support engineering decisions

and selection from a number of alternatives through a quantitative approach. The

approach requires the needs from the system (which become rows of the matrix) and the

options available (which become the columns). To manage a large number of options,

every option is compared against the first of the options to maintain a common baseline

for comparison. Burge explains in [18] that this is due to human ability to handle

complexity when a large number of options is presented. In the matrix in Table 4.1, the

first column refers to the current state of the art approach to use natural language to

specify assertions. The rows of the matrix show the project requirements identified in

Chapter 3. Within the table, S refers to the baseline, + refers to a better solution over

the baseline and - refers to a worse solution than the baseline.
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Table 4.1: A decision matrix used for selection of an assertion specification method.

ID Project
Requirement

Natural
Language

Constrained
Natural
Language

Formal
Specification

Graphical
Notations

SYS4 Atomic S + + S

SYS5 Precise S + + S

SYS6 Verifiable S + + S

SYS7 Implementation
free

S S S S

SYS8 Interpretable S + - S

Total 0 +4 +2 0

The comparisons shown in Table 4.1 are discussed through the next sections and leads

to a proposal of which method should be taken into implementation of the solution.

Natural Language forms the current state of the art practice for writing assertions

and issues have been identified with this current practice, therefore it has been

used as the baseline for comparison (hence all have been marked as S).

Constrained Natural Language Boilerplate and requirements syntax approaches have

shown to decompose larger compound requirements into smaller atomic statements

which are easier to understand and therefore verify. Such approaches remove lexi-

cal ambiguity by writing requirements in a set way, written language is still used -

which means the assertions would be more interpretable to different stakeholders

than formal specification.

Formal Specification Formal methods are useful for rigorous specification and ensur-

ing that all requirements are fully understood and also ensure that requirements

are atomic (each can independently be tested), they can be verified through formal

model checking techniques and enforce precision. A negative point is that formal

models are not necessarily interpretable by all stakeholders that would use such

requirements through the system life. A further note is that a model-based speci-

fication would not integrate well into a document centric process (e.g. parts of the

Pentagon /S/ process [4]).

Graphical Notations Use cases do not seem applicable for use with assertions, their

main use is for functional requirements of a system. Requirements diagrams seem

more appropriate, however, still requires use of natural language and therefore

would only add benefits of modelling relationships between requirements (not solv-

ing the issues of precision).
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None of the options provide a direct solution to the issue of capturing implementation

specific detail into assertions. This is something that needs to be enforced during use of a

new approach. Overall it appears that Constrained Natural Language templates are the

most appropriate method for limiting the way in which requirements are written, this

allows current document centric (rather than model based) systems engineering process

be supported.

4.3 Completeness of Requirements Sets

4.3.1 Project Requirements for the Entire Safety Theme

Many of the requirements of the project have been covered with addressing how asser-

tions are written individually, however, there are three remaining requirements which

require consideration of the set of assertions as a whole. These requirements are:

SYS1 - The approach to writing assertions shall be based on the 3I’s principle;

SYS2 - The approach to writing assertions shall result in a complete and consistent

safety theme;

SYS3 - The approach to writing assertions shall be repeatable on multiple projects

with similar results;

To achieve these requirements, the following literature review section considers ways

in which a sets of requirements are typically developed in order to demonstrate their

completeness for a given application. SYS1 requires that the approach is developed upon,

which will build upon the state of the art knowledge in weapons safety as discussed in

Chapter 2.

In order to achieve the requirement SYS2, the factors which impact a set of requirements

should be considered, such as:

Consistency - are all requirements achievable?

Completeness - are all necessary requirements identified and documented? As a whole,

do they all do the necessary job?

Priority - are some more important to be achieved than others?
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With respect to issues on requirement priority, in some cases an ideal solution for a

set of requirements may not be possible, for example with weapons systems there are

significant trades between reliability and safety, e.g. limited ability do perform pre-

use self checking for safety reasons as noted by Bierbaum and Wright in [13]. In this

situation, Cooper and Spray explain that priority is given to safety [130]. An ideally

reliable high consequence arming system would not have strong links or exclusion region

barriers preventing energy from allowing its necessary function to occur. This thesis

focusses on only assertions in a safety theme, where failure to meet one will result in

a weakness in one safety subsystem. Therefore, all assertions have equal priority and

must be met without compromise. Due to this, only approaches which can be used to

achieve consistency and completeness in a requirements set are discussed through the

next section.

4.3.2 Concept Identification

Throughout literature a number of different approaches have been developed to ensure

completeness when tackling a problem. This can be achieved through a structured

approach to determine the requirements or design of a system, or to verify that a system

will behave as desired through modelling. As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2, an

initial study was performed as part of this research into modelling methods and from the

result of this it is considered as a possible method for meeting the project requirements.

This section of the literature review addresses methods for writing a complete set of

requirement right first time, this includes: ontology, patterns and decomposition.

4.3.2.1 Ontology

According to Gruber [52] an ontology can be defined as “a set of representational prim-

itives with which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse”. They are often used

in software engineering to reduce the scope of requirements or design to a limited yet

specific vocabulary which has been identified to describe all of the possible parts of

that system. Gasevic et al. [50, p. 45] explain that ontology goes much further than

just terminology, but also includes: classifications, taxonomy, hierarchy and constraints.

Use of ontology in requirements engineering is a shift to incorporating domain specific

knowledge during requirements capture, this involves utilising knowledge of the domain

to define the problem space rather than only using this knowledge in the solution space.

These two areas can often be disperate and recent work by Kossmann et al. in [83]

and their prior publications encourage use of ontology-driven requirements engineering.

Using this approach in the engineering process can help describe multiple projects in a
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similar manner and removes the need for requirements to be iteratively evolved through

a project as the ontology will be developed to capture mature requirements concepts.

Such results have been shown in a number of areas, e.g. Kossmann, Wong, Odeh and

Gillies in the aerospace domain [82], Shibaoka, Kaiya and Saeki through the elicitation

of requirements for a feed reader [120], where an improvement in quality of requirements

was shown through use of an ontology. Siegmund, Thomas, Zhao, Pan and Assmann

note that by using such an approach it is possible to “quickly identify where (these)

requirements are inconsistent and incomplete” [121].

In terms of meeting the requirements for this aspect of the project (as noted in Sec-

tion 4.3.1), ontology is a potential option which would address the issues of ensuring

completeness of a safety theme if an ontology were designed with the correct amount of

detail. Use of an ontology would ensure that safety themes were specified in a repeat-

able manner (especially if combined with the use of a requirements syntax as selected

in Section 4.2.3). The major issue that would arise in using ontology for writing as-

sertions during development of a safety theme is the dependency upon the architecture

of the system, which can vary drastically between different options as exemplified by

Hansen in [56]). This dependency would limit the use of an ontology to strictly define

the primitives of every possible system.

The author developed a domain model to represent the knowledge within the area prior

to the research within this thesis, as published in Paper B.1 as Figure 1. This figure

shows the relationships between the constructs which have been modelled to represent

the system, its topology, and the threats within an environment.

4.3.2.2 Patterns

Rising [110] defines a pattern as “simply a form of documentation”, however, this doc-

umentation is observed and formed from many projects. Rising suggests such patterns

should be subject to a minimum of three applications to be proven useful [110]. Patterns

have been developed for use in a range of disciplines: Pont identifying them for time-

triggered embedded systems in [105], Cloutier has identified in [21] that patterns have

been used in various areas of the systems engineering process, including requirements

writing (which Meszaros and Doble described in [94]), use cases (which Adolph, Bram-

ble, Cockburn and Pols describe in [2]) and architecture (which ranges in applications

from Cloutier, Muller, Verma, Roshanak, Hole and Bone’s work on system architecture

patterns [22] and Cloutier and Verma’s enterprise architecture patterns [23] through to

systems of systems, as presented by Kalawsky, Tian, Joannou, Sanduka and Masin in

[77]).
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According to Cloutier [22, p. 4], patterns have no fixed format in which they are doc-

umented. This is beneficial in that no knowledge of a specific notation (e.g. UML or

SysML) is required to interpret them, allowing multiple stakeholders to understand,

use, and even contribute to the patterns. In terms of their use for capture and re-use of

knowledge it is argued that using patterns can reduce innovation in engineering, a valid

opinion, which may not be desirable in certain industries. For high consequence arming

systems the scope for innovation in safety is limited to methods of implementing such

devices reliably (as discussed towards the end of Chapter 2 Section 2.2.3.3). Therefore,

the author argues that the underpinning safety philosophy (based around the 3I’s) re-

mains unchanged and would be a good candidate for such a method. In comparison

to an ontology, a set of patterns is less strict and can define a limited set of re-usable

constructs applicable to a given system rather than claiming to define the entire do-

main. This can be seen as a benefit or a drawback depending on the perspective. For

a first-pass in identification of patterns and recurring constructs in a safety theme this

is beneficial, however, if further rigour were required these patterns could be developed

into an ontology of the domain.

4.3.2.3 Requirement Decomposition

One approach adopted within the sponsoring organisation utilises the concept of a “suc-

cess tree”. This is the inverse of a fault tree, as described in [28], and can be used

qualitatively to illustrate the build up of events which are necessary together to achieve

a top level “success event”. By using AND gates, it is a useful method to capture which

requirements together fulfil an event higher in the tree and can be used to identify any

obvious logical gaps. A recent paper by Johnson [73] builds upon this approach and in-

troduces a method designed for specification of safety requirements which combines the

use of natural language requirements alongside the formal logic of propositional analy-

sis. This introduces rigour when considering requirements and the way they are worded

and decomposed. This propositional analysis method has been developed alongside the

research described in this thesis. At the time of concept selection, only the success tree

approach was in use, this was deemed the current practice for visualising how a number

of assertions could be combined to fulfil the requirements of a single safety subsystem

(i.e. a number of trees would exist for a safety theme).

4.3.3 Concept Selection

From the approaches discussed in the previous section each is considered in terms of

how applicable it would be for meeting the requirements upon this aspect of the project.
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Basing the approach on the 3I’s principle - Regardless which of the approaches

discussed in the previous section is selected, each would handle the 3I’s in a dif-

ferent way. Therefore, it would be difficult to compare how relevant each would

be and concept selection should be limited to comparison of how well the other

project requirements are met.

Completeness and consistency - Each of the methods previously discussed have

their own benefits for ensuring a safety theme is complete. Since each applica-

tion will have a different architecture, it is difficult to determine using knowledge

of the domain in a manner which allows re-use. Patterns could be derived which are

applicable for different architectural layouts and could therefore be selected based

upon the architecture of the system which they are being applied to. Using formal

requirements decomposition is a useful method to ensure that requirements are

consistent throughout the set, however, this alone would not echo the constructs

of a safety theme as well as patterns or ontology.

Repeatable results between projects - Using methods such as patterns and ontol-

ogy are the most appropriate for providing a repeatable framework that could be

used for multiple different projects. As discussed above, using a set of patterns

is likely to be more flexible in terms of selecting the appropriate constructs for a

number of different architectures.

Ontology may be too elaborate to be a solution for the requirements presented in this

project. It could become a further development into keeping the same terminology and

structures from project to project. Patterns are deemed to be the most useful option

for capturing repeatable aspects of a safety theme in an ad-hoc manner. This allows

the focus of the research to be upon the detail in the patterns and the approach to

identifying and applying the patterns than the formalism of the patterns themselves.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, two distinct areas have been considered: methods of specifying individual

assertions and methods of producing a complete safety theme from project to project.

For the former, constrained natural language has been selected as an option for writing

assertions in a repeatable way. For the latter, patterns seem the most appropriate

method of identifying re-usable constructs (in terms of constrained natural language

assertions) which can be combined to develop a complete safety theme. The next chapter

describes how these two approaches can be combined in order to address the requirements

upon this project.



Chapter 5

Implementation of Assertion

Templates and Patterns

5.1 Introduction

The focus of this chapter is upon the implementation stage of the V-model as described in

Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4. At this point the requirements for the project have been defined

(SYS1-8), the project has been split into two parts (regarding the individual assertions

and the entire safety theme), and finally the best methods for tackling the problem have

been selected. This chapter describes the major aspect of research contribution of the

thesis, which reflects the two parts of the project.

The first contribution of this research work is presented in Section 5.2.1, a set of tem-

plate requirements which are presented using structured natural language. These are

designed to be applicable to support specification assertions in a manner which meets

the requirements of the project set out in SYS4, SYS5, SYS6, SYS7 and SYS8. The

second contribution is a set of patterns which describe the relationships between these

different requirement templates in order to provide a complete set of atomic assertions

which use the 3I’s as an underpinning safety philosophy, these are designed to be used

based upon the system architecture. The patterns are designed to meet the project re-

quirements SYS1, SYS2 and SYS3. Discussion in the next section begins with the way

in which top-level assertions are presented and describes how the author has developed

the template assertions from here.

51
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5.2 Writing Individual Assertions

As discussed in the previous chapter a set of assertions is captured as a safety theme,

a blueprint of how safety features will be apportioned around the system. This can be

viewed at two different levels of abstraction, firstly as top-level assertion which explain

how the 3I’s can be used to loosely define the ideas behind a safety theme. Secondly,

lower level assertions can be used to make up a single top-level assertion. These lower

level assertions can be categorised into a limited number of types.

5.2.1 Top-Level Assertions

The 3I’s principles are used as a foundation of the assertions about the safety of the

system. Typically an overarching argument will be used to describe how safety will be

achieved. This is often attempted using isolation first and where isolation cannot be

used, or has been used in excess, incompatibility and/or inoperability can be used as

they are independent. Each of these types will now be discussed and exemplified. The

following decomposition of an isolation assertion is not a novel contribution of this thesis,

it has been presented by Johnson in [74]. This approach to decomposition of a top-level

assertion into a number of lower-level, more realistic assertions has been a motivating

factor for the work described in this section.

5.2.1.1 Isolation

Figure 5.1: Example of an Exclusion Region Barrier (ERB) being used to isolate
components.
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Assertion The ERB shall isolate the Thermal Battery from the Detonator.

The assertion shown here is a typical top level assertion of isolation. This involves three

components, a component which generates a hazard (i.e. Thermal Battery, the details

of which has been presented by Guidotti and Masset in [53]), the isolating component

(the Exclusion Region Barrier) and the vulnerable component (the Detonator), as shown

in Figure 5.1. Ideally isolation would be perfect, resulting in none of the energy from

the hazard generating component reaching the vulnerable component. In reality this is

not physically possible and a number of low level assertions are used in combination to

achieve isolation.

The ERB achieves isolation through attenuation of energy produced by the Thermal

Battery. Energy must be attenuated to a low enough level such that any residual energy

that passes through the ERB is incompatible with the Detonator (the detail of ‘incom-

patibility’ is discussed further in Section 5.2.1.2). Isolation is achieved through use of

two assertions: attenuation and that it produces an output which is incompatible.

A further argument of incompatibility can be included in order to assert that the hazard

generating component is not able to produce hazards above a threshold which cannot

be attenuated (or where the ERB could become permanently damaged). This results

in three assertions being used to meet the top-level assertion of isolation, as shown in

Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Lower level assertions required to achieve isolation.

There must be a method to allow the energy of the thermal battery into the system when

operation is required, therefore a Strong Link (SL) is used to provide a portal through

which energy can enter the inner exclusion region. The SL is used to isolate energy
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between two regions until use is authorised. This requires the SL to have at least two

states. In the first of these states the SL provides isolation, to do this it must attenuate

electrical energy from passing through to the inner region in a similar fashion to the

ERB. When this is achieved the component can be seen to provide assured safety and

therefore its behaviour can be relied upon. The second state is one where authorised

operation of the system is requested, in which case the strong link must be opened to

provide an electrical connection between the outer and inner regions.

Since the SL is able to unlock, removing isolation, it must be asserted that it does not do

so unless in an authorised operational role.1 To do this one must consider the conditions

in which it will actually isolate (i.e. only when the SL is in the isolating state) and also

the events which could cause the component to leave such a state, (e.g. a strong link

must receive the correct UQS to the discriminator for it to unlock and lose assurance of

safety). It is also important to consider whether these events causing state change are

compatible with the physically local components or the wider environment of the system,

ideally it would be possible to assert that incompatibility exists between any potential

threat and a compatible UQS. Figure 5.3 shows the SL as an isolating component,

its state change events must be incompatible with the outputs of the thermal battery.

Similarly to the example of the ERB, when in the isolating state the SL must attenuate

and any residual energy output into the exclusion region must be incompatible with the

detonator.

Figure 5.3: Example of isolation achieved by a strong link.

1System safety will only be assured based upon the weakest of a group of components, having a weak
SL would mean the argument of the ERB is weakened since it can be bypassed via the SL.
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5.2.1.2 Incompatibility

Incompatibility is an assertion made between two components: a hazard generating

component or propagating a hazard and a vulnerable component. Figure 5.4 shows the

example of a Thermal Battery and a Detonator. A vulnerable component is seen to

have more than one state, one where incompatibility is argued and a second which is

the result of ‘compatibility’. If a component can change to a state in which the level of

safety assurance is lower than that in its current state, the state change event will be

referred to as a vulnerability, a term used throughout this thesis. Types of state and the

associated levels of safety assurance will be discussed in Section 5.2.2.

Figure 5.4: An example of incompatibility of components within the same region.

Assertions of incompatibility are often required for components within the same exclu-

sion region, since it is difficult to assert that coupling of the two components is not

possible in abnormal environments 2. An incompatibility assertion specifies the desired

behaviour of both components involved. For example (using the components in Figure

5.4) the Thermal Battery must not be able to produce a signal which is compatible with

the Detonator, whilst similarly, the Detonator must not become compatible with the

output of the Thermal Battery. It is important to consider whether conditions exist

where the two components are compatible. If so, each component can be seen to have

multiple states (i.e. a compatible state and an incompatible state).

A pattern emerges from the decompositions of top-level assertions about isolation and

incompatibility. Most components can be seen to have multiple states. The conditions

of state change and behaviours in each state contribute to achieving the top level safety

assertion.

5.2.1.3 Inoperability

Inoperability is used when a component (required within the arming chain) becomes

unable to function in order to achieve safety requirements. It has already been noted

in Chapter 2 that the most common example is a charging capacitor within a Firing

Unit being used as a thermal weak link, where the Firing Unit can become inoperable

2In fact, it is assumed that in abnormal environment such coupling is possible within the same ER
and can conceivably bring components together that are not in the same region.
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and no longer hold charge. The result of this inoperability is that the Firing Unit

cannot produce energy which is compatible with the Detonator, as shown in Figure

5.5. The inoperability assertion can be decomposed into a more realistic assertions of:

incompatibility in a given state and also the conditions of when such a state change can

occur.

Figure 5.5: An example showing inoperability as incompatibility in an inoperable
state.

A weak link component is initially in an operable state and then enters an incompatible

state due to effects of the environment. Some inoperable components exist where the

opposite is possible, two examples are relevant: firstly the previously discussed example

of a Thermal Battery requires activation before it produces its full range of output.

The initial state of this component could be described as inoperable. Plummer and

Greenwood list a number of types of stronglink energy control device in [103], which

Elliott summarises in Table II of [38]. An example is a magnetic barrier, used within

some strong links where a transformer steps up voltage when the strong link is unlocked,

when the SL is locked the transformer would be seen as inoperable.

5.2.1.4 Race

Although it is not noted as one of the 3I’s, the idea of a race between two components

changing state is considered safety-critical. Where strong links and weak link compo-

nents are used, they must fail in a given order. The weak link must change to a state

where safety is assured before the strong link changes to a state where safety is not

assured. This way the system always has one component upon which safety can be

assured.

5.2.1.5 Example

To give an overview of how top-level assertions are made, defining the behaviour of

components around the system, the author refers to an example which has been presented

in two prior publications. Figure 5.6 is taken from Ekman et al. in [37, p. 11, Figure
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2] but the same architecture is also presented by Li et al. in [87, p. 5, Figure 4].

Top level assertions are useful for providing the vision of how safety is achieved by the

different components. For this vision to be useful, a detailed list of assertions must be

documented, building the foundation of specifications for each component within the

system.

Figure 5.6: A published system architecture and top level assertions.

What is clear from the example in Figure 5.6 is that the original 3I’s are used as the

foundation of a system safety argument. Neither of the publications presenting this

example follow up the top level assertions with a full list of detailed assertions about

the system. The closest to that in any prior publication is that of Johnson in [74].

5.2.2 New View of the 3Is

Throughout the previous subsection the four types of top-level assertion were discussed.

These varied in whether one or more components were necessary to achieve their required

behaviour (for example isolation is performed by a single component, where incompat-

ibility is a behaviour between two different components). As discussed throughout this

section, a number of commonalities have been observed through these four top-level

assertions, leading to a new lower level interpretation of them.
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5.2.2.1 Lower Level Assertions

When considering the realistic behaviour of components (rather than idealistic or perfect

behaviour), the author has observed that all the top-level assertions decompose into a

number of lower level assertions (beyond the decomposition of isolation presented by

Johnson [74]). Combinations of these low-level assertions can be composed to assert the

3I’s. Four lower level assertions were referred to throughout the previous subsection:

attenuation, incompatibility, state change and race. Table 5.1 shows the relationship

from the original 3I’s and race, to these four new low level assertions.

Table 5.1: The relationships between the 3Is, race and the low level assertions.

Top-level \Lower level Attenuation Incompatibility State change Race

Isolation x x x
Incompatibility x x
Inoperability x x
Race x x

From Table 5.1 it is clear that lower level assertions about state change are used to under-

pin all of the top level assertion types. This requires a new view of system components,

where each can be seen as a state machine.

5.2.2.2 State Machine View

Realistically, all components of the system which contribute to the safety theme will

have two or more states, each falling into one of the following categories:

Safety assured state - one where the component will contribute to system level safety

assurance. E.g a SL in the isolating state.

Functional state - a state which is necessary in order for the system to provide its

function, e.g the Firing Unit in an operable state.

Failed state - one where safety cannot be assured, either due to damage to the com-

ponent or it cannot be assured to have safe behaviour, e.g. an ERB in a damaged

state.

Undesired state - the ultimate consequence of the system, which is necessary for op-

eration but avoided from the perspective of safety. E.g. a detonator once in a fired

state.

The states described above have been presented in decreasing order of safety assurance,

with the exception of the Functional and failed states which can be seen as having
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an equal level of safety assurance. State changes can be seen as either an increase or

decrease in safety assurance (e.g. an ERB failing is seen as a decrease, whereas a FU

capacitor becoming inoperable is an increase). A strong link can potentially have a

number of states, as shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Example states of a strong link.

The strong link has 4 states: the Isolating State (in which safety is assured), the Failed

State (in which safety is not assured), the Open State (in which safety is not assured) and

finally the Locked State (in which safety is assured). Transitioning events are defined for

each state change after the initial state has been entered, where a given stimulus causes

this state change it has been labelled appropriately. In the locked state the component

will remain in this state with all events. In the open states and failed states it may be

possible to return to the isolating state, however, this is an increase in safety assurance

and is positive.

5.2.2.3 Completeness of the State Machine Model

Typically the parts are required to form a complete finite state machine are:

1. A finite set of states

2. A start state

3. An input alphabet
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4. An output alphabet

5. Transition functions

6. Output functions

In terms of the state machine view of a component as described previously in Section

5.2.2.2, dependent upon whether the component falls into the category of a source, sink

or propagator/transformer of energy it may have a set of inputs and/or outputs (for a

sink the output set is effectively empty, for a source the input set is effectively empty). A

start state of the component should be defined and all other states should be known (see

Figure 5.7). Transition functions are the events labelled to represent a change from one

state to another, the output function is the mapping between any inputs and outputs.

5.2.2.4 Identifying Viable Lower Level Assertions

Table 5.2 shows each of the low level assertion types and the potential conditions that can

arise for each type. For example when asserting attenuation, one must consider whether

it is achieved at all times or conditionally as only some scenarios will be realistic. The

used column in Table 5.2 shows whether each type of low level assertion is reasonable

to use within a safety theme, it shows that three types are realistic and eight others

which are feasible. This provides an exhaustive list of lower level assertions which would

be used when developing a safety theme. In the next subsection these limited assertion

types are presented as templates, which constrain the way in which the assertion must

be written.
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Table 5.2: Potential types of low level assertion which could be used.

Assertion Conditions Description Used

Attenuation Always The component is assumed to be perfect
which is not realistic

No

In one state The component also has failed or functional
states

Yes

For range of input The component may only attenuate for
some hazards, e.g. LAC

Yes

Incompatibility All states of a hazard generating component are incom-
patible with all states of the vulnerable component

The vulnerable component has no weakness
which could be exploited (i.e. no compati-
ble state)

No

All states of the hazard generating component are in-
compatible with at least one state of the vulnerable
component

Acceptable if the hazard generating compo-
nents are always incompatible

Yes

At least one state of hazard generating component is
incompatible with all states of the vulnerable compo-
nent

The vulnerable component has no weakness
which could be exploited (i.e. no compati-
ble state)

No

At least one state of hazard generating component is
incompatible with one state of the vulnerable compo-
nent

Conditional incompatibility (often used for
inoperability)

Yes

State change Initial state Describes which state the component starts
in

Yes

State change conditions Describes the ways in which the component
can change state

Yes

Irreversible state change The component is unable to return to any
previous states once in a safety assured
state

Yes

Race Order of state changes Components must change state in a given
order

Yes
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5.2.2.5 Template Assertions

Table 5.3: Exhaustive set of assertion templates.

Low level
assertion

Template
#

Assertion Template

Attenuation 1 When (Element X) is in (State S) it shall attenuate outputs
of (Element H (in one state))

2 When (Element X) is in (State S) it shall attenuate outputs
of (Element H (in one state)) between (Thresholds T1 and
T2)

Incompatibility 3 Output of (Element X) shall be incompatible with the vulner-
abilities of (Element Y) when (Element Y) is in (State S)

4 When (Element X) is in (State Sx) its output shall be incom-
patible with the vulnerabilities of (Element Y) when (Element
Y) is in (State Sy)

State change 5 (Element X) shall initially begin in (State S)
6 (Element X) shall only change from (State Sx1) to (State Sx2)

given stimulus (V)
7 Once (Element X) is in (State Sx2) it shall not change state

again given any stimulus.

Race 8 (Element X) shall change from (State Sx1) to (State Sx2)
before (Element Y) shall change from (State Sy1) to (State
Sy2)

A contribution of this thesis is a syntax for writing assertions for a safety theme. Table

5.3 presents an exhaustive set of templates which cover all four low level assertion types.

This table is an extension from one of the authors publications, Paper B.2 shown on page

128, specifically Table 2. An addition to the table since its publication is the inclusion of

an initial state assertion. The templates are presented in a similar format to the EARS

templates developed by Mavin et al. [91]. The EARS templates themselves could not

be used in this instance because they would not capture behaviour of all of the 3I’s.

5.2.2.6 Discussion

The templates are provided to force assertions to be specified in a precise manner, in

order to meet the project requirements upon the individual assertions (as defined in

Chapter 3 in Figure 3.3). The templates are formulated in a way such that they can

be interpreted by both humans reading a specification document (meeting SYS8) and

building upon the initial research work of this project the assertions have been developed

in a manner that allows them to be modelled formally for automatic analysis (meeting

SYS6 and SYS5). Many attributes of good requirements were described in Chapter 4,

Section 4.2.1, each of which are discussed with reference to these new assertion templates.
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Atomic Only one component (or pair of) is defined per assertion (meeting SYS4) e.g.

incompatibility between a number of components would require the use of a tem-

plate for each.

Verifiable Each of the assertions can be tested against either a model or a physical

implementation of the system (meeting SYS6).

Implementation free Types of component will be defined as part of developing a

safety architecture, however, no specific detail about how they will achieve such

requirements is written at this stage of the life cycle. None of the template asser-

tions refer to how, they only specify what (meeting SYS7).

Unambiguous It is clear which component performs the actions, no other interpreta-

tions can be made from this e.g. Element X attenuates. The conditions are made

explicit (e.g. X is incompatible with Y when Y is in State S. Therefore this is

the only time it can be assured for this assertion, other claims may exist to assert

incompatibility in a different state). This meets the requirements of SYS5.

The assertions in the templates contribute towards one aspect of the second set of project

requirements (upon an entire safety theme) by addressing the trait of consistency.

Consistent In no way can each individual template assertion contradict itself (how-

ever uses of a combination together may result in impossible scenarios, however,

it should become clear if a component specification includes two contradicting

templates, which meets aspects of SYS2)

One may note that when using an assertion template for attenuation, the level to which

energy must be attenuated by is not explicitly stated. This is because other assertions

will be used in conjunction with the attenuation assertion to form a complete specifica-

tion. Energy must be attenuated to a level where the residual output is incompatible

with any vulnerable components, hence a measure of performance of an attenuation

assertion is not included. These lower level assertions are not used individually and

relationships between them are necessary. They are composed together to form a single

top level assertion. In Section 5.3 these relationships are investigated and patterns are

identified.

A final addition to the templates in Table 5.3 is the use of a ’Via statement’. When

asserting incompatibility between components there may be concern that other compo-

nents within the same exclusion region may be able to transform the energy within the

region to something compatible with a vulnerable component, sometimes this can be

intentional (e.g. the arming chain discussed in Section 2.2.1 on page 14) or on other
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Figure 5.8: An example where a via clause is necessary in an incompatibility assertion.

occasions it may be undesired. The example in Figure 5.8 shows the output of the

ERB (when in the isolating state) must be incompatible with the detonator (what is

not shown is that this requires the detonator to be in an operable state). The output

of the ERB must also be incompatible with the detonator if energy flows via the Firing

Unit. Therefore template #3 can be used with an additional clause to state the flow of

energy through the chain.

“When the ERB is in the Isolating State its output, ‘after flowing via the

Firing Unit’, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State”

5.3 Creating a Complete Safety Theme

In the previous section a set of template assertions were presented which fell into cat-

egories of the four low level assertion types: attenuation, incompatibility, state change

and race. Table 5.1 described a mapping between the top level assertions (which are

currently used as best practice for specification) and these four lower level types. This

mapping alone does not provide enough detail for the author of a safety theme to trans-

late a top level assertion into the appropriate templates in a way that allows a complete
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safety theme to be developed with repeatable results, as they need to be used in com-

bination a particular way. In this section a set of patterns is presented which allows

a safety theme author to specify a top level assertion in terms of template low level

assertions.

The patterns describe relationships between lower level assertions in order to achieve

one assertion at the top level and are grouped by the four top level assertions. In total

12 patterns have been identified: 4 for isolation, 3 for incompatibility, 4 for inoperability

and 1 for race. In the following subsections each of these patterns are described with

examples of how each pattern relates to the topology. The patterns only describe realistic

architectural options and do not include any which are not achievable.

5.3.1 Isolation

When asserting isolation it should be done so with realistic expectations. As previously

discussed, no component will be able to perfectly isolate energy such that no residual

energy will be able to flow from one region to another. Therefore a number of low

level assertions are used in combination to assert this in a realistic manner. Table 5.4

shows the 4 patterns used for isolation which show different combinations of low level

assertions that must be used in conjunction in order to make an assertion of isolation

which considers all of the factors that fall within the scope of the isolation assertions

and no further. It could be possible to consider the conditions upon other components

which help contribute to safety beyond that assertion, however, this approach is only

used to translate top level assertions into lower level assertions, not identify all assertions

necessary within the system.
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Table 5.4: Patterns to define the possible isolation assertions.

Pattern

Number
Description

P1 This pattern is used when the isolating component does so in one

state (potentially for all hazards). This requires use of the following

templates:

T1 - Attenuation is argued in one state.

T4 - The attenuated output should be incompatible with the vulner-

able component.

T5 and 6 - The components’ initial state and state transitions are

considered.

T3 - Any external hazard generating components are always incom-

patible with the vulnerabilities of the isolating component.

e.g. The ERB provides isolation in a given state. Always incompatible with the hazard

generating component.

P2 This pattern is used when the isolating component does so in one

state between certain thresholds of hazard (e.g. a LAC). This requires

use of the following templates:

T2 - Attenuation is argued in one state between certain thresholds.

T4 - The attenuated output should be incompatible with the vulner-

able component.

T5 and 6 - The components’ initial state and state transitions are

considered.

T3 - Any external hazard generating components are always incom-

patible with the vulnerabilities of the isolating component.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.4 – Continued from previous page

Pattern

Number
Description

e.g. The LAC provides isolation in a given state (up to a certain threshold). Always

incompatible with the hazard generating component.

P3 Used when the isolating component does so in one state (potentially

for all hazards). Any external hazard generating components are

incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the isolating component,

when the hazard generating component is in a particular state. This

requires use of the following templates:

T1 - Attenuation is argued in one state.

T4 - The attenuated output should be incompatible with the vulner-

able component.

T5 and 6 - The components’ initial state and state transitions are

considered.

T4 - Any external hazard generating components are incompatible

with the vulnerabilities of the isolating component in a given state.

e.g. The ERB provides isolation in a given state. Incompatible with the hazard gener-

ating component in one state.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.4 – Continued from previous page

Pattern

Number
Description

P4 Used when the isolating component does so in one state between

certain thresholds of hazard (e.g. a LAC). Any external hazard

generating components are incompatible with the vulnerabilities of

the isolating component, when the hazard generating component is in

a particular state. This requires use of the following templates:

T2 - Attenuation is argued in one state between certain thresholds.

T4 - The attenuated output should be incompatible with the vulner-

able component.

T5 and 6 - The components’ initial state and state transitions are

considered.

T4 - Any external hazard generating components are incompatible

with the vulnerabilities of the isolating component in a given state.

e.g. The LAC provides isolation in a given state (up to a certain threshold). Incompatible

with the hazard generating component in one state.
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Pattern 1 in Table 5.4 shows the example of an Exclusion Region Barrier which isolates

energy from a Thermal Battery reaching a Detonator. Using Pattern #1 to make an

assertion that the ERB isolates in one state results in the following template assertions

being used:

(a) Template 1 - When the ERB is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of

the Thermal Battery

(b) Template 4 - When the ERB is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible

with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational

State

(c) Template 3 - Output of the Thermal Battery shall be incompatible with the vulner-

abilities of the ERB when the ERB is in the Isolating State

(d) Template 5 - The ERB shall initially begin in the Isolating State

(e) Template 6 - The ERB shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State

given stimulus >Threshold

The example shown is one of the more commonly used patterns, alternatively pattern

2 could be used where assertion template #4 would be selected instead of #3 if the

thermal battery could only be argued to be incompatible in one state. Less commonly

used patterns would be #3 and #4, which can be used to describe attenuation by a

Lightning Arrestor Connector (as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3.3).

Multiple uses of the same template may be required (depending upon the architecture),

with the exception of the initial state for each component. In this case for patterns 1

through 4 the safety theme author may be required to assert incompatibility between

the vulnerabilities of an ERB from multiple hazard generating components, whilst also

asserting that its output is incompatible with the vulnerabilities of other component

inside the exclusion region. Similarly a multiplicity exists when a component has more

than one state. The exception to these multiplicities is that each component will only

have one initial state, however, every state change of the component must be defined

when multiple states exist (for example a strong link could have states for: isolating,

functional, failed or locked).

5.3.2 Incompatibility

Incompatibility forms the foundation of the 3I’s, it is used as a low-level assertion for

each of the 3I’s with the exception of race. Although the other top-level assertions
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utilise incompatibility it is often asserted alone. The ideal use will be that certain haz-

ard generating components within the system are always incompatible with vulnerable

components. The vulnerable components will again be expected to have more than one

state and vulnerabilities which cause this undesired state change. Three patterns have

been identified for incompatibility assertions, these have been described in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Patterns to define the possible incompatibility assertions.

Pattern

Number
Description

P5 This pattern is used when two components are always incompatible.

This requires use of the following templates:

T3 - Incompatibility is argued between two components for all states

of the hazard generating component.

T5 and 6 - The components’ initial state and state transitions are

considered.

e.g. Energy produced by the Environment is always incompatible with the vulnerabilities

of the Detonator.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – Continued from previous page

Pattern

Number
Description

P6 This pattern is used when two components are incompatible when the

hazard generating component is in one state. This requires use of the

following templates:

T4 - Incompatibility is argued between one state of a hazard generating

component and the vulnerable component.

T5 and 6 x2 - The initial state and state transitions of both the hazard

generating component and the vulnerable component are considered.

T3 - Any other hazard generating components in the environment are

always incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the hazard generating

component.

e.g. The Impact Sensor is incompatible with the vulnerable component in one state.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – Continued from previous page

Pattern

Number
Description

P7 This pattern is used when two components are incompatible when the

hazard generating component is in one state. This requires use of the

following templates:

T4 - Incompatibility is argued between one state of a hazard generat-

ing component and the vulnerable component.

T5 and 6 x2 - The initial state and state transitions of both the

hazard generating component and the vulnerable component are con-

sidered.

T4 - Another hazard generating component in the environment is only

incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the hazard generating compo-

nent in a single state (e.g.only in normal environments, not in opera-

tion).

e.g. The Impact Sensor is incompatible with the vulnerable component in normal envi-

ronments.

Patterns 6 and 7 are demonstrated with an example where an Impact Sensor (IS) which

is expected to produce an output upon the shock of missile impact (i.e. it has a state

where shock has been experienced leading to it producing an output and its initial state is

that no compatible energy is produced). This example was identified from a publication

by Hansen [56].
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5.3.3 Inoperability

A state change of a Firing Unit component from a functional state to a safety assured

state is a common example of an inoperability assertion. This type of assertion can

also be used when the vulnerable side of a pair of components becomes inoperable,

for example Li et al [87] and Ekman et al [37] present a safety architecture where the

detonator contains a thermal weak link, typically due to Insensitive High Explosives as

discussed by Elliott [38]. Elliott also presents many types of strong link, one of which

is the interrupted transformer model where energy is transferred between regions via

transformer coils. Hansen [56, p. 8] presents this type of strong link in more detail

describing the timing of when the transformer is made operable. This means the strong

link is typically inoperable and will become operable when necessary for authorised

operation.

In terms of viewing the system as a state machine, inoperability can either be achieved by

initially being in a safety assured state (e.g. an inoperable strong link) or it can become

inoperable given an abnormal environment (e.g. capacitor weak link or detonator) and

transition from a functional state to a safety assured state. Each of these options are

presented in Table 5.6 as a set of 4 patterns. The first three patterns (#8-10) relate

to a scenario where the hazard generating component becomes inoperable, the final

pattern (#11) describes as scenario where the vulnerable component changes from a

“functional state” to a “safety assured state”. Additional patterns for inoperability

exist, but provide repetition of the three patterns used for incompatibility and therefore

they have not been repeated in this list. This is not a surprising result as Table 5.1

showed that the two approaches overlapped in the way they asserted state change and

incompatibility templates.
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Table 5.6: Patterns to define the possible inoperability assertions.

Pattern

Number
Description

P8 This pattern is used when the hazard generating component is initially

inoperable. This requires use of the following templates:

T4 - Incompatibility is argued between two components whilst the

hazard generating component is in the inoperable state.

T5 and 6 x2 - The initial state and state transitions of both the

hazard generating component and the vulnerable component are con-

sidered.

T3 - All environments are argued to be incompatible with the

stronglink.

e.g. A stronglink is incompatible with the vulnerabilities of a detonator when the correct

UQS is not presented from the environment.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.6 – Continued from previous page

Pattern

Number
Description

P9 This pattern is used when the hazard generating component is initially

inoperable. This requires use of the following templates:

T4 - Incompatibility is argued between two components whilst the

hazard generating component is in the inoperable state.

T5 and 6 x2 - The initial state and state transitions of both the hazard

generating component and the vulnerable component are considered.

T4 - Only normal environments are argued to be incompatible with

the stronglink.

e.g. A stronglink is incompatible with the vulnerabilities of a detonator when the correct

UQS is not presented from the environment.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.6 – Continued from previous page

Pattern

Number
Description

P10 This pattern is used when the hazard generating component becomes

inoperable and remains inoperable. This requires use of the following

templates:

T4 - Incompatibility is argued between one state of a hazard generating

component and the vulnerable component.

T5 and 6 x2 - The initial state and state transitions of both the hazard

generating component and the vulnerable component are considered.

T7 - Once the vulnerable component is in its inoperable state it will

remain in that state such that safety can be assured.

e.g. A stronglink is permanently incompatible with the vulnerabilities of a detonator if

an incorrect UQS is recognised.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.6 – Continued from previous page

Pattern

Number
Description

P11 This pattern is used when the vulnerable component becomes inop-

erable and remains inoperable. This requires use of the following

templates:

T3 - Incompatibility is argued when the vulnerable component is in

the inoperable state.

T5 and 6 - The initial state and state transitions of the vulnerable

component are considered.

T7 - Once the vulnerable component is in its inoperable state it will

remain in that state such that safety can be assured.

e.g. A detonator becomes permanently incompatible with the thermal battery given

certain conditions.

It is possible that multiple inoperable components will be designed into a safety ar-

chitecture. Covan and Cooper note in [25] that many different inoperable components

may be required to address different environments, such as thermal or shock (the detail

of each of these environments can be found in a publication by Sanders [117]). It is

common that an inoperable weak link (or perhaps multiple weak links) can be used in

conjunction with a strong link to assure safety in scenarios where components may fail.

This requires an assertion of race.
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5.3.4 Race

A race will occur between two components when one is required to assure safety before

the failure of another. When describing system components as a state machine this is a

race between two state changes. The most common example is that a weak link within a

firing unit (charging capacitor) will become irreversibly inoperable before a strong link

fails to provide isolation. Helton et al have been actively working on such problems,

identifying the probability of loss of assured safety given a number of scenarios where

strong links and weak links are used in combination [58–60]. Although Helton et al are

considering multiple strong link and weak link combinations, each assertion specified

using the approach presented in this thesis will have an individual assertion per strong

link/weak link pair. The pattern for race conditions is shown in Table 5.7.

The pre-conditions for a race assertion are that one component will start in a safety

assured state and the other component is not in the safety assured state. The post-

conditions of the state changes (given the environment or any other compatible stimulus)

is that both components have changed state (i.e. the first component is no longer in

the safety assured state and the second component is now in a safety assured state).

A stage between these conditions must have occurred where both components are in

a safety assured state. Similar work has been presented by Johnson [73], where the

sequence of events for a safe access to a high-voltage handling system are discussed.
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Table 5.7: A pattern to define race assertions.

Pattern

Number
Description

P12 This pattern is used when two components must make state changes

in a certain order to provide assured safety. This requires use of the

following templates:

T5 and T6 x2 - The initial state and state transitions of both the

hazard generating component and the vulnerable component are con-

sidered.

T7 - One component must transition to and then remain in a safety

assured state.

T8 - The order in which the state transitions should occur is asserted.

e.g. The Detonator will change to an inoperable state before the stronglink will enter

an active state.

5.4 The Role of Topology in Specification

It is important to consider where potential threats lie within the system during speci-

fication. The simple assertions discussed have typically been exemplified with a single

hazard generating component local 3 to the component(s) to which an assertion is as-

sociated with. In reality there may be a number of regions between components (the

assertions about which are in other safety subsystems and therefore their behaviour can-

not be depended upon), or furthermore there may be global hazards which can affect

the entire system (potentially simultaneously). An example of such global events would

be temperature.

3local meaning they are within the same exclusion region, or a component bordering regions.
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As discussed prior to presenting the patterns, each of the low level assertions has a

multiplicity associated with them, with the exception of the initial state and race tem-

plates. It is not possible to specify all assertions necessary for a system without having

the topology defined, as the exact details will depend on the layout of the system and

components. The patterns have been designed to support this specification and show

where consideration must be made as to the number of components to be argued as

incompatible. Similarly the number of states per component will vary and therefore a

number of state change assertions may be required. When considering the design mode

arming sequence, components within the same region must be considered and the ’via’

statement may be required to assert incompatibility after energy has passed through

other components.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter two research contributions have been presented. A set of template

assertions has been presented which can be used to structure assertions in a repeatable

manner which is designed to improve their precision. These have been limited to a

set of 8 assertion templates which capture all of the commonly used assertion types.

Patterns have also been presented which provide groupings of these assertions templates

which can be re-used for common scenarios based upon the topology of the system.

One limitation of these patterns is that they are only designed for use with a single

safety subsystem and not the entire safety theme, however, other methodologies have

been developed within the sponsoring company which support analysis of independence

between safety subsystems. Within this chapter the detail of the implementation has

been presented, in the next chapter the patterns and templates are verified against the

project requirements.
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Verification of Assertion

Templates and Patterns

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss whether the implementation of assertion templates and pat-

terns detailed in Chapter 5 meet the requirements upon the project which were defined

in Chapter 3. First of all, the methods through which verification can be performed are

discussed. The verification strategy for each project requirement is considered and these

are performed in groups where an overlap is identified. The expected and actual results

of the verification is listed for each test. In some cases the detail used for verification

has been included in Appendix C to simplify the structure within this chapter.

6.2 Verification Methods and Strategy

The Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBOK) explains in Section 4 (system

verification) that [107] “to verify a system (product, service, or enterprise) is to check its

realized characteristics or properties against its expected design characteristics”. In this

case the approach developed throughout this thesis is being verified to ensure it meets

the project requirements (as derived from stakeholder needs). A number of means are

also defined within the SEBOK which can be used to achieve this, these are:

Inspection - which involves examination to check properties of the system or its parts.

Analysis - which involves use of logical reasoning, modelling, simulation or calculations

to verify properties about the system if a real system can not be tested.

81
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Analogy or Similarity - which involves use of evidence from similar verification ac-

tivities (e.g. testing of similar systems).

Demonstration - which is used to exemplify correct use of the system or approach in

a real life scenario.

Test - which involves quantitative testing of the system to determine whether require-

ments are met under real or simulated tests.

Sampling - which involves verification of system characteristics through a number of

sample systems, parts or scenarios.

Good practice prior to verification is to define a verification strategy for each requirement

that will be verified. Table 6.1 lists the verification criteria for each requirement upon

the project and the different testing methods previously listed are considered for each

requirement.

Table 6.1: Verification strategies for each project requirement.

Req

ID
Requirement Verification Strategy

SYS1 The approach to writing

assertions shall be based

on the 3I’s principle.

Inspect assertions developed through use of the

approach to determine which of the 3I’s they

relate to.

SYS2 The approach to writing

assertions shall result in

a complete and consistent

safety theme.

Inspect assertions developed through use of the

approach to ensure they are not contradictory.

Model an example system and verify that if

components are designed to meet all assertions

that the safety theme is complete.

SYS3 The approach to writ-

ing assertions shall be

repeatable on multiple

projects with similar

results.

Demonstrate use of the approach on multiple

projects to verify that similar results are iden-

tified.

SYS4 The approach shall

produce assertions which

are atomic.

Inspect assertions developed through use of the

approach to ensure they can not be decomposed

into multiple assertions.

SYS5 The approach shall

produce assertions which

are precise.

Inspect assertions developed by applying the

approach and compare them against assertions

within a published example to identify how pre-

cision has been improved.
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SYS6 The approach shall

produce assertions which

are verifiable.

Demonstrate that assertions developed using

the approach can be tested through use of mod-

elling.

SYS7 The approach shall

produce assertions which

are implementation free.

Demonstrate use of the approach on real

projects and that the resulting assertions do not

include implementation specific detail.

SYS8 The approach shall

produce assertions which

can be interpreted by all

users.

Demonstrate that assertions can be interpreted

as natural language or translated into a model

check.

The inspections and demonstrations listed in Table 6.1 utilise both a published safety

theme (using the example presented by Johnson in [74]) and also three real industry

safety themes. For security reasons the detail of the industry safety themes has not

been presented within the thesis, however, a generalisation of the results is presented in

Appendix A, Paper B.3. The sponsor of this research has provided a letter (Appendix

D) to confirm that these three projects were analysed.

6.3 Verification of the Project Requirements

6.3.1 Inspection of Assertions for the 3Is and Atomicity

6.3.1.1 Overview

Where possible populated templates from the example safety theme shown in Appendix

C have been used for inspection of each template in turn to check whether each assertion

is related to the 3I’s and that they are written in an atomic manner. This has been shown

in Table 6.2. Example assertions have been created for use to verify the assertions where

templates have not been used in the example safety theme.
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Table 6.2: Examples used for verification of SYS1, SYS4 and SYS8.

Template
Used

Assertion
ID

Assertion Text
Applicable
“I”

Atomic? Interpretable?

1 1a When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate
outputs of LV energy

Isolation X X

2 - When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate
outputs of LV energy up to a threshold of TBC V

Isolation X X

3 2e Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vul-
nerabilities of SL1 when SL1 is in the Isolating State

Incompatibility X X

4 3d When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flow-
ing via the Firing Unit and the PORT FW, shall be in-
compatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when
the Detonator is in the Operational State

Incompatibility X X

5 4g SL2 shall initially begin in the Isolating State X X X
6 5e EXT ISO shall only change from the Isolating State to

the Failed State given stimulus of >HV
X X X

7 - Once SL1 is in the Locked State it shall not change state
again given any stimulus.

X X X

8 - The FU shall change from the Operational State to the
Failed State before SL1 shall change from the Isolating
State to the Failed State

X X X
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6.3.1.2 Verification Results

Table 6.3 shows the expected and actual results of verification of requirements SYS1,

SYS4 and SYS8.

Table 6.3: Result from verification of SYS1, SYS4 and SYS8.

Requirement Expected Result Actual Result Pass/Fail

SYS1 Assertions developed
through use of the ap-
proach should be based
upon the 3I’s.

Assertions developed
through use of the ap-
proach fall into the 4
categories defined as lower
level assertion types. These
do not all strictly map to the
3I’s as inoperability is lost
as a direct assertion type.
The assertions related to the
state machine format which
maps to all of the 3I’s. The
use of templates resulted
in the discovery that the
3I concepts over lap when
the atomic assertions are
considered.

FAIL

SYS4 Assertions developed
through use of the
approach should be
atomic and can not be
decomposed into smaller
results.

Each template assertion is
written as an individual
statement and can not be de-
composed further.

PASS

SYS8 Assertions developed
through the approach
should be interpretable
by the safety analyst
and also by the model
based verification team.

Assertion templates devel-
oped through the approach
have all been written in
a way which allows any
stakeholder to interpret them
without ambiguity. In this
inspection we do not con-
sider whether it is possible to
model a system which meets
each assertion, this is covered
in Section 6.3.3.

PARTIAL
PASS

6.3.1.3 Discussion

Although the individual assertions themselves do not cover all of the 3I’s Table 5.1 in

Chapter 5 shows how each of the lower level assertions can be mapped back to the

top-level assertions. In many cases the template assertions can overlap which top-level
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assertion they are used by. For example, if a SL were to isolate in a given state and also

argued to be inoperable, the assertions upon state changes and the initial state would

overlap.

6.3.2 Inspection of Assertions to Verify Consistency

6.3.2.1 Overview

In Appendix C Section C.4 the assertions upon each component have been grouped

together to provide a list of characteristics which will influence the component’s design.

Upon inspection of the set of assertions upon ERB1 shown on page 151 it is clear that

ERB1 has two states and should be incompatible with the arming chain. The initial

state is the “Isolating State” and it will remain in this unless a stimulus greater than

HV energy is seen. The external components producing LV energy and HV energy are

both incompatible with this state change. Figure 6.1 shows how these assertions are

related to ERB1 and its interfaces with other components.

Figure 6.1: Assertions related to ERB1 and its interfacing components.

6.3.2.2 Verification Results

6.3.2.3 Discussion

Splitting the assertions by component helps identify if interfaces between components

have been defined which can not be met. For example, if it had been asserted that ERB1

could change state with a stimulus greater than LV and had also been argued that the

HV energy source would be incompatible with the state change of ERB1 (which would

not be met).
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Table 6.4: Result from verification of SYS2.

Requirement Expected Result Actual Result Pass/Fail

SYS2 Assertions developed
through the approach
should be consistent.

Assertions developed
through use of the ap-
proach are derived from a
top-level assertion. It will
become clear when writing
assertions upon a component
when assertions contradict
each other. In the case of
a component’s initial state
multiplicity is not allowed
(as noted when the patterns
were defined). If multiple
initial states were defined in
a component specification it
would be apparent that this
is not consistent.

PARTIAL
PASS

This step of verification only results in a partial pass since the verification strategy

defined for SYS2 involves verification through both inspection and model based demon-

stration. The entire requirement also considers completeness of a safety theme which

can not easily be verified through inspection and requires use of a model.

6.3.3 Modelling Assertions to Verify Completeness

6.3.3.1 Overview

Manually checking for completeness of a safety subsystem or entire safety theme is a

difficult task. The modelling work which was performed as initial research for this project

is a useful tool for testing whether each safety subsystem provides complete protection

if the assertions defined are met. In order to achieve this a model of the example

system presented by Johnson has been developed. Two levels of model checking have

been performed: firstly to ensure that each component meets the behaviour defined

by each assertion upon it (which can itself comprise of multiple model checks). This

is performed using the method presented in Paper B.2, Section III A, however, model

checks are adapted to meet the assertions for the templates defined in this thesis (an

example of these model checks is presented in Appendix C Section 5.3). Secondly, the

models representing each component are composed into a model which represents the

topology of a safety subsystem, upon which a model check is executed to determine

whether all routes to detonation are covered by the assertions in that safety subsystem.
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The model check for safety subsystems can be performed in two ways, the first is to

create a model of each safety subsystem independently (i.e. just the topology of that

safety subsystem). Modelling each safety subsystem this way makes the assumption that

there are no dependencies between safety subsystems and that failure of a component

in one safety subsystem would not have an impact upon the other. The second method

is to model the entire system topology including all components (regardless of whether

they are part of the safety subsystem under test), the components which are not part of

the safety subsystem under test should be able to behave in their worst-case behaviour

and not have an impact upon the completeness of the safety subsystem under test. The

detail of the second approach is presented in Appendix B Paper B.2 Section III B. For

discussion in this thesis, only the first approach is considered for simplicity as only the

3I’s have been discussed throughout the thesis (not the fourth I of “Independence”).

The purpose of this discussion is only to determine completeness of each independent

safety subsystem. Use of the patterns is not expected to guarantee that safety subsystems

are independent. To achieve this would require use of existing methodologies for design

and analysis.

6.3.3.2 Model Check Results

In order to verify that the project requirements SYS2 and SYS7 have been met the

model checking method has been applied to safety subsystem 1 from Johnson’s example.

Through application of the approach presented within this thesis 8 assertions have been

identified which relate to ERB1 and 9 have been identified which relate to SL1. The

model used for this verification is included in Appendix C Section C.5, along with

annotations which explain the model. The desired results from a number of model

checks and evidence of their execution (from model checker FDR2) are shown in Table

6.5. The full listing of these model checks is provided in Appendix C in Section C.6.

A final model check is also required to determine the completeness of the entire safety

subsystem (once it has been verified that each component fulfils the assertions upon it).

The expected result is that no paths exist where energy can flow from either the HV

or LV source which result in compatible energy reaching the Detonator. This is model

checked against a specification which allows any sequence of events except detonation to

occur, if detonation can not occur the result is true. The result of executing this model

check are shown in Figure 6.2. The detail for this model and specification is shown on

page 164.
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Figure 6.2: FDR output from model checking safety subsystem 1.

6.3.3.3 Verification Results

Table 6.6 shows the requirements applicable to this section of model based verification

and the results of verification of project requirements SYS2, SYS4, SYS6 and SYS8 are

shown. The “Lines of the Model” section refers to line where these model checks are

performed in Appendix C Section C.6. Where appropriate the model is annotated for

explanation.
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Table 6.5: Results of model checking assertions.

Assertion Desired

Result

Evidence of Result and Lines of the Model Pass or

Fail

1a At least one

must fail

Shown in lines 246-250 Pass

1b At least one

must fail

Shown in lines 252-256 Pass

1c True Shown in line 259 Pass

1d True Shown in line 260 Pass

1e True Shown in line 262 Pass

1f True Shown in line 263 Pass
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1g Both tests

true

Shown in lines 267-8 Pass

1h True Shown in line 270 Pass

2a At least one

must fail

Shown in lines 272-276 Pass

2b At least one

must fail

Shown in lines 277-281 Pass

2c True Shown in line 282 Pass

2d True Shown in line 283 Pass

2e True Shown in line 285 Pass
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2f True Shown in line 286 Pass

2g Both tests

true

Shown in lines 290-291 Pass

2h True Shown in line 293 Pass

2i True Shown in line 295 Pass
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Table 6.6: Results from verification of SYS2, SYS4, SYS6 and SYS8.

Requirement Expected Result Actual Result Pass/Fail

SYS2 A component can be

modelled to meet all of

the assertions upon it to

demonstrate that all as-

sertions are consistent.

When all assertions

within a safety sub-

system are met their

composition can be

demonstrated to pro-

duce a complete safety

subsystem.

It has been demonstrated in

Table 6.5 that all assertions

are passed for ERB1 and

SL1, therefore all assertions

developed are consistent for

that component.

Figure 6.2 shows results of

a test upon safety subsys-

tem 1 of the example safety

theme to demonstrate it is

complete. This is a partial

pass as other aspects of re-

quirement SYS2 have been

tested by inspection.

PARTIAL

PASS

SYS4 Tests should be atomic.

Only one attribute is

tested for each assertion,

regardless of how many

individual model checks

are necessary to achieve

this.

Each template tests one trait

per assertions and this can

comprise of multiple model

checks (depending upon the

system model).

PASS

SYS6 The plausibility of each

assertion can be verified

through use of a model,

prior to the lengthy de-

velopment time for phys-

ical hardware.

Results from using a model

to verify assertions upon two

components in an example

safety theme are shown in

Table 6.5.

PASS
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SYS8 The template assertions

can be interpreted by the

design team who can use

formal modelling tech-

niques to verify asser-

tions.

Template assertions are writ-

ten in such a manner that al-

lows model checks to be per-

formed to verify each asser-

tion. This is only a partial

pass as it does not consider

how all users would interpret

the assertions and not ev-

ery requirement template has

been demonstrated through

model checking from the ex-

ample (as some templates are

not used).

PARTIAL

PASS

6.3.4 Demonstrating Results from Multiple Projects

6.3.4.1 Overview

To verify SYS3 the approach has been applied to Johnsons’s published safety theme

example and safety subsystems from three industry projects to determine whether the

results gathered are repeated. Within Paper B.3 in Appendix B the results are gen-

eralised as ten different safety subsystems. The approach used involved taking each of

the assertions in the safety subsystem, determining which top-level assertion they were

related to and then applying the appropriate pattern. Once the entire set of assertions

had been identified the new assertions were compared against the original ones from the

safety theme. Table 4 of Paper B.3 in Appendix B shows a generalisation of the types

of mapping identified between these two sets of assertions.

The results were common for most safety subsystems (as shown in Figure 5 of Paper

B.3), as in most cases the original assertions were decomposed into multiple lower level

assertions (showing a one-to-many relationship). Where no mapping existed the asser-

tion from the safety theme could not be mapped to one of the 3I’s, in this case the safety

theme under analysis included implementation specific detail about how a component

would operate. This detail was not included into the safety theme developed through

this approach. No many-to-one relationships existed when mapping from the original

assertions in the safety theme to the template based assertions. This is further support-

ing evidence that project requirement SYS4 has been met as each of the new assertions

is atomic and can not be mapped to multiple existing assertions. Finally, in cases no
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mapping existed from the newly identified assertion back to the safety theme, in this

case the assertion had been missed from the safety theme. Figure 6 in Paper B.3 shows

that there were a number of these occurrences, which can be argued to support meeting

project requirement SYS2, in that the approach helps support production of a complete

safety subsystem.

6.3.4.2 Verification Results

Table 6.7 shows the expected results from the project requirement and the actual result

identified through application to multiple projects. The result of whether the test has

passed or failed is also listed.

Table 6.7: Results from verification of SYS2, SYS3, SYS4 and SYS7.

Requirement Expected Result Actual Result Pass/Fail

SYS2 Assertions developed

through use of the

approach should be

composed to produce a

complete safety theme.

Results from application of

the approach to multiple

projects showed that in many

cases new assertions were

identified which were miss-

ing from the original safety

theme. This helps sup-

port completeness of a safety

theme, however, can not

guarantee that the assertions

combined covers every poten-

tial path of energy flow in the

system. The approach is also

only applied to one safety

subsystems at a time and not

the entire safety theme.

PARTIAL

PASS
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SYS3 Repeatable results

should be identified

from application to

multiple projects.

Results from application of

the approach to multiple

projects showed that the only

time the new assertion tem-

plates could not be used was

where implementation spe-

cific detail had been included

within the safety theme. The

results showed a common

trend in an increase in the

number of assertions gener-

ated and that any which had

been missed would be identi-

fied through the approach by

using patterns.

PASS

SYS4 Assertions developed

through use of the

approach should be

atomic and can not be

decomposed into smaller

assertions.

Application to multiple

projects showed that no

mapping existed where the

new template assertions

could be decomposed.

PASS

SYS7 Assertions developed

through use of the

approach should not

include any implemen-

tation specific detail.

Assertions from each safety

subsystem which had no

counterpart developed

through use of the approach

were not related to the

safety concepts necessary for

a safety theme. This often

included implementation

specific detail which was

not included as an assertion

through use of the approach.

PASS
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6.3.5 Comparing Precision of Assertions Against an Existing Approach

6.3.5.1 Overview

This section is intended to verify project requirement SYS5, which specifies that as-

sertions developed through use of the approach should be precise. In order to verify

this requirement assertions presented throughout the paper by Johnson in his example

safety theme [74] are used for comparison against those developed using the approach

presented in this thesis. Table 6.8 shows a comparison between these two assertions

(where ID’s are given for new assertions they reference those in Appendix C, Section

C.3).

Overall the results show that the new assertions have been specified to be more precise,

however, in some cases, (e.g. the first row of Table 6.8) multiple assertions are required

to provide the entire picture, assertions 2a, 2d and 2e together provide the information.

A second observation, from assertion 2d, shows that in the original assertion there is no

consideration of how energy can be made compatible with the Detonator after flowing

via the Firing Unit. Also, in many cases the precision is improved by considering the

architecture of the system. Assertions are written for a specific layout and this should be

a foundation of the safety theme, therefore assertions like 2e can be used to improve the

vague statement that “nearby electronics” will not mimic the enablement signal. A final

observation is that using the new templates it becomes clear when certain assertions are

designed to be met, e.g. a SL only attenuates when it is in the ‘Isolating State’.

Table 6.8: Verification of requirement SYS5.

Original Assertion
Comparable

New Assertion

Improvement

in Precision?

Safety break must reduce the

voltage sufficiently

(2a) - When SL1 is in the Isolat-

ing State it shall attenuate out-

puts of LV energy

X

(alongside 2d

or 2e)

Input voltage must not exceed

limits of safety break

(2e) - Output of LV Energy shall

be incompatible with the vulner-

abilities of SL1 when SL1 is in

the Isolating State

X
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Residue of safety break must be

less than no operation voltage of

FU

(2d) - When SL1 is in the Isolat-

ing State its output, after flow-

ing via the Firing Unit, shall be

incompatible with the vulnera-

bilities of the Detonator, when

the Detonator is in the Opera-

tional State

X

Residue of safety break must be

less than no operation voltage of

Det

(2c) - When SL1 is in the Isolat-

ing State its output shall be in-

compatible with the vulnerabil-

ities of the Detonator when the

Detonator is in the Operational

State

X

Safety break state remains safe

in absence of correct enablement

signal

(2i) - SL1 shall only change from

the Isolating State to the Open

State given stimulus of UQS1

X

Nearby electronics does not

mimic enablement signal

(2e) -Output of LV Energy shall

be incompatible with the vulner-

abilities of SL1 when SL1 is in

the Isolating State

X

No enablement signal generated,

in absence of correct environ-

ment

A further component of the ”en-

vironment” should be included

into the example to cover this

assertion. However, (2e) is the

closest example.

X

SB2 Isolates Multiple assertions would be

identified from an applicable pat-

tern.

X

by multiple

assertions

ERB2 Isolates Multiple assertions would be

identified from an applicable pat-

tern.

X

by multiple

assertions

Det Incompatible with LV (6a) - Output of LV Energy shall

be incompatible with the vulner-

abilities of the Detonator when

the Detonator is in the Opera-

tional State

X
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Nothing else in the system gen-

erates HV

Multiple assertions like the pre-

vious line would be used to rep-

resent the system topology

X

by multiple

assertions

System isolated from external

HV

(5a) - When EXT ISO is in the

Isolating State it shall attenuate

outputs of HV energy

X

6.3.5.2 Results from Verification

Table 6.9 shows the expected and actual result from verification of requirement SYS5.

Table 6.9: Results from verification of SYS5.

Requirement Expected Result Actual Result Pass/Fail

SYS5 Assertions developed
through use of the ap-
proach shall be precise
and describe the con-
text in which they are
applicable.

Assertions developed
through use of the ap-
proach overall provide an
increase in precision in the
way they are specified. In
some cases multiple asser-
tions must be considered
together to provide the full
picture of how well one
must be performed (e.g.
attenuation to a level which
results in incompatibility).
This provides an overlap
with SYS2 in that the set of
assertions must be complete.

PASS

6.4 Summary of Results

In this section the results of the verification activities is summarised. In most cases a sin-

gle test could be performed to demonstrate that implementation of assertion templates

and patterns met the project requirements. However, for three requirements multi-

ple tests were performed which contributed to a single overall test result. In the case of

SYS4, this requirement was verified three different ways, whereas for requirements SYS2

and SYS8 different aspects of each requirement were demonstrated per test. Table 6.10

shows a summary of results from verification of all of the project requirements. The

section where each requirement is verified is referenced.
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Table 6.10: A summary of results from verification of all project requirements

Project
Requirement

Result
Applicable
Section(s)

SYS1 FAIL Section 6.3.1

SYS2
PARTIAL PASS
(From multiple partial passes)

Sections 6.3.2, 6.3.3 and 6.3.4

SYS3 PASS Section 6.3.4

SYS4 PASS Sections 6.3.1, 6.3.3 and 6.3.4

SYS5 PASS Section 6.3.5

SYS6 PASS Section 6.3.3

SYS7 PASS Section 6.3.4

SYS8
PASS
(From two partial passes)

Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.3

6.5 Conclusions

The first major result from verification to discuss is the failure of project requirement

SYS1 - that the approach to writing assertions shall be based upon the 3I’s principles.

The approach developed through this research work has been underpinned by the concept

of the 3I’s, the test result showed that for each template it was not possible to directly

reference one of the 3I’s. However, it can be argued that there will always be traceability

back to the 3I’s since use of the patterns requires the safety analyst to determine which

of the 3I’s is being asserted. If this decision is traceable then the safety theme will still

comply with the needs of the regulators who request use of the 3I’s approach in JSP538

[96].

Another consideration which is pertinent to these results is for project requirement

SYS2 - that the approach shall result in a complete and consistent safety theme. The

verification results described in Table 6.10 were gathered from testing individual safety

subsystems and not an entire safety theme. The partial pass status is because this

has been achieved for safety subsystems and not the full theme. This approach has not

been developed to consider the completeness of an entire safety theme and independence

between set of assertions. This is a limitation upon the scope of the project, however,

independence can by analysed through use of existing methods and this can be applied to

safety subsystems which have been verified to be complete through use of this approach.

Overall the implementation meets the project requirements with the exceptions discussed

above, however, where these have not been met the results have been justified. In the

next section we consider whether the contributions to knowledge in this thesis fulfil the

hypothesis of the research, how the stakeholder requirements from the project are met

and compare the results of the project to existing literature.



Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

7.1 Overview

The contribution presented within this thesis has been an approach to specification of as-

sertions about safety of high consequence arming systems. Development of this approach

has led to many individual contributions to knowledge, firstly a new interpretation of

the 3I’s has been presented within Chapter 5 which is underpinned by a state machine

based approach. This new interpretation has resulted in definition of templates which

constrain specification of safety assertions to a limited set, all of which are realistic,

atomic and feasible. A final contribution is a set of re-usable patterns for specifying sets

of assertions (based upon an original assertion in terms of the 3I’s).

In Chapter 6 one of the methods for verifying that the project requirements were met was

through demonstration of how the process algebra Communicating Sequential Processes

can be used to model the flow of energy through components of an arming system and

then how these components can be composed to form a system model. This model

was used to verify whether assertions generated through use of the approach produced

a complete safety subsystem and that assertions upon the different components of a

system are consistent.

An application of the approach has been presented in Appendix C where assertions of

one safety subsystem from an existing safety theme have been defined using templates

derived from applicable patterns for the system topology. A model of these safety-critical

components has also been shown in the appendix and the behaviours of the components

and the entire safety subsystem have been verified through model checks. The compo-

nents of the case study system were modelled in a way such that they would meet each

of the assertions (which in this case was possible as all assertions were consistent).
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7.2 The Wider Process

This approach alone is not intended to fulfil the entire systems engineering process, it

is simply one step developed to aid the process (by utilising some of the philosophy of

systems engineering). To use the approach the top-level assertions, system topology,

and an understanding of the possible states of each component are required.

Derivation of assertions and design of the system are expected to be performed using

the design methodology Johnson presented in [74], which would then be provided as an

input into the approach presented in this thesis. The entire safety theme can then be

maintained through life with use of the Pentagon /S/ process as presented by D’Antonio

et al. in [4]. Detailed modelling and analysis can be performed using Finite Element

Models and a model based safety assessment approach presented by Carlson and Jones

in [20]. This shows that the approach described within this thesis is not a stand alone

approach, it interfaces with a number of existing published techniques and has been

developed to address the specific issue of precise specification of assertions.

7.3 Specification of Assertions

In Chapter 2 the issue of imprecise specification was discussed, the state of the art

approach to definition of a safety theme presented no structured or repeatable format

through which assertions should be defined. The work presented within this thesis

introduces a format in which assertions should be written and relationships between

different assertions. Johnson had acknowledged that the concept of isolation decomposed

into lower-level assertions of incompatibility and attenuation. The author of this thesis

has taken this decomposition and identified similar relationships for incompatibility,

inoperability and race - whilst also introducing a state machine format.

Use of the templates makes individual assertions simpler to read and understand (in

Paper B.2 it was acknowledged that assertions in an industry scale project were difficult

to distinguish when trying to develop model checks). Use of patterns between assertions

allowed existing safety themes to be defined in terms of these new templates (also iden-

tifying that some had been missed). A finding of interest was that a safety theme from

one of the industry projects analysed contained implementation specific detail about

how a component would achieve the assertions upon it.

ISO 15288 [72] suggests that the implementation phase of the life-cycle is used to trans-

form “specified behaviour, interfaces and implementation constraints into fabrication
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actions that create a system element according to the practices of the selected implemen-

tation technology”. This suggests that until that point in the life-cycle the specification

should not define how a system is implemented, but capture what the system should do.

Written natural and structured language are more helpful for documenting the system in

a paper based form, whereas model based systems engineering (E.g. UML, SysML) and

formal modelling (e.g. Z, VDM) require more expertise in understanding the assertions,

which need to be understood by many stakeholders of the system throughout the life-

cycle.

7.4 Modelling and Model Checking

An additional development through this research work, but not a core contribution of this

thesis, is a method for modelling the system of interest using CSP. This is a development

upon the current UK state-of-the-art approach in this area, which was presented in Paper

B.1. This Matlab based tool inspired the approach to modelling the system topology

presented in this thesis (i.e. identifying which components interface between exclusion

regions). In comparison, the models developed in CSP are more abstract since they

only address a limited set of ranges of energy level (e.g. lowv, highv etc.) rather than

defining set values for input and output of energy. The CSP model, however, adds

far more complexity by incorporating a method to verify independence between safety

subsystems (as presented in Paper B.2 Section III C). A benefit of the abstract model and

use of CSP is the compositional nature of processes. Model checks have been performed

against the processes which represent each component, the behaviour of which are then

re-used through composition into a system model. This means verified behaviour of each

component is then known to exist within the system model.

Modelling of the topology is a tricky manual part of the approach, however, it forces

the safety analyst to understand the ways in which energy is able to flow in and out of

different regions. A benefit of this is demonstrated in Appendix C Section C.1.2 where

it is noted that in the safety theme presented by Johnson, an extra interface exists

between the region containing the Firing Unit and the region containing the Detonator.

The impact of this interface being missed is that this design of the barrier between

these regions is not safety-critical and may not be designed in a way which would isolate

energy. This would have the resultant impact of failure of one safety subsystem.

Although the model used for verification of the requirements upon the project (as pre-

sented in Appendix C) was only used to verify properties of each individual safety

subsystem, a model check has also been defined to verify independence. Findings shown
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in Paper B.2 from application of this approach to a model and verify a safety theme

for an industry project hit limitations due to state space explosion issues with the size

of the model. Future work to improve the scalability of this approach is presented in

Section 7.8.

7.5 Testing the Hypothesis

In the introduction to this thesis, the following hypothesis was stated:

It is possible to repeatedly produce sets of precise safety assertions about

arming systems through use of an approach based upon patterns and re-

quirements engineering techniques.

Based upon the results of the example used for verification and the applications to

industry projects, this has been achieved through use of a set of constrained natural

language templates for writing assertions. Not only are the assertions written in a form

which can be understood simply, the amount of template assertions has been limited to

a minimal set. This set has been derived such that it is expressive enough to specify

assertions necessary upon components of the system without introducing any which are

not physically implementable (as noted in Table 5.2 on page 61). Through use of these

templates on four safety themes (in Paper B.3), the only occasion in which assertions

did not fit these templates was when implementation specific detail has been included

(it can be argued that these are not real assertions of a safety theme).

Another argument why precise safety assertions have been specified is that they can be

translated into a machine checkable form. This has been achieved through definition

of a set of template model checks which map directly to the assertion templates. This

limits the types of model check that are used, removing the issues encountered when

attempting to express some of the original assertions of the safety theme of an industry

project (as noted in Paper B.2).

The scope of the patterns based approach presented in this thesis is limited to application

to individual safety subsystems, this does not affect whether the hypothesis for this

research has been met. Development of a complete safety theme can be achieved through

Johnson’s design and analysis method to define a safety theme prior use of the patterns.
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7.6 Significance of Results

Through use of the approach it has been demonstrated that realistic assertions can be

specified and that the behaviours of individual components can be verified to meet these

through use of the modelling technique. This can provide a higher level of confidence

in a safety theme over the current manual process and use of the existing Matlab tool,

since the approach presented in this thesis considers verification of both the assertions

upon each component and the resultant impact on each safety subsystem.

7.7 Validation of Stakeholder Requirements

The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) [68] defines validation as “the

assurance that a product, service, or system meets the needs of the customer and other

identified stakeholders”. A letter from the research sponsor is included in Appendix D

in which it is confirmed that stakeholder requirements have been met. In Table 7.1,

paragraphs of this letter are referenced against the stakeholder requirements.

7.8 Further Research

7.8.1 Scalability of the Model Checking Technique

Further work would be required to allow a safety themes of any size to be specified,

modelled and verified using CSP and FDR2. Alternatively, other modelling techniques

could be considered which could further exploit the state based nature of how assertions

are defined. The issue that accompanies such a change in modelling technique is that

an alternative must support expressive reasoning about the model in order to test both:

the individual assertions and independence between safety subsystems.

As noted in Chapter 3, the order in which this research work was performed meant that

the template assertions and patterns were identified as a solution to the issues identified

during development of the modelling and model checking stages. Had these stages been

reversed, CSP may not have been selected as the ideal language to model the system

with.
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Table 7.1: Validation of the stakeholder requirements.

Stakeholder Requirement Validation

Meet applicable JSP538 re-
quirements

New approach is traceable to the 3Is - sponsor
letter page 2, paragraph 1.

Be able to achieve repeatable
results

Similar results have been identified from multiple
projects, as summarised in the sponsor letter,
page 1, paragraph 4. This is also agreed on page
2, paragraph 1.

Be able to write unambiguous
assertions

In the sponsor letter page 2, paragraph 1 it is ac-
knowledged that the research work and new view
of the 3Is has become clearer than the original
assertion types.

Be able to produce a complete
safety theme

The new approach allows the completeness of a
safety subsystem to be tested, as summarised in
the sponsor letter, page 1, paragraph 5.

Be able to verify assertions The sponsor expects that it would be possible
to verify these requirements later in the system
life cycle, as shown in the sponsor letter, page 1,
paragraph 6.

Be able to investigate design
alternatives

The new approach does not allow assertions to
be written which contain implementation spe-
cific detail, as summarised in the sponsor letter,
page 1, paragraph 4.

Be able to interpret assertions The sponsor has acknowledged that assertions
are both readable and can be modelled.

Be able to model and verify
properties of the system

The sponsor explains that a technique has been
presented through which a model can be created
and properties of the system can be verified. As
shown in the sponsor letter, page 1, paragraphs
5 and 6.

7.9 Conclusions

This thesis has addressed the lacking precision in specification of assertions presented in

a safety theme. The resulting approach has involved specification of assertions in a con-

strained format, modelling of components and safety subsystems using Communicating

Sequential Processes, followed by an approach to model checking of safety properties

using FDR2. The approach has been demonstrated to be useful for deriving assertions

upon components at a low level and in a complete form. Modelling helps identify whether

a set of behaviours enforced upon a component are all physically possible and requires

the topology of a system to be well understood and defined. Application of the approach

to an example safety theme has unearthed an issue which could result in missing safety

critical requirements (i.e. a port from the firing unit should isolate energy on its output).

From the perspective of the author this work has provided a useful set of steps which

could be used as either an entire approach or as stand alone processes. In combination
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they can be used to prove that a set of assertions within a safety theme meet the needs

of the regulatory body. The author believes that a safety theme is a focal point in the

design of a high consequence arming system, as such it is crucial that it is developed

correctly and communicated in a way which will support the entire systems engineering

life cycle. Many parties within the organisation sponsoring this research have been in-

terested in the potential adoption or further expansion of the work within this thesis.

Potential developments are to redesign the modelling technique with use of compression

techniques within FDR2. The research sponsor has confirmed in a letter of validation

in Appendix D that the assertion specification approach presented in Chapter 5 is being

used upon a current demonstration project. The outputs of this research have resulted

in a subtle change in the way of thinking within the domain, with potential adoption of

the specification technique as part of common practice. In summary, this research has

resulted in a stepping stone for safety analysts to begin developing a safety theme in a

more formalised manner.
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CSP Overview

A.1 Creating CSP Models

A.1.1 Background

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a process algebra, first presented by Hoare

[61], it is predominately designed for modelling and reasoning about concurrent computer

systems. Its common uses are in the software domain, the most common of which would

be to model and prove whether a software system meets its specification. A benefit

is that CSP has translation rules from specification to a model (such as from Z [126])

and from the model to implementation code (such as occam [112] and Handel-C [9]). A

benefit being that the model has already been proven to meet the specification prior to

implementation.

Beyond the software engineering domain CSP has been used to model and reason about

logical systems or concepts, such as: games (e.g. peg solitaire [113]), the logic of protocols

[118], and even modelling biological phenomena such as the interactions between blood

platelets (with use of aspects from the B language in [119]).

A.1.2 Modelling Features

A CSP model is composed of a number of processes, which engage in events. Processes

may be able to choose between events it can engage in, and to compose processes into

a larger system model the processes can be interleaved or synchronised upon certain

events. Each of these aspects will be addressed throughout this section:
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A.1.2.1 Events

The alphabet of the system, described as α, lists all of the possible events that the

system is able to perform. This describes the system in its entirety (it is not able to

perform any events which are not within α). Although the alphabet describes a limited

set of events, this does not mean the system will actually perform them all, however

these are the only events that will be seen when observing the system. In the traditional

form of CSP presented by Hoare in [61] detailed timing of events was not considered,

where necessary the order of start and end of particular events are used to describe the

order in which they occur (allowing overlapping events to be recognised). An extension

of Timed-CSP exists (as presented by Reed and Roscoe [109]), however, only a subset

of the available features of standard CSP are used within this thesis, since the concepts

within a safety theme are of an abstract nature and do not relate to detailed timing

(only ordering) of events.

Events are defined in a CSP model as channel communications. Each event name is

written as lower case, for example:

channel a, b, c, d

Events may also have suffix types, defined by datatypes which can be existing types (e.g.

integers) or newly defined ones. For example:

Datatype Newtype = type1, type2

channel a, b : Int

channel c, d : Newtype

A.1.2.2 Processes

In order to describe the ‘behaviour pattern of an object’, as it was referred to by Hoare,

the collections of events and the sequence in which they can be performed must be

defined. To achieve this, components are modelled through the use of processes. A

process is defined in a CSP model using a capitalised name, processes A and B are noted

in the following example along with a special processes, STOP and SKIP.

A = a → B

A = a → A

A = a → STOP
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The first example is a process A, which engages in event a and then behaves as process

B (the behaviour of which has not been defined in this example). Recursive behaviour

can also be defined by a process which then behaves as itself (i.e. a then A). STOP is a

process which represents a component which is no longer willing to engage in any events

in alphabet α, therefore the process will terminate. This means the component will no

longer be able to perform other events (which in some safety critical systems could cause

failure to function). This can be referred to as deadlock and is referred to in Section

A.2.1. A process named SKIP refers to successful termination of the process, where no

more events are required to be performed.

A.1.2.3 Choice

When modelling component behaviour, it is possible that a choice between a number

different behaviours is possible. CSP offers two different types of choice: external and

internal. External choices are those where the choice is controlled by the environment

therefore there is control over the events which could occur.

A = a → A

2 b → B

An internal choice is a non-deterministic choice between events which is not controlled

by the environment. The component may or may not engage in any of the events offered.

For example:

A = a → B

u b → STOP

Throughout this thesis only external choice is used, this is to ensure that the only influ-

encing factors of the system are the other components. Components are synchronised

upon events, which allows them to engage in the same event simultaneously. Within

this thesis synchronisation is used to represent the flow of energy around a system.

A.1.2.4 Synchronisation

Components are able to engage in events and operate concurrently (as with in real life).

If components have different alphabets and can behave without interacting between the

two (or more) of them, the component processes can be interleaved. This means both A
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and B are able to engage in any events without communicating.

SYSTEM = A ||| B

If the components are required to communicate (or both engage in the same event) the

processes are synchronised upon such events. For example A and B may both be able to

engage in event a. Event a will only occur, however, when both components are able to

engage in this behaviour.

SYSTEM = A |[ a ]|B

When two components are required to engage in events which are not the same for both

processes (for example the output of A is synchronised with the input of B) it is possible

to use the linked parallel operator, as shown:

SYSTEM = A [a <-> b] B

Essentially, the linked parallel requires two different events ( a and b) which will become

synchronised together. To do this the events are renamed to be the same event, the

result of this is that their names become hidden and cannot be seen in an output trace

of the model. The event will be shown as a tau event.

A.1.2.5 Traces

The events that can be performed by a model will have one or more sequences of events

which it can perform (growing more complex the more choices and synchronisations

available). This sequence starts with an empty set where no event has been performed

and then includes every combination of events that can occur according the behaviour

of the system. For example:

A = a → b → c → SKIP

B = c → b → a → SKIP

SYSTEM = A |[ c ]|B
traces(SYSTEM ) =<>,< a >,< a, b >,< a, b, c >,< a, b, c, b >,< a, b, c, b, a >

Since both processes A and B terminate successfully with SKIP the set of traces of SYSTEM

is complete. Process B would not be able to engage in any event until process A is also

ready to engage in event c. If the behaviour of A and or B had been recursive, these
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traces would still be valid, however, more options would become available once event c

had occurred.

A.1.2.6 Example Model

An example model is shown in Appendix C, Section C.5. This uses the constructs

described through this section to model the components of an example system as pro-

cesses. This model is annotated with explanation of what each part of the model means.

A description of the modelling technique is shown in Section II of Paper B.2.

A.2 Model Checking

It is possible to prove whether a model satisfies certain conditions using tool support.

This involves a design model (i.e. the model of system or individual component of

interest) and also a specification. Model describe a system in terms of event sequences

in which it is able to engage, abstracted to the particular trait of the system of interest

which in this case are the properties regarding safety. The specification will describe

the desired behaviour of that component or system. A specification can be as detailed

as necessary to perform checks of the behaviour of the system and can be written in

either: a form that limits that a component or system such that it must always be able

to perform certain events, or alternatively the specification may be written such that

the component or system will never exhibit certain behaviours. Such investigation of

the system is achieved through refinement checking. Throughout this thesis the model

checker FDR2 [44] is discussed, Armstrong, Goldsmith, Lowe, Ouaknine, Palikareva,

Roscoe and Worrell explain in [6] that it is the industry standard for model checking

CSP and is still maintained.

A.2.1 Refinement

As discussed in Section A.1, a CSP model can be seen as a set of possible traces which

it is able to perform. These describe all of the possible sequences of events which

a process can engage in as a finite state automata, where all possible sequences of

events are represented. A trace refinement check between two CSP processes requires a

SPECIFICATION process (i.e. the ideal behaviour of the system) and a DESIGN process

(i.e. what the system being built will do).

The specification is a trace refinement of the design if all of the possible traces within

the specification are exhibited within the design. i.e. the design does not contain any
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traces which are not in the specification. It is not necessary for all of the traces of the

specification to be met by the design, it just may not exhibit extra behaviours than those

specified. Such a model check is performed by use of the following assert statement:

assert SPECIFICATION [T= DESIGN

This type of model check is a guarantee that certain conditions are not broken. It is not,

however, a method of testing whether other conditions are guaranteed (i.e. functional

or reliability based criteria). This makes trace refinement beneficial for verification of

safety properties about a system. Liveness properties are more difficult to determine

and can be performed through use of further model checks for failures, refusals and

divergences, all of which are discussed by Murray in [98]. These further model checks

are acknowledged, but not used within this thesis as the simple properties desired of the

system can be determined through trace refinement.

A.2.2 Deadlock

Another commonly used model check in FDR2 is the deadlock check. If a process behaves

according to STOP, or is waiting to engage in a synchronised event that is not possible,

the process can be described as deadlocked. This is not of concern with this model, since

if no more events can be performed and safety properties still hold the system will not

exhibit unsafe behaviour.

A.2.2.1 Model Checking Example

Model checks are performed on the example system in Appendix C, these are listed in

Section C.6.
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Towards Tool Support for Design and Safety
Analysis of High Consequence Arming Systems

Using Matlab
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Abstract. High consequence arming systems are designed to prevent
unwanted external (or potentially internal) energy flowing to a critical
component without authorisation. The hazard analysis of such systems
can be a slow and difficult manual process, potentially repeated in var-
ious lifecycle phases or on multiple design options. This paper details a
simulation tool under development at AWE to provide a fast and repeat-
able analysis process. The simulation generates a set of possible paths
along which different energy types could potentially propagate through
the system. Behaviour identified by the tool can support the design of
the system and selection of an architecture where safety is assured whilst
still providing reliability. We present an outline of the model development
process, results from its use with a case study and demonstrate the ad-
vantages over manual analysis. A number of limitations of the current
implementation are discussed, we then propose future work aimed at
alleviating some of these issues.

Key words: safety analysis, matlab, simulation, propagation

1 Introduction

High consequence arming systems such as nuclear weapons pose a potential
hazard throughout their operation. High consequence systems can be defined
as ‘those where failures can cause catastrophic results’ [1], this can apply to
many industries where the combination of different energy types within a system
can be dangerous, for example the chemical process industry. However for our
specific industry, (and the nuclear power industry) the catastrophic results would
be dispersal or nuclear yield. Within both normal and abnormal environments
there are system hazards (potential conditions that can cause injury [2]). Where
possible these hazards should be removed from the system during the design
phase to maintain assured safety, when necessary components present a hazard,
the impact of such should be reduced through the implementation of safety
features. The effects of external insults (physically measurable phenomena with
the potential to detrimentally affect the system [3]) must also be considered to
ensure that the system remains adequately safe through all environments.
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The Nuclear Weapon regulations and design principles set out in JSP 538
[4] and JSP 372[5] provide requirements for design and state that in abnormal
environments it is not required for the system to be operational. Evidence that
these stringent requirements are fulfilled must be provided before a system can
be commissioned for service. Live testing of a full nuclear weapon system is no
longer viable due to the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty [6]. Therefore
sufficient evidence from sub-system tests, design rationale and modelling must
be provided to demonstrate that the implemented safety features are reliable
and adequate.

A consideration whilst providing evidence of a safe system design is the be-
haviour of individual components. Many of the components can potentially affect
energy passing through them and produce a hazard. These hazards can be caused
by conversion of given energy into a another type, or a change of magnitude by
amplifying or reducing it. Whilst sound engineering and scientific judgement is
required to determine the effectiveness of different designs, the variety of threats
to components coupled with the complexity of the systems can make it difficult
to effectively determine whether all areas of potential concern to the engineer
have been investigated.

Software based modelling methods can ease the analysis of these areas by
providing the user with a fast, thorough and repeatable process. With use of
an object-oriented approach [7] a model can be easily developed and modules
re-used through the use of abstract classes. This paper introduces a Matlab [8]
simulation tool designed as the initial step towards a methodology to aid design
and analysis through modelling. The simulation automates a manual analysis
technique used at AWE [3], by identifying the possible paths from an insult
through to the critical component of a system. The paths along which energy
could potentially travel are then analysed, producing an expected ‘safe’ or ‘un-
safe’ result for each, dependent on whether appropriate safety features exist. The
contributions of the paper are details of a simple, re-usable simulation technique
built upon manual methods for analysis and case study evidence demonstrating
how this method improves upon the existing process. The technique does not
aim to provide proof or evidence that a path is sufficiently safe, however it has
been developed to aid the safety analyst in identification of points of concern
within a system design.

The contents of the paper are structured as follows; Section 2 describes the
requirements of the simulation tool. Section 3 details the model components.
Section 4 presents the results of an example application analogous to the high
consequence system of interest. Section 5 presents a discussion of the results,
highlighting the limitations of the tool which could be seen as potential for future
work. Section 6 proposes how this future work will be achieved and development
of an overarching methodology. Section 7 provides some conclusions about the
tool and methodology.
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2 Requirements and Context

The tool is intended to aid the design and analysis of a system to ensure it meets
the appropriate safety requirements. In order to do this the safety analysis team
identified a number of requirements for a tool, which shall:

– Address abnormal environments with non-design mode connectivity.
– Cater for electrical and non-electrical hazards and transformations.
– Only address loss of assurance of safety and not performance.
– Use a deterministic approach that combines critical safety functions and in-

herent hazards and vulnerabilities of the system.
– Produce a list of the unsafe pathways through the system (some of which could

be potentially missed using the manual method).
– Aid design of the system and selection of appropriate safety features (or as-

sertions that given scenarios cannot happen).

The structure of the tool is described in Figure 1 using the Unified Modelling
Language [9] (UML). It can be seen from this diagram that the system can be
modelled as: a group of abstract components, a defined topology, and a defining
scenario.

Fig. 1. UML model of the system context.

The safety analyst uses a system model to identify potential paths around the
system (in a defined scenario). Energy is introduced to the system from an insult
(or threat) and then passed between components by affecting vulnerabilities
which in turn produce a hazard. Each component will have multiple response
functions, each of which represents a vulnerability and could potentially present
a hazard to other system components. The components within the system have a
topology (or layout) which is ultimately defined by the scenario under test. The
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requirements of this tool were to analyse abnormal environments in which all
components could potentially interact with each other, this interconnectivity is
only limited by the use of safety features, which can stop energy flowing within
known limits. The safety features use the concepts of Isolation, Incompatibility
or Inoperability as described further in [10], [11], [12], [13] and [14].

3 Modelling and Execution Process

The context shown in Figure 1 captures both the Matlab elements used to create
a system model and its environment. The main elements of interest are the com-
ponent models, insults and the system topology. When the model is executed it
uses a path generator and insult propagator to analyse paths which are poten-
tially unsafe. Each of these stages is described in more detail in the following
sections.

3.1 Component Models

Each component (or sub-system) in the model will either be a required to pro-
vide a necessary system function, or to provide safety. For either scenario energy
may be generated by, contained within, or passed through a component. There-
fore each is modelled with an input and output port (P1 and P2 respectively),
through which it can transfer energy to any connecting components via an insult
vector (see Section 3.2). A component can have multiple responses, dependent
on the type, magnitude and direction of energy present at either the input or
output port (depending if it is forward flowing or feedback). Figure 2 depicts a
component with two potential responses to an electrical insult.

Fig. 2. An example Component with input ports and a number of internal response
functions.
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Although Matlab provides the ability to develop transfer functions for com-
ponent responses, safety analysis is only concerned with the point at which a
component can output energy, or in the case of a safety feature, the point that
safety can not be assured. Figure 3 demonstrates how the behaviour can be trans-
formed into a function where the component assures safety up to a threshold of
X. At threshold Y the component is expected not to provide safety, therefore
between X and Y there is a potential loss of assured safety.

Fig. 3. Representation of a components safety assured response.

The software for these models is developed upon a rule-based approach [15],
where conditional statements represent the safety assured response in Figure 3.
A benefit of using an object-oriented design is that components have no hard
coded values. Each instance of the component is created with its thresholds and
output values as constructor arguments. For example component C1:

C1 = Component A(240, 240, 100)
Would create an instance of Component A with an electrical input and output
of 240V and a thermal output of 100 Degrees. Assigning values from the main
program code allows repeatability by changing the values in a single place. In
early system design stages (e.g. generating and testing architecture options) the
information about component response functions would be difficult to provide
accurately. The values assumed would be the estimated worst case for assured
safety and based on expert judgement. The output from the model can aid
the selection of appropriate components if margins of unsafe behaviour were
considered. By using this iterative development process the model specification
can be refined as further detailed design information becomes available, or by
using results of trials on individual components. The tool allows us to model the
system level response that emerges from a network of interrelated components.
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3.2 Insults

To run a simulation an insult source should be provided. This is representative
of the scenario of interest to the safety analyst and could involve multiple types
of energy being provided at a given point. For this initial iteration of the model,
the insults from the scenario can only be associated with a single component.
In Matlab the insult is captured as an object containing a vector (or array) of
values. This object is passed between components through p1 and p2 along the
paths that are generated by the system (see Sections 3.4 and 3.5). The values
in the insult vector are modified where appropriate as they pass through each
component, until the the critical component is reached. The component then
generates a ‘safe’ or ‘unsafe’ response. In the current implementation only a
single critical component is modelled.

3.3 System Topology

To understand how system components interact the relationships between them
should be modelled. This is to understand where the insult vector can be passed
between components. In abnormal environments it is assumed that all compo-
nents could potentially be connected to all others unless a safety feature removes
this connectivity (such as an area isolated by a barrier). The system is modelled
like a graph, with components represented as nodes and potential connections
between them as verticies. These connections can be represented by an adjacency
matrix [16].

Capturing all of the interactions in this way aids the modelling of the system
in Matlab. Each row of the matrix would be translated into an appropriate line
of code detailing where each component could connect to. For example:

I_p2 = {‘A_p1’}; %Components are named with a letter. I is an insult

A_p1 = {‘A_p2’}; %p1 and p2 represent input/output ports

A_p2 = {‘B_p1’}; %Relationships shown by C = {‘Connecting ports ’}

B_p1 = {‘B_p2’}; %Connecting p1 to p2 shows propagation

B_p2 = {‘C_p1’, ‘D_p1’}; %Multiple connections can exist

C_p1 = {‘C_p2’};

C_p2 = {‘D_p1’};

3.4 Path Generation

To generate a list of all of the paths from the insult source through to the crit-
ical component, a breadth first search [17] of the network is performed. This
algorithm identifies each connection from its current component then in turn re-
peats the process on each branching component. This generates a tree across the
breadth of the graph rather than the depth. When a full chain is found that does
not end with the critical component, it is removed from the list. The resulting
paths are written to a file and provide the first part of the output. An example
of the component search order is shown in Figure 4. Paths generated also show
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Fig. 4. Selection order from a breadth first search algorithm.

which ports the path passes through (e.g. component A would receive energy
in through A p1 and transmit it out of A p2). The paths from the adjacency
matrix connections previously shown would be:

I_p2 A_p1 A_p2 B_p1 B_p2 D_p1

I_p2 A_p1 A_p2 B_p1 B_p2 C_p1 C_p2 D_p1

3.5 Insult Propagation

To propagate the insult the simulation iterates through each of the paths gener-
ated, taking an insult magnitude that is input to the system and then calculating
the change to this vector based on the component responses. The components
in the system are instantiated by calling their constructor with the appropriate
values (setting thresholds and outputs based on the components responses). This
could look like:

i1 = I(50); %electrical signal of 50V

a1 = A(40, 50, 80); %threshold of 40V, outputs 50V, and 80 deg

b1 = B(..., ..., ...); %Appropriate types or values are given ...

The final component determines if it is unsafe based on the magnitudes held
within the insult vector (if applicable). The resulting output is a list of statements
of whether the paths are safe or unsafe, linking to the order in which they were
generated.

4 Example Application

To demonstrate the use of this simulation tool and highlight the strengths in
its usage, a simple case study has been devised. This case study is analogous to
that of a high consequence arming system, where there is a potential hazard that
should be protected from external energy sources. The selected case study is the
design of a car. Modern cars have a number of safety devices both to protect the
passengers and to reduce the effects of a potential impact (many are summarised
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in [18]). The area of interest for the safety in this case study however, is that
the fuel provides a constant hazard of fire or explosion. Although vehicles are
now designed with safety of fuel tanks in mind and appropriate measures are
considered, older vehicle designs have demonstrated these risks. This risk needs
to be balanced along with other safety, performance and reliability requirements
of the system.

An example is the Ford Pinto. This vehicle was designed with the fuel tank
rear of the axle, according to [19] this was due to the limitation on boot space
(a balance between performance and safety), this also limited the amount of
crush space around the component. This design decision resulted in the fuel
tank exploding upon impact (above a certain magnitude) to the rear of the
vehicle. A number of components have been identified within the vehicle system,
these could each have a number of responses to insulting energy and in some
way affect the fuel tank. The connectivity of some components of interest are
shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Potential non-design mode connectivity of the system of interest.

For this example only 5 components from the system will be discussed, these
are the: Fuel Tank (FT), Lighter (L), Brake Pedal (P), Brake Light (BL) and
Battery (B). In reality, this combination of elements are unlikely to be co-located
within the system, however in accident scenarios it must be ensured that they
have a sufficient argument that a connection is not possible (either due to an
isolating barrier, or incompatibility of energy). The scenario under test within
the following section is a shock to the brake pedal mechanism, which in a drive
by wire system would produce an electrical signal elsewhere.

4.1 Manual Analysis

The case study was analysed manually to identify the expected results and for
verification of the model. Using the 5 components previously described, all po-
tential paths through the system were generated by hand and compared against
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the output from the simulation to validate its results. Manual analysis of the sys-
tem took just under an hour, with the author having prior knowledge of the case
study. The analysis highlighted 16 paths through the system, 2 of which were po-
tentially unsafe for the scenario of interest. Notes under the arrows demonstrate
the type and magnitude of energy transfer of a given type (e.g. el = electrical).
Some paths are shown as an example:

It was noted during manual path generation that possible paths could easily be
missed, even when generating possibilities for a small system of 5 components.
This becomes far more difficult with a larger set of components and also with
more potential energy types.

4.2 Simulation Results and Analysis

The outcome of the simulation was that the 16 expected paths were generated
and as with the manual analysis two of these were potentially unsafe. The simu-
lation itself only takes a matter of seconds to execute, providing a fast method to
get repeatable results. To change the component specifications and test a range
of insulting values only required changes to the constructor of the insulting com-
ponent. Changes to the structure are also simple and can be iterated based on
results of an initial analysis.
Execution of the model with a scenario where the Brake Pedal is shocked has
demonstrated that unsafe paths exist within the design. These unsafe paths are
scenarios where thermal energy can propagate from the Lighter to the Fuel tank.
For this particualr scenario it is possible to argue that the path identified has
a very low likelihood of occurance due to the distance between components. To
ensure safety however, the incorporation of a barrier with an area for electrical
cables and the fuel line to pass through would remove all potentially unsafe paths
for this scenario. Figure 4.2 shows the updates to the system, where passing the
cable/fuel lines through a barrier limits some of the energy types that can be
transmitted to the fuel tank.

Other scenarios also need testing to assess the overall system safety, as extra
safety devices may need to be incorporated into the system to assure safety.

5 Discussion

The overall outcome from using the modelling technique is that the generation
and analysis of paths with use of a software based tool is faster and more accu-
rate than the current manual process. Removing the aspect of human error from
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Fig. 6. Updated system with a new safety feature included.

the analysis process is an important motivation for this development. Use of the
simulation tool allows repeatability of experiments with very minor changes to
the code, which would require a full repetition of the analysis process if under-
taken manually. Despite these advantages, the system is only in the early stages
of becoming a useful tool to aid analysis and support design decisions. Ideally
a number of system design options would be compared against each other to
demonstrate which provides the highest assurance of safety. There are also many
limitations on modelling the real world with the concepts captured through this
technique, as will be discussed.

Component Responses The first limitation of the system is the component re-
sponse function. These are programmed as a safety assured response and it
is thought that there is little added value at this stage to have a detailed
system response for a full range of possible inputs. In the current implemen-
tation an insult vector is passed from a single component to one other along
the current path being analysed. In reality it is possible that multiple insults
could be produced by connected components simultaneously.

Component Composition Within this implementation components are individ-
ual modules which cannot be combined to form a larger section of the system
without programming their combined behaviour manually. It would be de-
sirable to analyse the system at different levels of abstraction, allowing low
level component models to be composed together to represent a sub-system
model.

Distributed Insults Another limitation of the system in its current form is the
way insults to the system are input into a single component. In some sce-
narios, the environments which the system may experience could involve
multiple insults to different places. For example dropping the system could
crush some components upon impact and provide a mechanical shock to
others. The result of these parallel events would then propagate between the
components.

Capturing Design Information The way in which component specifications are
captured is a possible expansion of the technique. When developing a model
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for a complex system, tools to capture the appropriate information are de-
sirable (for example the adjacency matrix method). When capturing com-
ponent responses, a structured representation of the system responses would
be useful, for this the Unified Modelling Language (UML) is proposed, and
discussed further in Section 6.

Design Decisions Once components required for the systems functionality have
been identified, there could be a range of potential arguments or safety de-
vices that could be used to assure system safety. Some of these options may
not be the most efficient or cost effective, and part of the design process
would be to select appropriate features to assure safety as efficiently as pos-
sible. Ideally the model would aid analysis of this, in its current form it only
provides the set of potentially unsafe paths. Information of which compo-
nents allow the most paths to pass through them or the connections closest
to the critical component are of possible interest here.

6 Proposed Methodology

Future work is proposed to fulfil the limitations described in the previous section.
Ideally a full methodology to aid design and analysis is desired and this should
be supported by an appropriate simulation tool. This tool should aid the team
selection of an appropriate safety architecture, and possibly extend to consider
the reliability of a design. The use of simulation would provide the team with
a robust, repeatable method of analysing the system and supporting the strin-
gent safety requirements placed upon them. This methodology would consist of
stages to capture the system information appropriately, with the use of multiple
UML views. These models could then be (manually) translated into appropriate
rules about the system in a language that supports simulation, concurrency and
model checking. Tools of interest are Coloured Petri Nets [20] or Communicat-
ing Sequential Processes [21]. Both are being investigated as to their potential
use. A process for development of such a model will be considered in order to
avoid state space explosion problems, this process could involve abstraction of
the system to a high level system representation, approaching the model subsys-
tem at a time or removing know impossibilities before model development (such
as removing energy types that are not compatible). All of this information will
be captured in an appropriate format to present the safety analyst with a set of
arguments about the system which assure safety.

7 Related Work

Related work has been published from Sandia National Laboratories where the
combination of Fault Tree Analysis, Event Trees and Finite Element Models
have been described in [22]. Failure modelling techniques exist with a similar
concept of component specifications and responses when analysing software sys-
tems. The Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN), developed
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by Fenelon and McDermid [23], provides a notation for capturing component re-
sponses and analysing ways through which a component failure can propagate
between components. This has been developed further into a calculus by Wal-
lace [24], where different types of transfer of energy can occur (source, sinks,
transformation or propagation). Our tool adds the path generation aspect to
these existing methods, but utilises the existing concepts for propagation of in-
sults. The methodology under development is expected to provide much more
functionality for analysis of the system and to aid the whole design process.

8 Conclusions

The issues of speed, completeness and reliability of safety analysis with manual
process can be improved through the use of software tools. Case study evidence
has demonstrated that it is possible to analyse all paths through a system and
identify which are of concern in a short time scale using the Matlab tool. The
tool was designed to fulfil a number of requirements as stated in Section 2, the
model is seen to have fulfilled these requirements, however some of the limita-
tions we have described pose possible extensions beyond this initial requirement
set. Future work aims to provide a full methodology to support design and anal-
ysis (considering reliability alongside safety), whilst with tackling some of the
highlighted issues with the current tool.
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Abstract—Safety analysis of high consequence arming systems
is complex, many arguments about the behaviour of a design are
required to validate that the system fulfils its safety requirements.
Manual analysis of such systems can miss potential paths of
energy flow and this process becomes increasingly difficult
when the concept of defence in depth is incorporated into the
design. Utilising the process algebra Communicating Sequential
Processes allows component specifications and system level safety
specifications to be formalised. Model checking techniques can
then be applied to ensure the design of each component meets
their individual specifications and that when composed together
achieve the required system level behaviour, demonstrating both
system level safety and meeting the requirements of defence in
depth. We present validation of the technique through the use
of a small example representative of the systems of interest we
are analysing. The approach is then demonstrated to identify
potential problems in this example through various scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Defence-in-Depth (DiD) has been defined as “having multi-
ple, redundant and independent layers of safety for the single,
critical point of failure” by the IAEA [1]. It is used in the
design of high consequence arming systems to assure they
behave in a safe and predictable way, in both normal and
abnormal environments. According to systems engineering
standard ISO15288 [2], a system is “a combination of in-
teracting elements”. For DiD both desired and worst case
behaviours of elements must be considered. Analysing the
system to ensure that failure to meet one safety requirement
does not impact upon others is therefore a difficult task. The
coupling between elements is difficult to analyse manually
and this process is dependent upon expert judgement, making
results difficult to quantify.

Designing for DiD starts early in the system life-cycle, in-
volving safety experts throughout the conceptual design phase
of a project. Identifying an appropriate system architecture
and specifications for system elements early in the life-cycle
phases helps reduce the potential cost and likelihood of design
re-work in later phases, it is generally known that later changes
to a design have a higher cost, as Emes [3] reports.

Specifications for the safety of high consequence arming
systems are documented in the conceptual design phase of
the life-cycle and is referred to as a ‘safety theme’. This
document (described by Covan in [4]) details the measures
in place to achieve safety criteria enforced by regulators, for
example JSP538 [5] and JSP372 [6]. Such measures use the

safety principles of incompatibility, isolation, inoperability and
independence, referred to as the 4 I’s. More details of these
concepts can be found in many sources of literature [7], [8],
[9], [10]. This literature also introduces a number of common
components used to implement these safety functions, as will
be discussed throughout this paper e.g. Exclusion Region
Barriers (ERB), Stronglinks (SL) and Lightning Arrestor Con-
nectors (LAC). Other system elements discussed throughout
this paper are Detonators (DET) and Firing Units (FU). A
safety theme consists of a number of ‘claims’ as to how each
of the system elements should behave, based upon the 4Is
principles. An example of isolation would be that:

The ERB shall isolate external energy from
the Detonator

The specification for an example system has been provided
in Table I, the architecture for this system is shown in Figure
1 a). This example was presented in paper by Johnson [11]
to exemplify a manual design and analysis technique for DiD.
Multiple groupings of claims are combined to achieve a system
level safety requirement, which in this case is to prevent
undesired detonation. Figures 1b and 1c show the groupings
of claims from Table I (SS1 x and SS2 x). Such groupings
are referred to throughout this paper as independent Safety
Subsystems (SS).

TABLE I: Claims upon the safety subsystems. HV and LV
refer to High and Low Voltage energy

Group ID Claims
SS1 1 ERB1 shall isolate external energy from the FU and DET,

residual energy shall not be compatible with the FU or DET.
SS1 2 SL1 shall isolate external energy from the FU and DET,

residual energy shall not be compatible with the FU or DET.
SS2 1 ERB2 shall isolate external energy from the FU and DET,

residual energy shall not be compatible with the FU or DET.
SS2 2 SL2 shall isolate external energy from the FU and DET,

residual energy shall not be compatible with the FU or DET.
SS2 3 The Det is incompatible with LV energy.
SS2 4 The LAC shall reduce external HV energy such

that it shall not be compatible with the FU or DET.

Any system element is safety critical if it has one or more
claims associated with it. Circumstances can arise where these
claims are not met, including; an environment in which the ele-
ment is not expected to meet its claims (e.g. high temperature),
operational needs which remove the safety function or finally,
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(a) Whole system.

(b) Safety subsystem 1. (c) Safety subsystem 2.

Fig. 1: 2 LODS and each set of claims

if an element has been designed incorrectly. We are most
concerned with the circumstances in which an element has
been designed incorrectly or is not expected to meet its claims,
in which case it is expected to behave at its worst case. The
impact of this worst case behaviour upon the whole system
must be analysed to ensure the required levels of defence
are still in place and do not cause an effect between one SS
and another. Analysis techniques already exist within the high-
consequence arming systems domain, both manual techniques
(as introduced by Johnson [11]) and we have also introduced
an automated path analysis software tool [12], [13]. These
tools and techniques are useful for defining and analysing
system designs, however the software tool does not support
analysis of DiD and is not closely related to the regulations
of the industry. The manual technique is beneficial however
requires expert judgement and lacks repeatability, especially
when small changes to a specification need to be analysed. The
focus of the manual tool is for grouping the claims such that a
complete set of safety functions exist to meet the system level
requirements, and the software tool is an automated process
for verifying that there are no unexpected paths leading to the
undesired consequence given a set of detailed specifications.

Model based approaches have also been used within this
industry, introduced by Carlson [14] and Dvorack [15], com-
bining detailed finite element model with event sequences
for analysis, however the analysis of DiD has received little
attention in any of this literature. Research in the nuclear
power industry however, does consider DiD. Lind has con-
ducted exploratory research into modelling DiD as energy flow
using Multilevel Flow Modelling [16], however further work is
required before reasoning about such models will be possible.

To provide a repeatable and rigorous approach to modelling
and analysis of arming system safety claims, we present a
formal model based approach that supports analysis of DiD.
In the rest of this paper we provide: an overview of model
checking and how it is applicable for the problem described, an
explanation of the proposed modelling and analysis approach,
demonstration of this approach with a published example,
lessons learnt from an industrial application and discussion

of the benefits and weaknesses of the new method.

II. MODELLING AND MODEL CHECKING

Our new approach to analysis of DiD utilises model check-
ing, a technique commonly used in computer science. Var-
ious model checkers exist, a few examples are SPIN [17]
and NuSMV [18]. Although these are powerful tools, their
drawbacks are that they lack the notions of composition,
abstraction and hiding. We utilise Communicating Sequential
Processes (CSP) [19] and the model checker FDR2 [20] which
provide these desired features. A CSP model is a network of
communicating processes, the behaviour of which is defined
as a sequence of events which are used to communicate
between processes via channels. We employ processes to
describe behaviour of a design under test and also to represent
a specification describing how the design should behave. A
system level model is composed from these individual element
models through synchronisation of common events. Assert
statements are used to verify whether a design meets a given
specification. For example:

assert SPECIFICATION [T= DESIGN

This model check demonstrates trace refinement ([T=), which
exhaustively analyses all potential event sequences (traces)
of the DESIGN process, and the SPECIFICATION process
identifying any traces in which the design does not behave
like the specification. If the design is not a trace refinement of
the specification the model checker will provide appropriate
counter-examples, which can be analysed to identify the issues.

When modelling a high consequence arming system we are
interested in the flow of energy between elements, this could
be in the form of electrical signals, shock or temperature. Since
this method will be used at the conceptual design stage of the
system life cycle, detailed behaviour models such as transfer
functions will not be available and therefore energy levels are
abstracted into ranges.

Every process in the system is an element of the type
source, sink or propagator/transformer, as used by Fenelon in
the Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN)
[21]. One of the differences between our approach and that of
FPTN is that state changes are not discussed and the transfer
function of an element may change between states.

Our approach is to model the behaviour of elements within
the system as a set of rules for input and output, in a similar
fashion to that presented by Roscoe [22] and utilised by
McEwan [23] to model hazards and consequences.

GENERIC2(Set1, Set2, CauseSet1) =
let

EX(CurrentSet) =
([] x : Energy @

([] y : ( { b | (A,b) <- CurrentSet,
member(x, {A}) } ) @

if x==none then output.y -> EX(CurrentSet)
else input.x -> output.y -> EX(CurrentSet)))

within
EX(Set1)
[]
([] x : CauseSet1 @ x -> EX(Set2))

This code snippet presents a generic process that can be
reused to model an element of the system with two states and
transitions between them. The set CauseSet1 contains events
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able to cause this state change, we are mostly interested in
failure to behave in the way set out in the safety theme. Rule
sets for input and output in each state are shown, along with
a transition set. For example ERB1:

erb1_1 = { ( residual,none) }
erb1_2 = { ( lowv,none) }
erb1_3 = { ( highv,residual) }
Set1 = Union( {erb1_1, erb1_2, erb1_3 } )

erb1_f1 = { ( residual,residual) }
erb1_f2 = { ( lowv,lowv) }
erb1_f3 = { ( highv,highv) }
Set2 = Union( {erb1_f1, erb1_f2, erb1_f3 } )
CauseSet1 = {ss1_1}

Each element is modelled using these rule sets, in the case
of sinks and sources, the energy level for input or output
respectively are modelled as the none event. Set2 represents
misbehaviour of ERB1 where it does not meet the claims upon
it. Modelling failure modes alongside functional behaviour
has been labelled an ‘extended model’, and has explored by
Joshi [24] and the ESACS project [25] using the NuSMV
model checker. A similar approach has been taken to failure
modelling using CSP by Wu [26] to evaluate the effectiveness
of protective measures in software architecture designs.

Processes modelling element behaviour can be composed to
form a system model, this is achieved through the use of the
linked parallel operator, allowing events to be defined as either
inputs or outputs. Figure 2 provides an example with a source
of energy (Element X), a propagator/transformer (Element Y),
and a sink (Element Z).

Element Z is protected from energy which it is vulnerable
to (produced by Element X), this is achieved by enclosing
it within Region 2. Element Y represents a barrier around
Element Z. Passing through Element Y is the only route from
Region 1 into Region 2, and will attenuate energy to a level
where it is incompatible with Element Z.

Fig. 2: Simple example of layout

Composing these elements together to form a system model
requires the inputs and outputs of each element to be synchro-
nised (at which point they can only engage in an event if both
elements are able to perform it together). This approach is
used to model the topology of the whole system, the simple
example in Figure 2 would be modelled as follows:

SYSTEM = (ELEMENT_X [ output <-> input ]
ELEMENT_Y) [ output <-> input ] ELEMENT_Z

The approach of modelling elements as a set of events rep-
resenting energy flow and state changes allows the system to
be analysed through multiple model checks. The next section

details our approach for analysing system elements to ensure
they meet their specification.

III. ANALYSING DEFENCE IN DEPTH

Our approach for analysing DiD consists of three stages;
checking system elements to confirm that they meet the claims
upon them in the safety theme, establish whether each SS
protects against known threats and finally to ensure that these
safety subsystems are independent fulfilling the appropriate
DiD requirements. This entails model checks for each of the
three levels of detail, the approach is bottom up and aims to
provide traceable correctness between the claims upon each
element and their resultant behaviour at the system level.
Figure 3 provides and overview of the approach, each stage is
discussed in more detail.

Fig. 3: Overview of the approach.

A. Checking Individual Claims

The first step of the approach is to specify the desired
behaviour of each element, based upon the claims associated
with them. Taking the example of SS1 1 from Table I, ERB1
must isolate compatible energy from the DET and FU when
given LV inputs from external sources. A test case for this
claim requires the threats external to ERB1 as an input and the
vulnerable elements (either individually or as a firing chain)
as an output. In order for ERB1 to meet claim SS1 1 the
specification assures that the detonator is not triggered (by
any output from ERB1, either directly or stepped up by the
firing unit). In order to verify whether this claim has been met,
we use a specification which states that any events can occur
but fire. If the design under test (i.e. the ERB1 process) meets
the specification, then the claim is satisfied.

TEST = (EXT_HV [] EXT_LV) [ output
<-> input ] (ERB1 [ output <-> input ]
((FU [ output <-> input ] DET) [] FU [] DET))
Vuln = {fire}
SPEC = [] x : diff(AllEvents, Vuln) @ x - > SPEC
assert SPEC [T= TEST

One observation from this is that the claim test case does not
require a model describing the topology of the whole system.
This is due to the nature of SS, at this point we are testing an
individual element without considering the threats produced by
elements from other safety subsystems behaving worst case.
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This is considered in the second stage of the approach. It is
clear from the example test case that there are dependencies
between each of the models under test. In the example we
tested whether claims upon ERB1 have been met by a design
under test, however we introduce other elements of the system
that could too have claims upon them. The architecture in
Figure 1a has a claim upon the detonator, which will have its
own individual test case to ensure the DET process meets its
specification. Design of the system elements is a balancing
act between each of these requirements. The complete set of
test cases must be met in order to demonstrate a valid system.
Figure 4 shows the FDR2 outputs where a set of claim tests
have all been met, and a set where one has not.

(a) Passed all claims. (b) Failed claim 3 of SS2.

Fig. 4: Example of FDR2 output from met and failed claims.

When writing the specification for elements which are re-
quired to perform the system function (and may be detrimental
to system safety) there may be trades between safety claims
and functional requirements. This is out of scope of this paper,
however the use of liveness properties in model checking may
be appropriate in this situation.

B. Checking Independent Safety Subsystems

The second level of model checking ensures that each
safety subsystem is complete and adequate to assure safety,
regardless of whether claims from the other safety subsystems
have been met or are behaving worst case. Worst case states
can be modelled either as a realistic behaviour (for example
an ERB failing may act like a wire and pass energy through
without attenuation) or as a more extreme scenario (the ERB is
able to amplify energy and produces an output higher than the
input). Starting with extreme scenarios and using an iterative
approach to design allows the analyst to gradually rule out
unrealistic or improbable scenarios. Alternatively they can
provide a specification which only shows realistic behaviour
which they have confidence in being valid.

In order to test each SS, the complete system topology
is required. This approach is similar to that used in the
software based path analysis approach introduced by Slipper
[12]. Figures 1b and 1c show two SS and their topology
when elements associated with the other safety subsystem are
ignored. We create a model of the whole topology where the
SS under test does not change out of its normal state, achieved
by modelling the whole system topology and synchronising
state change events with SKIP, suppressing these events so
they never occur. The other safety subsystems can behave as
normal or as if any combination of claims have not been met.
For example subsystem 1 under test:

SS1Claims = {ss1_1, ss1_2}
TEST = TOPOLOGY [| SS1Claims |] SKIP
Vulnerabilities = {fire}
SPEC = [] x : diff(AllEvents, Vulnerabilities)

@ x - > SPEC

In this second stage of model checking we specify that
each SS does not allow detonation to occur. Again, not
considering liveness properties and presence of the normal
sequence of events for operation. Model checks are necessary
to demonstrate that all claims in the SS together provide
complete protection against all applicable threats. If these
claims together are not satisfactory, the model checker returns
a counter-example detailing traces where the specification was
not met.

C. Checking the Whole System

The final step of our approach is a model check to verify
that the safety subsystems are actually independent of each
other, and that failure to meet claims in one does not have a
detrimental impact upon the others. This coupling is an aspect
lacking in the existing techniques for analysis in this domain.
The following specification is used as part of this check:

SS(Ss) =
let

P(SSClaims) =
[] x : SSClaims @ x

-> P’(diff(SSClaims, {x}))

P’(SSClaims) =
SKIP
[]
not empty(SSClaims) &

[] x : SSClaims @ x
-> P’(diff(SSClaims, {x}))

within
P(Ss)

This specification describes the desired behaviour of a single
safety subsystem. Initially any event from the set Ss can be
performed (this represents any claim in the given subsystem)
after which, any of the remaining events can be performed in
any order, or at any point the process can SKIP. Essentially,
one or more claims of the independent safety subsystem shall
be performed. This process is used to model every safety
subsystem, and they are then synchronised as interleaving
parallel processes, followed by the undesired consequence (see
SPEC):

SS1Claims = {ss1_1, ss1_2}
SS2Claims = {ss2_1, ss2_2, ss2_3, ss2_4}
SS1 = SS(SS1Claims)
SS2 = SS(SS2Claims)
UNDESIRED = fire -> SKIP
SPEC = (SS1 ||| SS2); UNDESIRED

The SPEC process represents the specification for the whole
system. We require at least one claim from each safety sub-
system to fail before the undesired consequence occurs. The
model checker will return counter-examples if the specification
has not been met, highlighting any relationships between the
claims, be this that the claims overlap multiple subsystems, or
coupling causes failure of one subsystem to fail another. More
SS can be used in the SPEC process, as many as necessary
can be interleaved with the same effect.
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IV. RESULTS

The approach to modelling and analysis of DiD has been
described through the running example in Figure 1, taken from
[11]. We defined appropriate specifications for each claim in
Table I and modelled the elements such that they satisfied
these specifications. This demonstrated that when each system
element is designed to meet the appropriate claims, they
together provide system level safety. Figure 5) shows that
claims were met at every level.

Fig. 5: FDR2 output from a safe system.

A number of scenarios have been used to demonstrate how
incorrect claims or designs are identified using this approach.
The first example demonstrates one claim which has not been
met within this example. In safety subsystem 2, claim 3 states
that “The detonator shall be incompatible with LV”. The model
of DET was modified to make it compatible with LV, thus not
fulfilling the specification. The model checks were performed
and the results indicated that although the system may still
be safe (i.e. no detonation) it does not meet the regulations.
It was also reported that the claim was not met and therefore
that SS alone did not protect against DET, as shown in Figure
6.

Fig. 6: FDR2 output when a single claim is not fulfilled.

A second scenario was tested, where the detonator was again
made compatible with LV, (ss2 3 failed) and also SL1 fails
to isolate LV energy (ss1 2 failed). In this scenario one claim
from each SS has not been met, the appropriate model checks
demonstrated that both of the subsystems have failed and that
this has an impact upon the system level safety. Results are
shown in Figure 7.

This approach has been applied to an industrial case study to
assess its applicability on a larger scale. A promising result of
this is that 99% of claims analysed were able to be modelled.

Fig. 7: FDR2 output when a multiple claims are not fulfilled.

A number of claims were questioned whilst developing the
model, due to subtle ambiguities in the claim (and to help
the modeller fully understand the context). Throughout the
modelling 23% of the claims were questioned. One particular
claim was found to be described incorrectly. Utilising the
model found that this was incorrect and that it would lead to
failure of the safety subsystem, although to resolve the issue
only took a minor change to the documentation. A negative
result from this large scale case study was that the final stage
of analysis could not be performed on a full system model
due to state space explosion.

V. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that our model based approach aids
the analysis of specifications for safety critical components
within an arming system, both with a simple published exam-
ple and in an industrial case study. The novel result over other
tools in this area is that existing tools used path analysis to
identify routes that energy could flow and did not consider how
each element would behave if their claims were not met. This
approach alone does not appear to solve all of the problems
that will arise during such a development, as a number of
claims in the industrial case study needed clarification before
they could be modelled. This is a weakness in the process
that could be further addressed in order to support a model
based approach. Although the approach does not address the
issues of completeness and ambiguity in a safety theme, it
does analyse the complex problem of coupling based on
worst case behaviour, and would be a useful tool for testing
out possible solutions in a formal and repeatable manner.
These aspects demonstrate that the model checking approach
is more rigorous and mathematically grounded than that of the
software based and manual path analysis methods previously
discussed. The use of independent safety subsystems is also
part of a larger probabilistic approach, where the probability
of the undesired system level consequence is required to be
≤ 10-9. Probability of consequence is calculated from the
probability of failure of the independent safety subsystems
(as discussed in more detail by Jones [27]). The probability
of failure of each claim could be assigned and totalled up at
the system level, however the focus of this paper has been to
introduce the model checking approach to analysis of DiD.
An issue encountered during the industry case study is that
as the model increases in complexity and size, state explosion
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becomes an issue. In certain situations models can take hours
to complete (if it all). Currently, this is a limitation upon the
size of model that can be handled by a typical workstation
to perform execution within a set time, or given only limited
computer resources. Further work will be required to either
identify ways in which the model can be compressed, or we
will need to experiment with variations on the approach to
handle larger models.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that our model based approach can
be used to support repeatable analysis of DiD, it has been
shown to be applicable to the problems of concern within
the high consequence arming systems industry. Although
modelling of inputs and outputs of energy is abstract, detailed
information and concrete values for a transfer function are not
likely to be available at the conceptual design stage of the
system life cycle. Providing an overview of how safety claims
will be apportioned before detailed design of components
allows safety criteria to be included into their specification
and allows this to be proved early in the life cycle.

Model checking large examples has proven tricky and there
may be a limit where state explosion reduces the benefits
of this method. We have found that with removal of a few
elements the model runs, therefore we are close to being
able to handle large scale models. Further work on this is
required. Use of this method has highlighted other issues that
we intend to investigate, mostly focussing on writing claims
in a structured manner, because if they are not easy to model
they can be misunderstood later in the design phase.

This approach has been a proof of concept, demonstrating
that it is possible to use modelling as part of arming systems
safety analysis. To aid the use of this technique in industry we
require an approach to specify a safety theme, in a manner
which supports this model checking. Additionally, we will
need to investigate and resolve the issues of model size. A
major benefit of this approach is that once a model has been
developed it can be repeatedly and simply modified to perform
sensitivity analysis, whereas manual analysis would need to be
fully repeated.
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Abstract 
Safety is the primary concern in the design process of high 
consequence arming systems. Claims form the argument 
about system safety, and need to be written as atomic, correct 
and unambiguous statements, which are easily verifiable. To 
support specification of claims in such a manner we 
contribute: a decomposition of the currently used claim types 
into lower level claims, a set of template claims which fit 
these types and finally we introduce a framework which 
details the relationships between these claim types. We 
analysed three industry projects using our approach, 
unearthing subtle errors. Key findings were that claims which 
did not fit into the defined categories described 
implementation detail about the safety functions, and that 
necessary claims could be missed. Analysts familiar with the 
domain may routinely leave out claims which seem ‘obvious, 
however, this could have a detrimental impact later in the 
lifecycle if overlooked by designers. 

1 Introduction 
The primary concern in the design of high consequence 
arming systems (such as those used in nuclear weapons) is 
their safety. Failure to achieve an adequate level of safety can 
have a negative impact upon the environment, human life, 
political standing or even worldwide status and credibility. 
Near misses have been documented in the high consequence 
arming system domain in the past (in [1]), none of which 
resulted in nuclear yield. However, such incidents drove a 
revolution in weapon safety resulting in the introduction of 
passive safety-critical functions, as presented in [2]. These 
functions are achieved through the physical properties of one 
or more components of the system, designing them such that 
they behave in a predictable manner in both normal and 
abnormal environments (e.g. accident scenarios). In the UK 
necessary levels of system safety are defined in regulations 
Joint Service Publication (JSP) 538 [3]. Functions which 
contribute to system safety will exist outside of the arming 
section of the system, as discussed by Bardsley [4], however, 
the scope within this paper is purely upon the internal electro-
mechanical elements of an arming system. The regulations 
require claims (or assertions as they are referred to in the 
literature [5]) about safety of this part of the system to be 
made in terms of physical isolation of components, 

incompatibility between components, and the inoperability of 
a single component. These are known as “the 3I’s”. A further 
concept of independence is also used to provide more than 
one protective layer to achieve defence-in-depth 
requirements. Collections of these claims are known as safety 
themes, as presented by Ekman in [5] and are defined early in 
the systems engineering process to abstractly specify how the 
safety-critical components should behave once implemented, 
and how this combination will achieve safety requirements 
when composed into a system. Later in the process potential 
components which will be selected to fulfil the specification 
laid out in the safety theme. 
 
An individual claim should be atomic in the sense that it 
addresses a single low-level safety issue. Individual claims 
must be unambiguous and correct in the sense that they must 
be relevant to the safety of the system. Pragmatically, claims 
must be verifiable against a model of the ‘system under test’.  
State of the art systems safety techniques and methodologies 
(such as that presented by Johnson in [6]) produce claims 
which do not always meet these three criteria of atomicity, 
correctness, and verifiability when defined during the systems 
design process. Identification of claims which do not meet 
these criteria is important. If such ambiguities or subtle issues 
still exist within approved documentation and are given to 
component designers these issues may not be identified or 
incorrect assumptions may be made. In such circumstances 
the cost of change could be significant, and if not identified 
the resultant system may fail to meet safety requirements or 
worse still, may pass when it should not. A safety theme 
needs to be specified correctly, provide a complete set of 
claims and be written such that it is useful throughout the 
entire life of the system. To address these problems, in this 
paper we decompose the 3I's principles into a number of 
lower level claims which are used in combination (discussed 
in Section 3). We present trees describing the relationships 
between the low level claims which form arguments of 
isolation and incompatibility in Section 4. Then in Section 5 
we present results from three real industrial case studies, 
followed conclusions in Section 6. 

2 Example system and safety theme 
Figure 1 depicts the topology of an example arming system. 
This comprises of many common elements described in 
literature [1] to achieve adequate safety, such as Strong Links 
(SLs), Exclusion Region Barriers (ERBs), Lightning Arrestor 
Connectors (LACs), and also typical firing system elements 
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such as the Firing Unit (FU) and Detonator (DET). Weak 
links (WLs) are also referred to throughout this paper.  
 

 
Figure 1: An example arming system topology 
 
Claims describing the behaviour of the system in Figure 1 are 
listed in Table 1 and broken into two independent Safety 
Subsystems (SS) (SS1 and SS2 within the table), each SS is 
designed to provide complete and independent protection 
against detonation. 
 
Claim I Type Text 
SS1_1 Isolation ERB1 shall isolate external energy 

from the Det, residual energy shall not 
be compatible with the Det. 

SS1_2 Isolation SL1 shall isolate external energy from 
the Det, residual energy shall not be 
compatible with the Det. 

SS2_1 Isolation ERB2 shall isolate external energy 
from the Det, residual energy shall not 
be compatible with the Det. 

SS2_2 Isolation SL2 shall isolate external energy from 
the Det, residual energy shall not be 
compatible with the Det. 

SS2_3 Incompat
ibility 

The Det is incompatible with Low 
Voltage energy. 

SS2_4 Isolation The LAC isolates HV from the internal 
region. 

SS2_5 Isolation The outer casing isolates HV from the 
internal region. 

SS2_6 Isolation PORT shall isolate any energy from 
entering the FU from its output, 
residual energy shall be incompatible 
with the FU. 

Table 1: Claims for an example safety theme. 
 
This example has been adapted from [6], adding a directional 
output port by the firing unit and defining that a LAC and 
outer casing are used to isolate external High Voltage (HV) 
energy. Low Voltage (LV) energy exists within the first 
Exclusion Region (ER). This example will be referred to 
throughout the paper and we will demonstrate how the claims 
in Table 1 can be decomposed into a number of atomic 
claims. 

3 From the 3I's to a state machine 
Throughout this section we will refer to a number of 
components, firstly any component which can potentially 
produce or propagate energy is described as something which 
can generate a hazard. Another term regularly used is assured 

safety, which means the system is expected to be safe. This is 
achieved through use of multiple components which will 
contribute to assured safety. In this section we will take the 
3Is and the previous work upon them, and then describe how 
arming system safety concepts and functions can be viewed 
as a state machine.  
 
3.1 Isolation  
 
A system will be made up of components which generate 
energy (or hazards) and others which are vulnerable to such 
hazards. Other components are used to isolate these two 
compatible components. Johnson presented a breakdown of 
an isolation claim in [6], the claim consisted of several lower 
level claims which we will now discuss, referring to the 
example of ERB1 in Figure 1. ERB1 should stop LV energy 
from an outer region passing through to the inner region 
containing the Det. This is achieved by attenuating the LV 
energy, forming the first low level claim about the 
component. In reality it is difficult to completely isolate 
energy between two regions and there will always be some 
residual energy which can pass from one region to the other. 
Therefore a second low level claim is required, stating that 
any energy passing through ERB1 is required to be attenuated 
such that it is incompatible with the Det. These first two low 
level claims reflect claim SS1_1 listed in Table 1. Here, the 
assumption is made that ERB1 can perform this job perfectly.  
 
A realistic component is imperfect and would not guarantee 
the required level of attenuation at all times. As such a 
component can be seen to have a number of logical states. 
These states are either 'safety assured', 'functional' or 'failed'. 
Failed states depict scenarios where safety can no longer be 
assured following the effect of a hazard above a safe 
threshold (e.g. temperature, electrical input etc.). We refer to 
an event which can cause a state change to an state with lower 
assurance of safety as a vulnerability of a component. In some 
environments hazards above this safe threshold may not be 
generated. In these situations a third low level claim can be 
made that the component which would generate the hazards is 
incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the isolating 
component. For example if the LV energy source (used in the 
example system in Figure 1) were potentially able to generate 
HV energy which could damage ERB1, however in normal 
environments it is known that only LV energy is generated, 
we can claim incompatibility between the components in 
normal environments. 
 
This results in three lower level claim types: attenuation 
(performed by ERB1), incompatibility between the residual of 
the isolating component after attenuation and the protected 
component (i.e. the Det), and incompatibility of external 
hazards with the vulnerabilities of the isolating component 
(i.e. the environment and the LV energy source). We believe 
that there should be a further fourth low level claim which 
explicitly states that only the listed vulnerabilities can result 
in a change of state. Since arguing incompatibility is not 
beneficial where other vulnerabilities may be compatible. All 
of these lower level claims together form a realistic argument 
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of isolation, which begins to resemble a state machine form. 
Figure 2 shows the two states of ERB1 previously discussed 
and the vulnerabilities which would cause a transition from 
the 'isolating state' to the 'damaged state'. One may note that 
ERB1 does not have a functional state. A strong link, on the 
other hand, is required to open given authorised operation and 
would have a functional state, as also shown in Figure 2. 
Having multiple states requires low level claims to be made 
which explicitly state the conditions of each state change. 
 

 
Figure 2: A state machine views of ERB1, the Det, a strong 

link and a weak link. 
 
3.2 Incompatibility  
 
Following identification of these low level claims which 
underpin an imperfect isolation claim, similarities can be 
reflected in the other principles from the 3I's. Figure 2 shows 
the state machine for a detonator which has an 'undesired' 
state (when considering the perspective of system safety). 
This is really a type of functional state, since it is required for 
operation, simultaneously it describes the undesired 
consequence of the system which safety devices are 
protecting against (therefore can still be viewed as a typical 
vulnerability of a component). It is acknowledged that unlike 
many safety-critical systems, arming systems have a conflict 
of interests between safety and reliability of the system. 
Claim SS2_3 from Table 1 provides an example of an 
incompatibility claim. This requires energy produced by the 
LV energy source to be unable to trigger a state change to the 
Det's undesired state. Since the Det has more than one state, 
the vulnerabilities which could cause such a state change 
should also explicitly stated.  
 
When viewing the system as a state machine, two low level 
claims are used to form a claim of incompatibility. Firstly the 
usual incompatibility claim will be made between the hazards 
generated by a component and another's vulnerabilities. 
Secondly, the vulnerable component's ability to change state 
is explicitly defined. Incompatibility should be applicable for 
all vulnerabilities defined. 

3.3 Inoperability 
 
Inoperability is not used in the example in Section 2, 
however, similarly to the other I's it can also be viewed as a 
state change. For example Figure 2 shows a weak link 
component, which transitions from an operational state to a 
safety assured state. When the WL is in the safety assured 
state, it is claimed that the component is incompatible with 
any vulnerable component being protected. In this scenario 
the state change events will also be explicitly defined and 
should be compatible for any environment in which 
inoperability is required to occur. A common example is a 
capacitor weak link which is required to lose the ability to 
charge in high temperatures, therefore making it incompatible 
with a detonator. Since such a change results in an increase in 
assured safety, the change must be irreversible. This defines 
another type of low level claim limiting a state change.  
Alternatively inoperability could be achieved in the initial 
state of the component (e.g. a power source will not produce 
compatible energy until it is activated), and one would claim 
incompatibility between the state change stimulus and the 
environment. 
 
3.4 Generalisation 
 
What emerges from this is that a common set of low level 
claims that underpin the 3I's, which can be used if each 
component is viewed as a state machine. These are: 

• Attenuation 
• Incompatibility 
• Limited ability to change state 

Beyond the 3I's themselves there is also a common mention 
in literature about races between component failures in order 
to assure safety. The most common example is that a weak 
link is designed to change to a state where safety is assured 
before a strong link changes to one where there is no longer 
assurance of safety. Claims for race are used to specify the 
order in which such changes should occur. This introduces a 
final low level claim type: 

• Race between two state changes 

The relationship between the original, perfect 3I's style claims 
and these new lower level claims is shown in Table 2. What 
Table 2 alone does not tell us is how many of each type of 
claim we need or what flavour of it is necessary (e.g. the 
limitations upon the ability to change state can be used to 
define which events cause a state change or to claim that a 
reverse state change cannot occur). Table 3 summarises the 
different types of claim as a set of templates, which represent 
all realistic uses that would be commonly seen when 
developing a safety theme. Other templates and scenarios 
exist, however they have been omitted to avoid a specification 
which does not reflect reality (e.g. perfect isolation cannot be 
claimed, a state where safety is no longer assured must be 
defined). Claims specified with use of these templates will be 
atomic and unambiguous, whilst still able to be referred to in 
terms of the 3I’s (as requested by regulators [4]). 
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Incompatibility is typically argued between a component 
which generates energy, and the detonator. What is not 
considered with use of these templates is that in reality, 
energy could be stepped up by other system components, 
since electrical isolation within the same ER is challenging to 
claim in abnormal environments. 
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Isolation     
Incompatibility     
Inoperability     
Race     

Table 2: Relationship between the Is, race and the new claims 
 

Low level 
claim 

# Template text 

1 When (Element X) is in (State S) it 
shall attenuate outputs of (Element H) 

 
 
Attenuation 2 When (Element X) is in (State S) it 

shall attenuate outputs of (Element H) 
between (Thresholds T1 and T2) 

3 Output of (Element X) shall be 
incompatible with the vulnerabilities 
of (Element Y) when (Element Y) is in 
(State S) 

 
 
Incompatibility 

4 When (Element X) is in (State Sx) its 
output shall be incompatible with the 
vulnerabilities of (Element Y) when 
(Element Y) is in (State Sy) 

5 (Element X) shall only change from 
(State Sx1) to (State Sx2) given 
stimulus (V) 

 
Limited ability 
to change state 

6 Once (Element X) is in (State Sx2) it 
shall not change state again given any 
stimulus. 

 
State change 
order 

7 (Element X) shall change from (State 
Sx1) to (State Sx2) before (Element Y) 
shall change from (State Sy1) to (State 
Sy2) 

Table 3: The exhaustive set of template claims 
 
To resolve this, an additional 'after flowing via' clause can be 
incorporated into the incompatibility claims. For example: 
Output of (Element X) shall be incompatible with the 
vulnerabilities of (Element Y), after flowing via (Element Z) 
 
This clause would not be heavily used, typical it would be 
used when making incompatibility claims about energy that 
could flow via the Firing Unit to the DET. However, it can be 
used to list a chain of components. Although Figure 2 shows 
the assumed initial conditions of the state machines, we 

acknowledge that pre-conditions for component states are not 
defined within this template claim set. In the next section we 
introduce two trees from a specification framework which 
shows how the mappings in Table 2 refer to the Template 
claims in Table 3, since at present no direct relationship 
exists. 

4 Specification framework 
The complete framework consists of four trees each of which 
shows the relationship between one of the 3I’s (or race) and 
our low level claims. The trees use AND and OR constructs 
similar to a fault tree, showing choices between, or groups of, 
necessary low level claims which will contribute to a safety 
argument. In this section two of these diagrams are presented 
representing Isolation and Incompatibility since they are 
referred to in the example system in Section 2. Use of the 
isolation tree is demonstrated and the results are compared 
against those in Table 1. 
 
4.1 Isolation tree 
 
As an example, we may claim that an ERB isolates a given 
component of a system.  That is to say the ERB is the safety 
component that isolates a known vulnerability from a known 
hazard by attenuating the hazard such that it is incompatible 
with the vulnerability. This can be seen in Figure 3, where the 
Isolation claim can be decomposed into a series of atomic 
claims about: attenuation, incompatibility and state change. 

 
Figure 3: Isolation tree from the framework 
 
4.2 Incompatibility tree 
 
The incompatibility tree is made up of a low level claim of 
incompatibility and may also contain low level claims about 
the state changes of both: the component generating a hazard 
and the vulnerable component. The left hand side of the tree 
shows low level claims when incompatibility is required 
between the vulnerable component and the component 
generating the hazard, for all of the states of that component 
(e.g. a power source is incompatible regardless of activation 
or not). The right side of the tree shows the option where the 
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component generating the hazard is in one particular state 
(e.g. prior to a power source being activated). An additional 
low level claim is required to limit the state changes of the 
vulnerable component in all cases. 
 

 
Figure 4: Incompatibility tree from the framework 
 
 
4.3 Inoperability and Race trees 
 
The inoperability tree is the largest of the trees, but similar to 
the incompatibility tree in that it is comprised of the same two 
low level claims (see Table 2), however more choices appear 
in the inoperability tree because incompatibility always 
require the vulnerable component to have more that one state, 
where more combinations of numbers of state are possible 
with inoperability. Inoperability can involve a change from a 
functional state to a safety assured state, or vice versa. The 
race tree is simpler and requires use of a low level claim for 
the race order, along with state change claims allowing one 
component to irreversibly change to a safety assured state 
before the second component leaves a safety assured state. 
 
4.4 Example 
 
Referring back to Table 1 and the claims from the example 
safety theme it is possible to use the framework to re-write 
the safety specification. Here we exemplify an isolation 
claim, previously SS1_1. Using the isolation tree we identify 
the template claims 1, 4, 3 and 5 were relevant. Using the 
templates resulted in the following claims being made to 
achieve the required isolation:  
 
1. When ERB1 is in 'Isolating State' it shall attenuate 

outputs of the LV energy source 
2. Output of the LV energy source shall be incompatible 

with the vulnerabilities of ERB1 when ERB1 is in the 
‘Isolating State’ 

3. When ERB1 is in the 'Isolating State' its output shall be 
incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Det, when the 
Det is in the 'Operation State' 

4. Det shall only change from the 'Operational State' to the 
'Fired State' given Voltage >Vthreshold 

5 Applications and results 
The framework has been evaluated using safety themes from 
three industry projects which between them contained ten 
different safety subsystems. Safety themes from these projects 
were analysed by selecting the applicable ‘I’ which 
underpinned each claim. The appropriate tree from the 
framework was then used to collate a new list of claims about 
the system. Comparison was made between the claims in the 
original safety theme and the new claim list specified using 
the framework. Relations between the two sets of claims fell 
into the four categories listed in Table 4, as a relation from 
the old safety theme to the new list. Since the new low level 
claim types are designed to be atomic, no many-to-one 
relation existed (and existing claims were not repeated). 
 

Relation Explanation 
One-to-one The original claim was atomic 
One-to-many The original claim was not atomic 

and contained compound claims 
No relation (old) No associated claim was identified 

by using the framework 
No relation (new) A claim identified by using the 

framework did not exist previously 
Table 4: Relations between new and old claims 
 
Figure 5 shows the number of claims, both in the original 
safety subsystem and after applying the framework. The 
change in number of claims over the ten safety subsystems 
varied between increasing, decreasing and remaining the 
same. Use of similar template methods typically shows an 
increase in requirements as shown in [7].  
 

 
Figure 5: Number of original claims and new claims 
 
If no relation exists from claims in the original safety theme 
to the new claim list, the original claim is not deemed as 
safety critical. Claims were documented which contained 
implementation specific detail about the explicit components 
used to achieve a particular safety function, and not an 
abstract specification of how this should be achieved. For 
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example a strong link requires a unique enablement signal to 
open (further discussed in [14]), an example of the 
unnecessary (for a safety theme) implementation specific 
detail was specification of precise detail about such an 
enablement signal.  
 
Results demonstrated missing relations where claims 
identified using the framework were not in the original safety 
theme. In many cases this was due to missing how isolation 
arguments should be decomposed into isolation and 
incompatible residual output. Figure 6 shows the number of 
missed claims per safety subsystem that was analysed, both 
including and excluding the residual incompatibility claims. 
The results show that this is not the only scenario where 
claims were missed. Others that were missed referred to the 
incompatibility of a state change stimulus. 
 

 
Figure 6: Missed claims in the original safety theme. 

6 Discussion 
Using the templates supports specification of a safety theme 
such that it can be read with less ambiguity. Similar 
requirements syntax techniques, such as Mavin's 'Easy 
Approach to Requirements Syntax' (EARS) [8] have 
previously been shown to remove ambiguities in claims and 
reduce compound claims to atomic ones. For our application 
this is beneficial because the specification can then be 
interpreted either by a human or by a computer. A significant 
technical advantage of our approach is that our claims can be 
converted into a machine readable form, and discharged 
automatically using a model-checking tool that exhaustively 
investigates every claim using generated test cases, the 
foundation of which is discussed in [7]. Use of the framework 
helps to ensure that necessary claims are not missed; 
however, we cannot allege that using the framework in 
isolation will result in a complete argument for safety being 
produced.  
 
The safety themes we analysed were written by different 
authors and ranged in size and complexity, the results in 
Figure 6 show 7/10 safety subsystems had missing claims; 
these spanned all three safety themes analysed. Figure 5 
presents results where the majority of cases show an increase 

in the number of claims after use of the framework. It could 
be argued that this is a negative result, since more claims 
must be accounted for by the design, and also be verified. 
However, a positive impact is that each claim is atomic and 
concise, and therefore easier to verify. Typically a safety 
theme will be specified using only an abstract system 
architecture and not define exact detail of the components 
being used. For example, Plummer [9] lists various models of 
SL, each of which performs the same function via different 
configurations of hardware or physical properties. For a 
safety theme, the allocation of requirements to a strong link is 
sufficient, detailed design information will be required later in 
the life cycle, at which point the risks are required to be `as 
low as reasonably practicable' (ALARP) as specified in [3]. 
Template documentation has been used to control the 
implementation of a safety theme through life, as part of the 
Pentagon /S/ process in [10]. These templates do not 
demonstrate a direct relationship back to the 3I's and therefore 
traceability to the very concepts underpinning a safety theme 
is not possible. 
We have demonstrated that use of our templates and 
framework has supported specification of claims for three 
existing safety themes, showing that this approach is 
repeatable. The claims produced through this approach (as 
shown in the example in Section 4.4) are atomic and easily 
understandable as individual claims. A key finding of our 
approach is that it uncovered claims that should have been 
made about the systems under test which had previously been 
missed or omitted, thereby providing a more comprehensive 
and trustworthy argument about systems safety. From 
discussion with safety engineers some of these are well 
known concepts and may seem 'obvious' to them whilst 
documenting the safety theme, however these subtle mistakes 
could lead to larger consequences. We acknowledge that the 
results we have identified are specific to arming system safety 
functions and we cannot claim the applicability of this 
approach to wider system safety or security problems, 
investigation of its applicability will be part of our future 
work. 

7 Conclusions 
In this paper we introduced set of templates for writing safety 
claims, a framework of relationships between these different 
templates, and finally results from their application to three 
real industrial case studies. Results from the case studies 
show that our approach produced a more detailed, accurate, 
and cohesive safety argument for the components 
investigated. Our approach uncovered claims that should have 
been made about a system and had previously been missed or 
omitted, thereby providing a more comprehensive and 
trustworthy argument about systems safety.  
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Appendix C

Application of the Approach

C.1 Overview of the Example Safety Theme

C.1.1 System Topology

In order to develop assertions of a safety theme using the approach presented in this

thesis the system layout is required. This defines how the components within the system

will be logically arranged. The states of each component are also necessary. This

information has been captured diagrammatically by representing the components of the

system and the topology in Figure C.1. Within each component is a state machine

detailing its states, initial state and state transitions.

Figure C.1: Entire system topology for the example system.

141
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C.1.2 Safety Subsystems

The safety theme is made up of multiple safety subsystems, each providing a complete

line of defence against detonation. The topology of each safety subsystem can be viewed

in isolation with components only used by other safety subsystems being ignored. This

example system comprises of two safety subsystems, as shown in Figures C.2 and C.3.

Figure C.2: Safety subsystem 1 topology.

Figure C.3: Safety subsystem 2 topology.

Knowing which states each component has is required to identify the applicable pat-

terns which can be used to derive the relevant assertions. In comparison to the original

topology presented by Johnson in [74] the example here has an additional port included
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between the FU and DET which passes through ERB2. This is seen as two port ‘com-

ponents’ with different directions, the design mode use of which allows flow from the

FU to reach the DET, however, in order to assure safety it must isolate in the opposite

direction. This assertion is not initially noted by Johnson and has been identified from

use of this approach, it has been incorporated into this example as a new assertion in

safety subsystem 2.

C.1.3 Original Assertions

High level assertions written in terms of the 3I’s are required as an input to the approach

presented in this thesis. These may be as simple as ‘ERB1 isolates’. However, may be

more detailed and limit this behaviour to a given state of the component (or even

reference lower level assertions such as attenuation). The top level assertions defined by

Johnson are as follows:

1. ERB1 isolates

2. SL1 isolates

3. ERB2 isolates

4. SL2 isolates

5. EXT ISO isolates

6. Det is incompatible with LV

7. PORT BW isolates 1

As noted throughout the thesis, some of these assertions are decomposed into lower

level assertions by Johnson, however, only the top level assertions are required for use of

this approach. The assertions for this example are logically grouped into the two safety

subsystems. These are such that:

• Assertions 1 & 2 are in safety subsystem 1

• Assertions 3-7 are in safety subsystem 2

1This assertion was identified and included through use of the approach presented in this thesis
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C.2 Identifying Applicable Patterns

In Table C.1 the assertions identified by Johnson are mapped to patterns presented

within this thesis and the number of each template which will be used is listed. In some

cases a template will be used multiple times due to the number of components within

the same region or states that a component has.

Table C.1: Patterns used to derive template assertions for the example system.

Original

Assertion ID

Original assertion

description

Patterns

Used

Template

Assertions

New

ID

1 ERB1 isolates P1

T1

T1

T4

T4

T3

T3

T5

T6

1a

1b

1c

1d

1e

1f

1g

1h

2 SL1 isolates P1

T1

T1

T4

T4

T3

T3

T5

T6

T6

2a

2b

2c

2d

2e

2f

2g

2h

2i

3 ERB2 isolates
P1

P3

T1

T1

T4

T4

T3

T4

T5

T6

3a

3b

3c

3d

3e

3f

3g

3h
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4 SL2 isolates
P1

P3

T1

T1

T4

T4

T3

T4

T5

T6

T6

4a

4b

4c

4d

4e

4f

4g

4h

4i

5 EXT ISO isolates P1

T1

T4

T3

T5

T6

5a

5b

5c

5d

5e

6
Det is incompatible

with HV
P5

T3

T5

T6

6a

6b

6c

7 PORT BW isolates
P1

P3

T1

T1

T4

T4

T3

T4

T5

T6

7a

7b

7c

7d

7e

7f

7g

7h

C.3 New Assertions

The new assertions referenced in Table C.1 have been defined using the templates iden-

tified in the previous section. The full definition of each assertion is included as follows.

Each assertion has been given a unique identifier. The following listing includes asser-

tions from both safety subsystems of the example system.

Assertions from safety subsystem 1:

1a) T1 - When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

1b) T1 - When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy
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1c) T4 - When ERB1 is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

1d) T4 - When ERB1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Fir-

ing Unit, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the

Detonator is in the Operational State

1e) T3 - Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB1

when ERB1 is in the Isolating State

1f) T3 - Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB1

when ERB1 is in the Isolating State

1g) T5 - ERB1 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

1h) T6 - ERB1 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given

stimulus >HV

2a) T1 - When SL1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

2b) T1 - When SL1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy

2c) T4 - When SL1 is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

2d) T4 - When SL1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

2e) T3 - Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL1

when SL1 is in the Isolating State

2f) T3 - Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL1

when SL1 is in the Isolating State

2g) T5 - SL1 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

2h) T6 - SL1 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given stimulus

>HV

2i) T6 - SL1 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Open State given stimulus

of UQS1
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Assertions from safety subsystem 2:

3a) T1 - When ERB2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

3b) T1 - When ERB2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO

(when it is in the Isolating State)

3c) T4 - When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

3d) T4 - When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit

and the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

3e) T3 - Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB2

when ERB2 is in the Isolating State

3f) T4 - When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with

the vulnerabilities of ERB2 when ERB2 is in the Isolating State

3g) T5 - ERB2 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

3h) T6 - ERB2 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given

stimulus >HV

4a) T1 - When SL2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

4b) T1 - When SL2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO

(when it is in the Isolating State)

4c) T4 - When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

4d) T4 - When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit

and the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

4e) T3 - Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL2

when SL2 is in the Isolating State

4f) T4 - When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with

the vulnerabilities of SL2 when SL2 is in the Isolating State
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4g) T5 - SL2 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

4h) T6 - SL2 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given stimulus

>HV

4i) T6 - SL2 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Open State given stimulus

of UQS2

5a) T1 - When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV

energy

5b) T4 - When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with

the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

5c) T3 - Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of EXT ISO

when EXT ISO is in the Isolating State

5d) T5 - EXT ISO shall initially begin in the Isolating State

5e) T6 - EXT ISO shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given

stimulus of >HV

6a) T3 - Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the

Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

6b) T5 - The Detonator shall initially begin in the Operational State

6c) T6 - The Detonator shall only change from the Operational State to the Fired State

given stimulus of HV

7a) T1 - When PORT BW is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV

energy

7b) T1 - When PORT BW is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO

(when it is in the Isolating State)

7c) T4 - When PORT BW is in the Isolating State its output after flowing via the

PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when

the Detonator is in the Operational State

7d) T4 - When PORT BW is in the Isolating State its output after flowing via the

Firing Unit and PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the

Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State
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7e) T3 - Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of PORT BW

when PORT BW is in the Isolating State

7f) T4 - When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with

the vulnerabilities of PORT BW when PORT BW is in the Isolating State

7g) T5 - The PORT BW shall initially begin in the Isolating State

7h) T6 - The PORT BW shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State

given stimulus of >HV

C.4 Component Specifications

It is possible to identify which assertions are relevant for each component of the system.

Through manually scanning the requirements and grouping them the following listings

include the requirements relevant for each component.

HV Energy

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy

• Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB1 when

ERB1 is in the Isolating State

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy

• Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL1 when

SL1 is in the Isolating State

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy

• Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of EXT ISO

when EXT ISO is in the Isolating State

EXT ISO

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO (when

it is in the Isolating State)

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of ERB2 when ERB2 is in the Isolating State
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• When SL2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO (when

it is in the Isolating State)

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of SL2 when SL2 is in the Isolating State

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of EXT ISO

when EXT ISO is in the Isolating State

• EXT ISO shall initially begin in the Isolating State

• EXT ISO shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given

stimulus of >HV

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO

(when it is in the Isolating State)

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of PORT BW when PORT BW is in the Isolating State

LV Energy

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB1 when

ERB1 is in the Isolating State

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL1 when

SL1 is in the Isolating State

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB2 when

ERB2 is in the Isolating State

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL2 when

SL2 is in the Isolating State
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• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Deto-

nator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of PORT BW

when PORT BW is in the Isolating State

ERB1

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB1 when

ERB1 is in the Isolating State

• Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB1 when

ERB1 is in the Isolating State

• ERB1 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

• ERB1 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given stimulus

>HV

SB1

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of HV energy

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit, shall

be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator, when the Detonator is

in the Operational State
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• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL1 when

SL1 is in the Isolating State

• Output of HV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL1 when

SL1 is in the Isolating State

• SL1 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

• SL1 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given stimulus

>HV

• SL1 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Open State given stimulus

of UQS1

ERB2

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO (when

it is in the Isolating State)

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit

and the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB2 when

ERB2 is in the Isolating State

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of ERB2 when ERB2 is in the Isolating State

• ERB2 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

• ERB2 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given stimulus

>HV

SB2

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy
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• When SL2 is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO (when

it is in the Isolating State)

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit and

the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of SL2 when

SL2 is in the Isolating State

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of SL2 when SL2 is in the Isolating State

• SL2 shall initially begin in the Isolating State

• SL2 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State given stimulus

>HV

• SL2 shall only change from the Isolating State to the Open State given stimulus

of UQS2

PORT FW

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit

and the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit and

the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State
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PORT BW

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of LV energy

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State it shall attenuate outputs of EXT ISO

(when it is in the Isolating State)

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State its output after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State its output after flowing via the Fir-

ing Unit and PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the

Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of PORT BW

when PORT BW is in the Isolating State

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of PORT BW when PORT BW is in the Isolating State

• The PORT BW shall initially begin in the Isolating State

• The PORT BW shall only change from the Isolating State to the Failed State

given stimulus of >HV

Firing Unit

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit

and the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit and

the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State
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• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State its output after flowing via the Fir-

ing Unit and PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the

Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

Detonator

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When ERB1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When SL1 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When ERB2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit

and the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When SL2 is in the Isolating State its output, after flowing via the Firing Unit and

the PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator

when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• When EXT ISO is in the Isolating State its output shall be incompatible with the

vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• Output of LV Energy shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Deto-

nator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

• The Detonator shall initially begin in the Operational State
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• The Detonator shall only change from the Operational State to the Fired State

given stimulus of HV

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State its output after flowing via the PORT FW,

shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the Detonator when the Detonator

is in the Operational State

• When PORT BW is in the Isolating State its output after flowing via the Fir-

ing Unit and PORT FW, shall be incompatible with the vulnerabilities of the

Detonator when the Detonator is in the Operational State

In the following section a model of the components used in safety subsystem 1 of the

example are presented. Section C.4 shows model checks against the components of this

safety subsystem and of a model of the topology of safety subsystem 1 along with a

model check against this topology. Only one safety subsystem has been demonstrated

to reduce the size of the model in this appendix.



--===================================================================

--Definitions

--===================================================================

1 datatype EnergyTypes = veryhighv | highv | lowv | none | residual | uqs1 | uqs2

2 channel input, output : EnergyTypes 

3 IOEvents ={| input, output |}

--Transition events

4 channel failed, unlock, fire

5 TransitionEvents = {failed, unlock, fire}

6 AllEvents = union(TransitionEvents, IOEvents)

7 ERB1FailEvents   = {failed}

8 SL1FailEvents    = {failed}

9 SL1OpenEvents    = {unlock}

10 DETFireEvents    = {fire}

--===================================================================

--Rule Sets

--===================================================================

11 hv_energy_1 = { ( none, residual)}

12 hv_energy_2 = { ( none, lowv)  }

13 hv_energy_3 = { ( none, highv)  }

14 HV_ENERGYRules = Union( {hv_energy_1,

15     hv_energy_2,

16    hv_energy_3 } )

--==================================================================

17 lv_energy_1 = { ( none, residual)}

18 lv_energy_2 = { ( none, lowv)  }

19 LV_ENERGYRules = Union( {lv_energy_1,

20    lv_energy_2 } )

--===================================================================

21 erb1_1 = { ( residual, none)  }

22 erb1_2 = { ( lowv, none)  }

23 erb1_3 = { ( highv, residual)}

24 erb1_4 = { ( veryhighv, failed)  }

25 erb1_5 = { ( uqs1, none)  }

26 erb1_6 = { ( uqs2, none)  }

27 ERB1Rules = Union( {erb1_1,

28    erb1_2, 

29    erb1_3, 

30    erb1_4, 

31    erb1_5, 

32    erb1_6 } )

33 erb1_failed_1 = { ( residual, residual) }

34 erb1_failed_2 = { ( residual, none)     }

35 erb1_failed_3 = { ( lowv, lowv)   }

Defines energy types used 
in the model and that 

energy can flow in or out 
with all using these types

Defines all 
input.energytype and 

output.energytype events

Defines state change events 
and defines a set which 

contains all of them, also 
defines a set of all events

Defines which events are applicable for 
which state changes, e.g. the failed 
event depicts a transition from the 

Isolating State to the Failed State. This 
is a channel so it can be used for model 

checks later on

Creates a single set 
defining all of the rules for 

a state

Defines an input.highv 
event

Defines an 
output.residual event

failed

What follows up to line 
168 are rule sets for each 
component in the system. 
The first two components 

are energy sources, 
therefore have none as an 
input to generate energy. 

Sections of comments 
separate each component.

This set of rules define 
behaviour in a failed state 

for ERB1
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Describes 
failure to meet 

assertion 1b

36 erb1_failed_4 = { ( lowv, residual) }

37 erb1_failed_5 = { ( lowv,  none)     }

38 erb1_failed_6 = { ( highv, highv)   }

39 erb1_failed_7 = { ( highv, lowv)   }

40 erb1_failed_8 = { ( highv, residual) }

41 erb1_failed_9 = { ( highv, none)     }

42 erb1_failed_10 = { ( veryhighv, veryhighv)}

43 erb1_failed_11 = { ( veryhighv, highv)   }

44 erb1_failed_12 = { ( veryhighv, lowv)   }

45 erb1_failed_13 = { ( veryhighv, residual) }

46 erb1_failed_14 = { ( veryhighv, none)     }

47 erb1_failed_15 = { ( uqs1, uqs1)   }

48 erb1_failed_16 = { ( uqs2, uqs2)   }

49 ERB1FailedRules = Union( {erb1_failed_1,

50     erb1_failed_2, 

51    erb1_failed_3, 

52    erb1_failed_4, 

53    erb1_failed_5,

54    erb1_failed_6,  

55    erb1_failed_7,  

56    erb1_failed_8,  

57    erb1_failed_9,  

58    erb1_failed_10,  

59    erb1_failed_11,

60    erb1_failed_12,

61    erb1_failed_13,

62    erb1_failed_14,

63    erb1_failed_15,

64    erb1_failed_16 } 

65    erb1_failed_17 } 

--===================================================================

66 sl1_1 = { ( residual, none)  }

67 sl1_2 = { ( lowv, none)  }

68 sl1_3 = { ( highv, residual)}

69 sl1_4 = { ( veryhighv, failed)  }

70 sl1_5 = { ( uqs1, unlock)  }

71 sl1_6 = { ( uqs1, none)  }

72 SL1Rules = Union( {sl1_1,

73    sl1_2,

74    sl1_3, 

75    sl1_4, 

76    sl1_5, 

77    sl1_6 } )

78 sl1_failed_1 = { ( residual, residual) }

79 sl1_failed_2 = { ( residual, none)     }

80 sl1_failed_3 = { ( lowv, lowv)   }

81 sl1_failed_4 = { ( lowv, residual) }

82 sl1_failed_5 = { ( lowv,  none)     }

83 sl1_failed_6 = { ( highv, highv)   }

84 sl1_failed_7 = { ( highv, lowv)   }

85 sl1_failed_8 = { ( highv, residual) }

86 sl1_failed_9 = { ( highv, none)     }

87 sl1_failed_10 = { ( veryhighv, veryhighv)}

88 sl1_failed_11 = { ( veryhighv, highv)   }

89 sl1_failed_12 = { ( veryhighv, lowv)   }
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90 sl1_failed_13 = { ( veryhighv, residual) }

91 sl1_failed_14 = { ( veryhighv, none)     }

92 sl1_failed_15 = { ( uqs1, uqs1)   }

93 sl1_failed_16 = { ( uqs2, uqs2)   }

94 SL1FailedRules = Union( {sl1_failed_1,

95   sl1_failed_2, 

96   sl1_failed_3, 

97   sl1_failed_4, 

98   sl1_failed_5,

99     sl1_failed_6,  

100   sl1_failed_7,  

101   sl1_failed_8,  

102   sl1_failed_9,  

103   sl1_failed_10,  

104   sl1_failed_11,

105   sl1_failed_12,

106   sl1_failed_13,

107   sl1_failed_14,

108   sl1_failed_15,

109   sl1_failed_16 } )

110 sl1_open_1 = { ( residual, residual) }

111 sl1_open_2 = { ( residual, none)     }

112 sl1_open_3 = { ( lowv, lowv)   }

113 sl1_open_4 = { ( lowv, residual) }

114 sl1_open_5 = { ( lowv,  none)     }

115 sl1_open_6 = { ( highv, highv)   }

116 sl1_open_7 = { ( highv, lowv)   }

117 sl1_open_8 = { ( highv, residual) }

118 sl1_open_9 = { ( highv, none)     }

119 sl1_open_10 = { ( veryhighv, veryhighv)}

120 sl1_open_11 = { ( veryhighv, highv)   }

121 sl1_open_12 = { ( veryhighv, lowv)   }

122 sl1_open_13 = { ( veryhighv, residual) }

123 sl1_open_14 = { ( veryhighv, none)     }

124 sl1_open_15 = { ( uqs1, uqs1)   }

125 sl1_open_16 = { ( uqs2, uqs2)   }

126 SL1OpenRules = Union( {sl1_open_1,

127   sl1_open_2, 

128   sl1_open_3, 

129   sl1_open_4, 

130   sl1_open_5,

131   sl1_open_6,  

132   sl1_open_7,  

133   sl1_open_8,  

134   sl1_open_9,  

135   sl1_open_10,  

136   sl1_open_11,

137   sl1_open_12,

138   sl1_open_13,

139   sl1_open_14,

140   sl1_open_15,

141   sl1_open_16 } )  

--===================================================================

142 fu_1 = { ( residual, residual)}

143 fu_2 = { ( lowv, highv)  }

144 fu_3 = { ( highv, veryhighv)}

145 fu_4 = { ( veryhighv, veryhighv)}
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146 fu_4 = { ( veryhighv, veryhighv)}

147 fu_5 = { ( uqs1, uqs1)  }

148 fu_6 = { ( uqs2, uqs2)  }

149 FURules = Union( {fu_1,

150    fu_2, 

151    fu_3, 

152    fu_4, 

153    fu_5,

154    fu_6 } )

--===================================================================

155 det_1 = { ( residual, none)  }

156 det_2 = { ( lowv, none)  }

157 det_3 = { ( highv, fire)    }

158 det_4 = { ( veryhighv, none)  }

159 det_5 = { ( uqs1, none)  }

160 det_6 = { ( uqs2, none)  }

161 DETRules = Union( {det_1,

162     det_2, 

163    det_3, 

164    det_4, 

165    det_5, 

166     det_6 } )

--=================================================================== 

167 DETFiredRules = {}

--===================================================================

--GENERIC PROCESSES

168 GENERIC(Set1) = 

169     let

170         EX(CurrentSet) = 

171     ([] x : EnergyTypes @ 

172 ([] y : ( { b | (A,b) <- CurrentSet, member(x, {A}) } ) @

173 if   x==none 

174 then output.y -> EX(CurrentSet)

175 else input.x -> output.y -> EX(CurrentSet) ))

176     within

177        EX(Set1)

--===================================================================

178 GENERIC2(Set1, Set2, StateChangeLocal, StateChangeGlobal, perm1) =

179  let

180    EX(CurrentSet) =

181    ([] x : EnergyTypes @

182    ([] y : ( { b | (A,b) <- CurrentSet, member(x, {A}) } ) @

183          if   x==none

184          then output.y -> EX(CurrentSet)

185          else input.x -> if member(y, StateChangeLocal)

186                                              then y -> (EX(Set2) 

187 [] not perm1 & EX(Set1))

188                                              else output.y -> EX(CurrentSet)))

189  within

190    EX(Set1)

191    []

192    ([] x : StateChangeGlobal @ x -> (EX(Set2)

193        [] not perm1 & EX(Set1)))

This is the event which is 
to be avoided at the safety 

subsystem level. 
Represents the detonator 

firing.

No behaviour defined 
when in the Det Fired state 
as this is the final event of 

the chain we are 
interested in.

Processes used to create models with rule sets as 
an input. These are used relative to the number of 

states of the components in the system.

Takes and input rule 
set of behaviour in 

its one state

Selects each input within the EnergyTypes set and 
determines if it is applicable as an input. Where 

selected they are offered as an external choice [] 

If the input is none, then the component 
is an energy source and should only 

provide an output. Otherwise the input -
> output events are defined. The process 

then repeats to  provides an infinite 
trace

As the above process to model 
a component with 2 states. 

Takes input of the behaviour 
in states 1 and 2, local events 
which cause a state change in 

terms of inputs and then 
global events triggered by the 
environment. None of these 
global events are used in the 
example, but have been for 
industry applications. The 

perm1 input is used to model 
components where template 
T7 is used. Again, not in this 

example.

As above, but local changes can result in 
a state change to behaviour defined in 
set 2 if the component should not be 

held permanently in the current state.

Defines that a global event e.g. high 
temperature can change the state 

to behave like set 2.
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194 GENERIC3(Set1, Set2, Set3, StateChangeLocal1, StateChangeGlobal1, perm1, 

StateChangeLocal2, StateChangeGlobal2, perm2) =

195  let

196    EX(CurrentSet) =

197    ([] x : EnergyTypes @

198      ([] y : ( { b | (A,b) <- CurrentSet, member(x, {A}) } ) @

199      if   x==none

200      then output.y -> EX(CurrentSet)

201      else input.x -> if member(y, StateChangeLocal1)

202                          then y -> (EX(Set2) [] not perm1 & EX(Set1))

203                                else if member(y, StateChangeLocal2)

204             then y -> (EX(Set3) [] not perm2 & EX(Set1))

205              else output.y -> EX(CurrentSet)))

206  within

207    EX(Set1)

208    []

209    ([] x : StateChangeGlobal1 @ x -> ((EX(Set2) [] not perm1 & EX(Set1))))

210    []

211    ([] x : StateChangeGlobal2 @ x -> (EX(Set3) [] not perm2 & EX(Set1)))

--===================================================================

212 GENERIC_SC(Set1, CauseSet1) =

213     let

214         EX(CurrentSet) =       

215            ([] x : EnergyTypes @                

216                ([] y : ( { b | (A,b) <- CurrentSet, member(x, {A}) } ) @

217                        if   x==none 

218     then output.y -> (STOP [] EX(CurrentSet))

219                        else input.x -> if member(y, CauseSet1) 

220                                          then y -> STOP

221                                          else output.y -> (STOP [] EX(CurrentSet)) ))

222     within

223        EX(Set1)

--===================================================================

--Instantiations

224 HV_ENERGY = GENERIC(HV_ENERGYRules)

225 LV_ENERGY = GENERIC(LV_ENERGYRules)

226 ERB1= GENERIC2(ERB1Rules, ERB1FailedRules, ERB1FailEvents, {}, false

227 SL1 = GENERIC3(SL1Rules, SL1FailedRules, SL1OpenRules, SL1FailEvents, {}, false, 

SL1OpenEvents, {}, false)

228 FU   = GENERIC(FURules)

229 DET = GENERIC2(DETRules, DETFiredRules, DETFireEvents, {}, false)

--===================================================================

230 NONE(Set1) = [] x : inter(Set1, {none})     @ output.x -> STOP

231 RES(Set1)  = [] x : inter(Set1, {residual}) @ output.x -> STOP

232 LV(Set1)   = [] x : inter(Set1, {lowv})     @ output.x -> STOP

233 HV(Set1)   = [] x : inter(Set1, {highv})    @ output.x -> STOP

234 VHV(Set1)  = [] x : inter(Set1, {veryhighv})@ output.x -> STOP

235 LTres = {none}

236 LTlv   = {none, residual}

237 LThv  = {none, residual, lowv}

238 LTvhv = {none, residual, lowv, highv}

239 OUTPUT_GT_NONE = [] x : EnergyTypes @ output.x -> STOP

240 OUTPUT_GT_RES  = [] x : diff(EnergyTypes, LTres) @ output.x -> STOP

241 OUTPUT_GT_LV   = [] x : diff(EnergyTypes, LTlv) @ output.x -> STOP

242 OUTPUT_GT_HV   = [] x : diff(EnergyTypes, LThv) @ output.x -> STOP

243 OUTPUT_GT_VHV  = [] x : diff(EnergyTypes, LTvhv) @ output.x -> STOP

As with the previous process, but is 
used to define a component with 

three states, therefore requiring three 
sets of behaviour, two sets of local 
and global state change events and 
two permanent change flags. This 
approach could be improved for 

scalability.

Process which is used for model 
checks, this represents a component 
which is allowed to perform a state 

change given an input, but never 
shows how it would behave in the 
state it transitions to. Hence the 

process will STOP.

These processes are used 
during model checking to 
extract each energy type from 
a rule set (if it exists) and 
output it.

Specification processes 
used to state output any 
energy type over a given 
type (e.g. OUTPUT_GT_HV 
produces everything 
veryhighv, as it is greater 
than HV).

Defines processes to represent the behaviour of each 
component in the safety subsystem. These are instantiated 
using the “GENERIC” processes by defining the component’s 
behaviour in each state
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--Assertion: 1a)

--Template1 ERB1 in ISO state attenuates LV

244 LV_ENERGYHazards = inter(EnergyTypes,{b | (A,b) <- LV_ENERGYRules})

245 ERB1_ISO = (ERB1 [| ERB1FailEvents |] STOP)

--Expected: At least one must fail

246 assert OUTPUT_GT_NONE [T= NONE(LV_ENERGYHazards) [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

247 assert OUTPUT_GT_RES [T= RES(LV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

248 assert OUTPUT_GT_LV [T= LV(LV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

249 assert OUTPUT_GT_HV [T= HV(LV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

250 assert OUTPUT_GT_VHV [T= VHV(LV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 1b)

--Template1 ERB1 in ISO state attenuates HV

251 HV_ENERGYHazards = inter(EnergyTypes,{b | (A,b) <- HV_ENERGYRules})

--Expected: At least one must fail

252 assert OUTPUT_GT_NONE [T= NONE(HV_ENERGYHazards) [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

253 assert OUTPUT_GT_RES [T= RES(HV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

254 assert OUTPUT_GT_LV [T= LV(HV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

255 assert OUTPUT_GT_HV [T= HV(HV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

256 assert OUTPUT_GT_VHV [T= VHV(HV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] ERB1_ISO

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 1c)

--Template 4 - ERB1 ISO incompatible with DET (local only)

--Allow anything but the state change vulnerability events

257 NotDetEvents = diff(AllEvents, DETFireEvents)

258 DET_INCOMP_SPEC = [] x : NotDetEvents @ x -> DET_INCOMP_SPEC

--Expected: True

259 assert DET_INCOMP_SPEC [T= (ERB1_ISO [ output <-> input ] DET)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 1d)

--Template 4 - ERB1 ISO via FU incompatible with DET (local only)

--Expected: True

260 assert DET_INCOMP_SPEC [T= ((ERB1_ISO [ output <-> input ] FU) [ output <-> input ] DET)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 1e)

--Template 3 -  LV incompatible with ERB1 (local only)

261 ERB1_INCOMP_SPEC = [] x : diff(AllEvents, ERB1FailEvents) @ x -> ERB1_INCOMP_SPEC

--Expected: True

262 assert ERB1_INCOMP_SPEC [T= LV_ENERGY [ output <-> input ] ERB1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 1f)

--Template 3 -  HV incompatible with ERB1 (local only)

--Expected: True

263 assert ERB1_INCOMP_SPEC [T= HV_ENERGY [ output <-> input ] ERB1

Selects which of the energy types is 
output by the LV Energy component 
and produces a list of hazard.

ERB1_ISO is a process which represents ERB1 when it is only behaving 
as its “Isolating State”. This is achieved by suppressing the state change 
event to its failed state by synchronising with STOP upon that event – 
this means the event cannot occur as STOP will not perform this event.

If the first component in this test (LV Energy) 
produces a hazard of a given energy type, this is 
provided by the NONE,RES, LV etc. process and 
synchronised with ERB1 in its Isolating State. The 
specifications used test whether the same level 
of energy or above are produced by ERB1 in the 
isolating state. It is expected that in at least one 
case it will attenuate and therefore fail.

As above but repeated for HV Energy

NotDetEvents is a set containing all events but the one 
which represents the DET firing (i.e. fire), 
DET_INCOMP_SPEC is a process that allows any event, 
in any order except fire. The model check tests whether 
outputs of ERB1 in the Isolating State cause this event.

As above but tests energy from the ERB 
passing through the FU and then to the DET.

As with the previous checks, except checking whether LV 
Energy is incompatible with the vulnerabilities of ERB1 i.e. 
any events which cause it to enter the failed state.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 1g)

--Template 5 -  ERB1 initially in Isolating State

264 ERB1_ISO_SC = GENERIC_SC(ERB1Rules, ERB1FailEvents)

265 ERB1_UNDER_TEST = ERB1 [| ERB1FailEvents |] STOP

266 ERB1_INITIAL_SPEC = ERB1_ISO_SC \ ERB1FailEvents

--Expected: Both tests true

267 assert ERB1_INITIAL_SPEC [T= ERB1_UNDER_TEST

268 assert ERB1_UNDER_TEST [T= ERB1_INITIAL_SPEC

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 1h)

--Template 6 -  ERB1 only changes to Failed State given veryhighv

269 ERB1_SC_SPEC = [] x : diff(AllEvents, ERB1FailEvents) @ x -> ERB1_SC_SPEC

--Expected: True

270 assert ERB1_SC_SPEC [T= ERB1_ISO_SC [| {input.veryhighv} |] STOP

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2a)

--Template1 SL1 in ISO state attenuates LV

271 SL1_ISO = (SL1 [| union(SL1FailEvents, SL1OpenEvents) |] STOP)

--Expected: At least one must fail

272 assert OUTPUT_GT_NONE [T= NONE(LV_ENERGYHazards) [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

273 assert OUTPUT_GT_RES [T= RES(LV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

274 assert OUTPUT_GT_LV [T= LV(LV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

275 assert OUTPUT_GT_HV [T= HV(LV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

276 assert OUTPUT_GT_VHV [T= VHV(LV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2b)

--Template1 SL1 in ISO state attenuates HV

--Expected: At least one must fail

277 assert OUTPUT_GT_NONE [T= NONE(HV_ENERGYHazards) [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

278 assert OUTPUT_GT_RES [T= RES(HV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

279 assert OUTPUT_GT_LV [T= LV(HV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

280 assert OUTPUT_GT_HV [T= HV(HV_ENERGYHazards)   [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

281 assert OUTPUT_GT_VHV [T= VHV(HV_ENERGYHazards)  [ output <-> input ] SL1_ISO

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2c)

--Template 4 - SL1 ISO incompatible with DET (local only)

--Expected: True

282 assert DET_INCOMP_SPEC [T= SL1_ISO [ output <-> input ] DET

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2d)

--Template 4 - SL1 ISO via FU incompatible with DET (local only)

--Expected: True

283 assert DET_INCOMP_SPEC [T= ((SL1_ISO [ output <-> input ] FU) [ output <-> input ] DET)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2e)

--Template 3 -  LV incompatible with SL1 (local only)

284 SL1_INCOMP_SPEC = [] x : diff(AllEvents, union(SL1FailEvents, SL1OpenEvents)) @ x -> 

SL1_INCOMP_SPEC

--Expected: True

285 assert SL1_INCOMP_SPEC [T= LV_ENERGY [ output <-> input ] SL1

Uses the GENERIC_SC process to create a 
model of the ERB which can only behave in 
one state with a transition event, not 
behave as its second state.

Suppresses state changes for the full 
component model

Hides the state change event so it does not 
show in a trace

Ensures no state change transition can be 
seen and that the component behaves like 
its initial state should

Tests that the state change event of ERB1 
cannot be seen if the event input.veryhighv is 
suppressed, therefore checking if it is the only 
cause of state change.

The following model checks repeat the 
same format as the previous ones for 
the component SL1
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--Assertion: 2f)

--Template 3 -  HV incompatible with SL1 (local only)

--Expected: True

286 assert SL1_INCOMP_SPEC [T= HV_ENERGY [ output <-> input ] SL1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2g)

--Template 5 -  SL1 initially in Isolating State

287 SL1_ISO_SC = GENERIC_SC(SL1Rules, union(SL1FailEvents, SL1OpenEvents))

288 SL1_UNDER_TEST = SL1 [| union(SL1FailEvents, SL1OpenEvents) |] STOP

289 SL1_INITIAL_SPEC = SL1_ISO_SC \ union(SL1FailEvents, SL1OpenEvents)

--Expected: Both tests true

290 assert SL1_INITIAL_SPEC [T= SL1_UNDER_TEST

291 assert SL1_UNDER_TEST [T= SL1_INITIAL_SPEC

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2h)

--Template 6 -  SL1 only changes to Failed State given veryhighv

292 SL1_SC_SPEC1 = [] x : diff(AllEvents, SL1FailEvents) @ x -> SL1_SC_SPEC1

--Expected: True

293 assert SL1_SC_SPEC1 [T= SL1_ISO_SC [| {input.veryhighv} |] STOP

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Assertion: 2i)

--Template 6 -  SL1 only changes to Open State given uqs1

294 SL1_SC_SPEC2 = [] x : diff(AllEvents, SL1OpenEvents) @ x -> SL1_SC_SPEC2

--Expected: True

295 assert SL1_SC_SPEC2 [T= SL1_ISO_SC [| {input.uqs1} |] STOP

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--Model check on entire system - normal component behaviour

296 NO_DET_SPEC = []  x : diff(AllEvents, {fire}) @ x -> NO_DET_SPEC

--Safety subsystem 1 model

297 OUTER_REGION = LV_ENERGY [] HV_ENERGY

298 INTERFACES   = ERB1 [] SL1

299 INNER_REGION = FU [ output <-> input ] DET

300      []

301               DET

302 SAFETYSUBSYSTEM1 = (OUTER_REGION [ output <-> input ] INTERFACES) [ output <-> 

input ] INNER_REGION

--Model check on safety subsystem 1

303 assert NO_DET_SPEC [T= SAFETYSUBSYSTEM1

Provides a specification for the safety 
subsystem where any event can occur 
with the exception of that which 
represents detonation

Produces processes which represent 
different regions of the safety 
subsystem under test

Represents the topology as shown in Figure C.2

Interfaces Inner RegionOuter Region

Test that the safety subsystem 
provides complete protection
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